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PREFACE

of
This book, a revised version of my 19?2 University
suggests and describes the further
Michigan dissertation,
in the context of a general
development of case grammar
is taken from
theory of syntax. The linguistic material
is not conPersian; however,
framework
suggested
the
applicable.
fined to Persian,
but appears to be generally
was the inadThe problem that elicited this framework
of
in the available theories
equacy of verb-classification
of the cases.
syntax, and related to it the interrelationship
Moreover,
on the verbal side, so far there are suggested
between
only vague assumptions as to the correspondence
much rnore
case and the respective verb level. A furtlier,
of general semantic difcrucial point, is the insufficiency
levels.
between abstract and functional
ferentiation
suggestion for a hic'rarchy IFi1iFollowing Fillrnorers
more 1971], this framework posits and defines a hierarchy
of six basic cases. As a major development of that, the
with a corcorrelatcd
is systematically
nominal hierarchy
responding verb level hierarchy.
Chomsky was one of the first to suggest a semantic difbetween abstract and functional levels to acferentiation
or irregularidifferent surface regularities
for
the
count
ties for the verbs especi.ally be, seem, and have fChomsky
195?] . Developing this insight was necessary to disti.nguish
abstract
between not only two but three levels: functional,
rber,
and tnrixedt, where abstract is confined to the verb
tmixedr
includes verbs which operate on both abwhile
These levels can be looked at
stract and function levels.
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as interrelated

OF SYNTAX

by transformation

Function :
rMixedr :
Abstract :

processes,

e. g.

u sup-ra serd kard
he cooled the soup
sup sard Eod
the soup cooled
sup sard aest
the soup is cool

CONTBNTS

This corresponds exactly to sentence t;,pes cited by Lakoff
I t-at<off igTo] .
John eooled the soup.
The soup eooLed,
The soup is eooL,
The most essential and innovative
suggestion of this
following insights of modern and medieval
framework,
philosophers
of language, is the derivation
of sentences,
not from #S#, but from the universal
verb buda4 tbet of
VBU (conwhich the conceptualized linguistic primitives
ceptualized verb) and NBU (conceptualized noun) are generated. The hierarchy
of cases and verb leve1s generated
and the selected problem
of the
through these primitives
so-called rcompound verbsr in Persian constitute the final
chapters of this work.
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'To Be'
as the Origin of Syntax

A PersianFramework

Chapter One
GENERAL BACKGROUNDS

1.1 Introduction
This book is a systematic study of syntax through Pertoday. It is an atternpt
sian, the standard language oflran
developing a
to formulate a coherent systern of grammar
while essentially
The latter,
approach.
new theoretical
based on insights from modern linguistic theory, includes
Iran as we11" My
of medieval
observations of philosophers
for
exclusively
thus, is not written
grammatical
model,
Persian and contains much that is applicable to other languages.
This model was developed because, in my opinion, the
mere application to Persian of the models provided so far
Persian
in elucidating
successful
were only partially
grammar,
from the rlatinr model used by Jones in 1771
?caser model applied by Palmer in 19?0.
to the tr'illmorian
in the syntax of Persian
my investigations
F'urthermore,
approaches
have convinced me that the result of theoretical
linguistic problems differ depending on the 1into similar
guistic media and the logistics underlying them lcf. M. R.
Bateni 1969: 125-261.
Developing a new model necessitates certain restrictions. Much of my discussion focuses on essential assumptions and rdeepr or rabstractr levels of grammar;
has preference over the dctailed dcritheir clarification
consequently,
vations in any one part of the grammer;
are developed to
only certain subsystems of the grammar
nearr the tsurfacer.
a stage which may be calledrfairly
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(Nevertheless, in order to back up the argument,
at each
crucial point of derivation, sample rsurfac6r realizations
are added. ) Thus, the followingls not a rsurfacer gramrnar
of Persian in the sense of a detailed refererr"" g"i--""
or a textbook [cf.. Bashiri \g72b, for example], Eut .rde"pt
grammar attempting to detail the irrherentgenerat system
underlying s;mtactic relations through cxprSrationsln persian syntax.
The remainder of this chapter is dividcd into three main
sections dealing with various aspccts of the developmc.nt of
Persian in the cont-ext of the thcory of syntax.
The first
section is a resum6 of the studies so fir undertaken by
Iranists. This is necessary because the model which r wi.1l
outline further below for syntax in general is based on persian syntax and thus will 6ave to assulne earlier achievements as granted. The section deals with the rhistoryr of
the development of the description of the syntax of persian
from the tirne of Jonesf grarnmar, tZ?t, untit the applica_
t_cas9lgrammar to persian,
in ig?0, by paimer.
I"r..oj
To this I will relate the 'persianr approacrres io syntax
in the works of Medieval persian authorities on t&ic fit.
Ibn sina (known to thc wcst by his Latini.red .ramc ?viccnna
980-1037), and more recent modernizers like Kasravi. rn
the second section I will deal exclusively with the state of
the conte-mporary theory of general linguistics concentra_
Lakoff, and
Ilq o" the _major contributions of Chomiky,
Fillmore.
In the last section I wil-r. give a"n outline or trr"
general system that I propose for syntax and will indi.cate
in general terms how this system can elucidate somc of
the current problems of generative modcls.
rn c-onelusion, r uiLL shou that the id.eas contributed. bu
rny predecessors, both ancient and.modezm,ean be auirutopn7
and,systematized. r fu,ther uiLL shoa that the essence
of
both qneient and modez,nachieuements cqn be eaptu'ed.
ond.
utiLized to ez,eate
3 .uyified system uithin uh.tLn tne it}_
fer,gnt aspeets of the theo-z,yof syntar ean be a.ceom_
modated.
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I. 2 ApproaStteilg-Eerslan-Synl

The course of written gramn
fers from that in other languag
of the existence of theoretical i
through the centuries, Iittle aP
to the writers of Particular gral
statement should be modified. \
followed the general trends in c
serrrations and taxonomY rather
talisticr constructs. Grammart
usable, tools towards the finer
It aPPears that
i. e. literature.
adaptation of the descriPtive st:
our day for the descriPtion of a
grammar that s
was the tlatinr
grammars and textbooks.
"
The essential difference bet'
rexPlanatorY
mentalistic-Iogic,
tdescriP
formalistic-Practical,
the verb bud4q rto b
denced by
" While treaTld-l-s a 'de
handled.
and a Predic
by descriPtivists,
tivists and case grammarlans,
I
rnost fundamental and nuclear
m<
MY
Avicenna.
like
language
position by unifYing these aPPr
I.2.I

The P-reqtr}cluralist Gra

There is a long list of Prest:
mars, extending from the first
Gramma! of the Persian Langt
bY Sir wilriam.
*tittcn
@;
up to the monumental Ej
nT
presented bY D. C. Phillott in
in Persian grammar see Khor
There is not much rhistorYr
aches to Persian s;rntax culmi
rco
Jones for which he began
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'to

back
at cach
-up the argumcnt,
n, sample rsurfacer realizations
llowing is not a rsurfacer g.;;;;.
f a detailed reference grammar

iisi!,H:#f;?:"**:;"*r'
tions through explbrations ii

F;_

.chapter is divided into three main
lous aspects of the development
oi
The first
.the theory of syntax.
the.studiei so far undertaken
b..,
ry because thc model virri"rr.-i'.t,.itir
syntax in general is bascd
;; p;;_
nave to assumc earlier achieve_
rction.deals with the tfiistorf
Jf
tcription oI the syntax of pc"rsian
1771,-untit the apptica_
."Tl-?",
) r-ersian, in 1970, by paimcr.
P_"^l-:i.".r'approache s to syntax
rersran authorities on logic
likc
tst by his Latinjzed name i,vi".rrn"
rt modernizers Like Xasravi..
In
leal exclusively with tfr" strt"
of
ot gencra_l Jlnguistics conccntra_
ttons of Chomsky, Lakoff, and
ion l^will givc a'n outlinc of
thc
rose for slmtax and will inaicaL
system can elucidate
oi:
nerative models.
"o_"
'.oathat the
ideas eontr.ibuted. bu
m7dem, can be anuntopnT
:t.-?:1
T
ULLLshou that the essence
of
ieuements emt be ."pt";;d"";d"t
d systemuithin ahich th;;;;_
teory of syntar can be
o""or_

1.2 Approaches to Persian Syntax
The course of written grammars of Persian hardly differs from that in other languages,rexoticr or not. In spite
innovations in linguistics
of the exi.stence of theoretical
through the centuries, 1ittle appears to have filtered down
to the writers of particular grammars. However, this
statement should be modified. Written grammars largely
followed the general trends in other fields of practical observations and taxonorny rather than in relying on rmentalisticr constructs. Grammars had to be practical and
usable, tools towards the finer products of its speakers,
It appears that sirnilar to the practical
i. e. literature.
adaptation of the descriptive structuralist methodology of
our day for the description of a language and textbooks it
grammar that served as a vague model for
was the tlatint
grammars and textbooks.
The essential difference between the two approaches,
rexplanatoryr, on the one hand, and
mentalistic-logic,
formalistic -practical, rdescriptiver, on the other, is evidenced by the verb bu_dan rto ber and the ways it has been
handled. While treated as a rdefectiver verb among others
and a predictable rdurnmyr by generaby descriptivists,
tivists and case grammarians, it has been regarded as the
most fundamental and nuclcar rconceptr by logicians of
languagc like Avicenna. My model justifies Avicennars
position by unifying these approaches.
I. 2. I ThL_Preqtrr.lcturalis.t Grammars
There is a long list of prestructuralist Persian granl A
mars, extending from the first substantial work:
Gqamm4r of the Persia:r Language (hencc Persiart GraE ttre orientalisl-ln
w"itten ny Sir wifl6fr-T6[es,
4q"r[
177I, up to the monumental Higher Persian Grammar
presented by D. C. Phillott in 1919.f noT-pre-J6ffiuaies
i n P e r s i a n g r a m m a r s e e K h o r o m o f 1 9 7 0 : B 5 - 8 6 .]
There is not much rhistoryr preceding Western approaches to Persian syntax culminating in the grammar of
Jones for which he began rcollecting rulestas early as
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1767 lCannon i952 : 11]. Jonesr mai.n and possibly,only
reliable source was Meninskirs persian diciionary". I 1t"
seems that lack of-previous dependable scholarship as well
as lack of thorough linguistic orientation had bloct<eo ttre
way for Jonest fu1l discovery of the problems of persian.
In fact, Jonesr interest in the language dwelled mostly on
Persian literature rather than in F"riian
g"a--"".
As
a tgrammariant Jones tried to ropen the miire of persian
literaturer
so that tmen of tastb . . . wirl undoubtedly be
pleased to unlock the stores of native genius, and to g-"tt",
the flowers of unrestrained and luxuri"it t"t"yt
[Jones 1T?1:
XXrV].
In this trend he is so persuasive thit ei.n
"orn"
pl"o"l ggntem,norary scho^lars rbgard him an authority
IcI: Arberryrs opinion of Jones in Cannon IgS2:14].
fn,V opinion, Jones| treatise on petsimt uhen eirnpated
to our modern, more mathenatieaLly oy,iented. nind., is d.e_
Lightful, at times euen nostaLgie. ft pe'mits is to Look
al rranian Linguistics,
in the west, in its earliest stages
o-f derselopnent. At the sune time 'tt senues as Liuinq eui-dence for the Little progress the uriting of pez,sionu gro^_
may has madeduring the twmtltuous Aea.?s that
foLloued.
Jones' qrqmnar.
Thebnly improvements made on Jonesr persian Grarn_
ga{ between lTTt and 1zB3 was the addition-6r6TnGE
W. A. J. Richardson, and later in 1823 additional ..rirro"
improvernents by Samuel Lee fCannon 1952:11] .2 Mere
recurrence
of the protot5rpes set up by Jones in sorne of
our more modern studies on Iranian dialectolopv -is in_
dicative of this imitation and lack of innovatio.]3
. . Jonesr grammar was not based on a model created by
hirn for Persian. On the contrary, as mentioned above,
his grammar was based on the rlatinr grammar.
The
merit of_Jonest grammar, however, liei in the introduc_
Western practical and formaListic
irrto
lion of
Persian., The significance of his adaptation^oi
"pp.o""fr""
p"""i""
.o
Latin rules is best seen in the nine London editions
that
his work went through by 1B2B [Cannon 1952: fS]. in
ti"rat
sense it was a universal achi.evement both in our modern
sense,of rlanguage universal,r and i.n the sense of i.ts uni_
versal acceptance by the majority of contemporr"yscho_
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lars in the field.
The Western Practical, formi
pushed aside the still mentalisti'
mar in Iran itself. The linguist:
Jones soon changed the view of 1
ians and grammarians in Iran h
Jonesr treatise won acclaim in
because of the tuniversail force
tant facet of these was the inclus
tics j.n Jonest Presentations. Tl
soon convinced of the suPeriorit
they did not have rules which cc
They had to give in because the
mari did not have the form-orie
descriptive Power -- as we wol
Jonest system. In their gramr '
versal rules that could exPlain
suages distant both geograPhica
and English were. Mol
S"nIt
given "it
to overlooking the essent
fact that their studies were base
and logic. TheY no longer saw
sential statement on which the;
early findings: al-insdnu hewE
al ani.malt (lor furthcr discussi
see below).
As we see it todaY, it seems
tative grammatical model for I
its tentative asPect, it has been
truth ever since and followed b;
could merely read, write or sP
Those scholars of Orientalistict
in Arabic, and were thus famiU
seized the oPPortunitY and intrc
grammars as authentic gramma
6xample of this treatment of Pe
The Persian Moo.nsLqe.PltUqlt
forms that Francis Gladwrn, tnt
sian to fit the Latin Pattern, a
guists who cannot find forms th
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. Jonesr main and possibly.'only
ninskirs Persian dictionary. r It"
,ous dependable scholarship as well
luistic orientation had blocked the
covery of the problems of persian.
r ln.the language dwelled mostly on
:r than in Persian grammar. 'As
ried to ropen the miire of persian
:n of taste . . . wi1l undoubtedlv be
;ores of native genius, and to dather
ned and luxuriant fancyr [.ronei tzZt:
,e is so persuasive thit even some
holars regard him an authoritv
of Jones in Cannon LgS2: I4l.
treatise on persian uhen eornpated
\ematieally oz,iented mind, is d.e_
nostaLgie. It permits us to Look
in the West, in its ea?Li.est stages
,one tine i.t serues as Liutna eui"_
persiart gram_
f"": .the uy,iting of
,wtuLtuousAears that folLoued
rts made on Jonesr pqrsian Gram_
'83 was
the addition-ofETnd-ex bt
I later i.n 1B23 additional -ir.o" '
I Lee [Cannon 1952z ll] .2 Uere
t;rpes set up by Jones in some of
s on Iranian dialcctolopy is in_
and lack of innovation]3
not based on a model created bv
) contrary, as mentioned above."
on-the rlatint grammar.
The
r, nowever, Iies in the introduc_
1 and formalistic approaches into
le of his adaptation of persian to
in the nine London editions that
r 1B2B[Cannon 1952: 13] . tn ttrat
achievement both in our modern
'sal,t and in the
sense of its uni_
majority of contemporary scho_
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lars in the field.
The Western practical, formal outlook later on also
pushed aside the still mentalistic logic concept of grammar in Iran itself. The linguistic outlook introduced by
Jones soon changed the view of grammar on which logic-t
ians and grammJrians in Iran had based their studies.
Jonesr treatise won acclaim in lran, as it did in Europe,
because of the runiversalt force supporting it. One important facet of these was the inclusion of comparative Linguiswere
tics in Jonesr presentations. The native linguists
soon convinced of the superiority of Jonesr approach, as
they did not have rules which could ha-ndle or surpass his'
Th6y had to give in because their 1ogica1ly- based. gramand thus the little
did not have the form-orientation,
^"ri
---- that^marked
descriptive power -- as we would say now
not findunicould
they
grammars
Jonest system. In their
1anbetween
relations
the
explain
could
that
versal
distant both geographically and linguis-ti93111, as
guages "ules
Sanit rit and English were. Most important of all, they were
given to overlooking the essential difference, namely the
i'act that their studies were based on and backed by reason
and 1ogic. They no longer saw the importance of the essential statement on wfiich they founded most of their
rman is a rationearly findings: al:insdnu herrvdnu-nndtiq.
al animalr (Tor further-disCussion on nativc grammarians
see below).
As we see it today, it seems that Jon-es introduced aten5 But, i'n spite of
tative grammatical ilodel for Persian.
as the gospel of
accepted
its tenlative aspect, it has been
of authors who
a
number
by
followed
and
truth ever since
could merely read, write or speak IJcrsian imperfectly'
Those scholirs of Orientalistics who had some background
soon
in Arabic, and were thus familiar with the script,
western
Arabized
and
introduced
opportunity
the
seized
The best
grammars as aurhentic grammars of Persian.
in
documented
is
Persian
Example of this treatment of
The
1801'
in
Calcutta
in
published
Moons4ge
The Persian
the author, rcreatesr for PerTbrnffi'rancTftTaOwin,
sian to fit the Latin pattern, are recommended to all 1intuniversal base
guists who cannot find forms that their
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componentsr generate. As an example of his tlpe of gramon such forms
matical insight one ponders with perplexity
:
k
m
i
s
u
v
a
n
i
d
e
a
s
t
e
r
i
s
k
a
n
d
t
r
a
nsliteration,
b
a
5
r
m
as:
Imy

GladwfrfEbll-5sT:6-

Those scholars who are familiar with the syntax of Perrto sayr does not have a
sian know that the verb.gorlleg
nor is there a perfective ascausative form {ggygi@,
1et alone an aspectual causapectual
form ','mi'gUyg!ie,
-tive
(Such a form of the subperfect inT6-frEilirctivel
aljunctive exists, however, in modern Tajiki-Persia:r,
lhough not in the causative, it seems [Windfuhr, personal
comnrunication] . )
Jones' attempt, which seems to have started as anevalapof the formalistic
uation of the field and establishment
who
proach,
was later on, in 1919, continued by Phi1lott,
made the most extensive and detailed description of PerWhile Jones did not go beyond the simple
sian grammar.
Phillott detailed
explanation of the workings of Persian,
every bit of data available to him through the works of his
Ranking, Rosen, Chodzko, Haggard,
predecessors Platts,
Soci.n, Thacher, Wright and others
Le Strange, Tisdale,
I Phillott 1919 : iii] . He classified alrnost all recorded instanccs of Persian structurcs according to surface values
a reassigned to them and presented, for the first time,
In fact, his gramliable reference grammar for Persian.
and
of nominal
his classification
matical explanations,
verbal clauses, his treatment of sorne aspccts of the ezafe
and many other aspccts of I'ersian are still noteworthy.
IIe also inclucled in his study the variants of Persian in
I'jhillottts c'xplications
and Taji.kestan.
India, Afghanestan,
strucconstitute a singular source for those grarnmatical
tures of Persian that have not reccived the attention even
of morc modern linguists.
I. 2. 2 The Pretransformational

GEN
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Gtarnmars

techniques
Appli.cation of the (American) structuralist
started with the work of Gertrude trlizabeth
to I'ersian
In 1955 she submitted
of Michigan.
Nye at the University
on Persian:l'he Phonemes and Morphemes
her dissertation

oI \Ioclern P-elsi?l,- a work ir
ogF oT-Persian still worthY o
oFferea for these two levels of
basc for anY further studY inSoon after, Gilbert Lazatd
Persan ContemPorain, which

moiprroroey;;a sfiTax. This
;;;^ilp;;?Lnce ot it'e distincti

the formal asPects of Persian
Lazar
[ " f . a l s o P a P e r 1 9 5 9 ].
of es
s
u
r
v
e
Y
i
n
s
i
g
h
t
f
u
l
tv the
niorphologY itt las Neupers-iE
works rcPresent the state oI t
of the recent revolution in ge
duction of the generative-trar
Noam ChomskY in his Svntqc
refer to the stage Prior to th,
stage.
transformational
I.2.3

Summarv

of Achieven

the immediate
In review,
Persian grammar was a Proc
During tl
deoree irinovative.
wa"s in their hand, the struct
ity of the solutions offered b;
constantlY searching fo'
-Lt.
countless Problems that Pers
quently, the investigations of '
the syntax ofPersian to be m
The comPlexitY of t
earlier.
the extent that these scholars
tion to any one Problem lesl
tic and othcr comPlex areas'
Thcir doubts are c
famil.iar.
t'xamPlc, bY Lazardrs words

-j3 :

LremPloi de la Postpo€
Par des rdgles formell

TN OF SYNTAX
an example of his type of gramwith perplexity
on such forms
y asterisk and transliteration,
familiar with the syntax of Per,een lto sayr does not have a
nor is there a perfective aslet alone an aspectual causaivel (Such a foim of the subt modern Tajiki- Persia-n, aIit seems [Windfuhr, personal
eems to have started as an evalIishment of the formalistic
aD19, continued by Phillott,
who
I detailed description of Per: did not go beyond the simple
of Persian,
Phillott detailed
o him through the works of his
ng, Rosen, Chodzko, Haggard,
, Thacher, Wright and others
tsified almost all recorded ines according to surfacc values
nted, for the first timc,
a re)r Persian. In fact, his gram Iassification of nominal
and
:nt of some aspccts of thc ezafe
)ersian are st.ill notcwortEll
ly the variants of Persian in
jikestan. Phillottrs cxplications
for thosc grarnmatical
strucLot received the attention even

naI Grammars
ican) structuralist techniques
work of Gertrude trlizabeth
:higan. In 1955 she submitted
.;ThePhonemes and Morphemes
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a work in the phonology and morpholPersian,
of Molgrn
still worthy of note. The solutions she had
ogy of Persian
offered for these two levels of Persian constitute the solid
base for any further study in the structures of Persian.
du
Soon after, Gilbert Lazard published his Gr?mmaire
phonology,
Persan Contempor"gin, which dealt with Persian
morphology and syntax. This work clearly underscored
of the distinction between the colloquial and
the importance
set forth by Nye
thc formal aspects of Persian originally
Lazardts work was followed in 1958
["f. also Paper 1959]
by thc insightful survey of essential problems of Persian
morphology in Das Neupersische by Wolfgang Lentz. These
works represent the state of Persian linguistics at the time
in general linguistics,
the introof the recent revolution
grammar
by
duction of the generative-transformational
I will
Noam Chomsky in his Syntaclic Structures [ 1957].
refer to the stage prior to this development as thc prestage.
transformational
I.2. 3

Summarv

of Achievements

era of
In revicw,
the immediate pretransformational
to a certain
Persian grammar was a productive period,
During the two decades that the field
degree innovative.
questioned the validwas in their hand, the structuralists
and
ity of the solutions offcred by the earlier scholars
illucidate the
were constantly searching for new ways to
countless problems that Persian grammar offered. Consequently, the investigations of Nye, Lazard, and Lentz proved
was assumed
the syntax of Persian to be more complexthan
The complexity of the examined structures was to
earlier.
the cxtent that thcse scholars could give no definite solution to any one problem lcst it should border on the semantic and other cornplex areas with which they were not fully
'Iheir doubts are documented repeatedly, as, for
familiar.
rpost-positiont
example, by Lazardrs words regarding the
-f2

.

Lremploi de la postposition rd nrest pas O6-lini
par dls rdgles iormelles rig6ilreus.s. tt d6pend

GEI
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de conditions s6mantiques et grammaticales
comPlexes lLazatd 1957 : 175] .
Indeed, it was due to the efforts of the scholars mentioneJ above, that many of the hidden problems of Persian
*"r" ,rrr"overed. The eifect of this revolutionary period of
stage is
iersian studies, namely the pretransformation
Gr?mmaire:
Lazatdrs
of
review
in
his
summed up by Paper
In a field so long subject to nothing but the
most traditionalistic of grammatical analysis, where so little attention has been
paid to synchronic description of the 1anit is actually 99ed, where hardly a
grtg.
"s
given
over to discussion outside
ito""a :."
formal literary usage, and where students
have been taught a view of Persian lnore
appropriate to the Middle Ages than to the
pi-esent, Lazardt s grammar of Persian
wi.ll come as a brealh of fresh air [Paper
1 9 5 9 : 3 1 1.
I.2.4

The Transformational

and Cgse Theorv Grammars

The pre-Aspects era of generative transformationS.l
:.s iaguety introduc-ed through Telegdirs Qber
g""--it"
Ein"n Fa1l yon itrult-ureller Ho-monrrmie igr Yerqlsshen'
in w-nicr, te aiscuEEeEio.npound nouns and adjectives of
the type del-teng rQ-epressedr, and categorized them under
rsb. ;
as he formulat& it fTelegdi 1964:
PAET-RAT.r
tthe
His interpretation of setbaz tir lcorSe €st
23i).
soldier is shotr as the underlying form for serbaze tir and translation]
xorde tshot soldiert I my transiription
transformational analysis of such cornpounds as:
ffiTis
NlN2VAff

-')

N1eN2V de

I Telegdi 1964: 242f t

reminds one of Chomskyts earliest approaches fcf . Chomsky
195?] of capturing the iorrelations between surface data
nodes.B It was roughly a decade later
lonfigurationll
"na

that ChomskY reintroduced th:
tion procedure to account for
distinction between surface a

1e6sl.

The discussion of the surfi
tinued to be a feature of Pers
svntax and in Iranian dialectc
ldZO wtoyne and Palmer took
this language adoPting the gen
case grammar models, resPet
aches, a basic Problem for b'
Ito bet and its Position in tht
tua11y,both authors concluded
can be totally rruled outt of
Thus, everY such sentence g(
starts as a budan-1ess deeP I
for sentences that demand the
vised a series of rules that in
sentence as the deeP structur
i. e. ttransformedr to its sur
svntactic rules.
Unless one is totallY blind
should be evident that Predict
lack of deeP structure tealiz
tirely different asPects whicl
is true that in certain suPerl
dict an instance of budan. It
letion rules can be written t
alizations that have instancel
however, does not rest at tht
I call these radjustmentsr to
to essential differences betwr
ohoLoaieaL reaLizati-on to be
'surfa"ce
eorreLati.on twLes ueY
straetuv,e essenee tmderLYing
important questions are amo:
tic way to account for abstr:
of which we find transforme<
propriate rules to handle the
budan as a fictive superstru
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mechanical correlathat Chomsky reintroduced this same
linguistic insight: the
tion procedure to account for a new
siructure [cf'Chomsky
deep
distinction uetween surit"" ana
r'""irh;
oncl
condiscussion of the surface and deep structures
Persian
in
both
tinued to be a feature of Persian studies
dialectology [e'g'. Sti1o,191]:, In
svntax and in i"""i*

idi6-Mil.';";

F;*"t

took up"ihe study of the syntax of

and
transformational
this language aoopii"g irt"-g""erative
approtheir
Due
to
case grammar modeG, respectively'
lor Uottt authors was the verbbudan
aches, a basi-c pttlf"*
in their adopted frameworks' Evenrto ber and its p""itit"
and
tually, both authors-c"nci"Oed that bl+da'q 1-",1:"^Ot^?tab1e
oJ Persian'
a66!--struc!ur9
't"r"J-o"tl
the
of
can be totally""""rt
sentence generated through their systems'
i;il;;;;v

d""p"structure

;iil; l"
l"iq1*::' .':lT'a.mana the existence of buden they deij;';:";":ffi't ""t"a*"-il;;
tlF t$^-l?^jl:
vised a series .f ";i;J;;ii"ttoa'""
trtu d""; structure realization is converted'

;;;;";"
form by application of
""
ils
i. e. rtransform"aiio
""t1"""
rules.
syntactic
it
""'u;i;;-;;;
totallv blinded bv oners own theorv'
and
hand'
one
the
on
should be evident irt"i-ittaictabiliiy
are two endeep structure realization on the othe4
f""f.
It
confused'
be
should not
tirely "f differerrt
precarr
""p""i"-*hich
one
instances
i" t"l" that in ceriain superficial
It is also true that certain dedict an instance .if;;;'
to regularize the surface rec"n beGIII"n
i"iit"
"rr1."that frave insttnc"s of tfris verb' The problem'
alizations
presurface adjustments'
however, does not rest at these
the readerrs attention
tadjustmentst
draw
to
I call these
as a sut'faee mordiffrerences between 4del
io
""n"l""t"it
terns of -deepi.n
""s."tial
to bn iusllffiZ

"n"6.r,iiiii-iln"
Z:;;?"L;";;";L;L7;;

uno"" bgda'n 'Be'.as..a deep

The
Linguistie proi^eetion'
stvucture n""nn"u- iiirLying
a
systemafind
to
others:
import"nt questions
at the base
"""Ltbng
tic way to account for abstraCt constructions
-fiiq.3forms of budag;. P
of which we find i.*"fo"-ed
propriate rules to handle the passive without introducrng
deriva"b;#;;;
.-ti"ti"L superstru"iur" over the whole
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through buden
tion; to solve the question of recursiveness
element to the base component.
without adding a recursive
I-2-4.1

budan. a Problem

for Generative Models

the prestructuralists
and the pretransIn conclusion,
solved the problem of rto ber by presentformationalists
all of which were
ing long lists of surface irregularities
Thiswas
accommodated nicely in contrasting paradigms,
who
followed by the work of the early transformationalists
be
classified
t;4ge
to
as
a
special
verb
this
verb
singled out
from the verbs
as a Stative verb distinct, for examplg
tintransitiver, etc. More
recent
which were rtransitiver,
have ruled this verb totally out of the
transformationalists
deep structure and introduced it by ru1es.
In spite of this longrhistoryr both in the theoretical liton Persian grammars, budelr
erature and in the literature
Ito ber has remained a decisivg
unsolved problem in the
in general linsyntax of Persian and so has the problem
the
guistics.
I have to stress the following : if recently
of sl.rnbolic logic
necessity for the immediate introduction
and if
into linguistic studies had not become imperative,
there were no evident indications of a merger between the
ontological studies of Medieval Iranian (and other) logi(for further
cians andthe most recent theories of linguistics
the buden prodiscussion see part 1.4 of this chapter),
and
blem would not have surfaced as a crucial problem
consequently would not be chosen to define the syntactic
achieved through Persian.
base component of this grammar
1.2.5
I.2.5.1

Native Approachqs

to Persian

Synlax

Iraniants_Use of Native Models

Very little research has been^done in the areas of naIndeed, in recentstudPersian syntax.9
tive apiroachto
ies there is no menti.on of the logicians who used language
As a matter of fact,
as the basis for logical discussions.
to the
one could dare the statement: in contradistinction
approach of the Western scholars who use logic to arrive
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at linguistic.systerns,
Eastern schol.ars use language (to
thep
physical realization
of logical relationsito'arrive
3
at desired logical abstract deduct-ions.
One_might ask then, why have such erninent scholars
as A1-Farabi,
Ibn Sina, Suhravardi, Mu11a Sadra .rra firr_
a1ly the nineteenth century thi'ker sabzavari-whyhave
they been so easily ignored? The answer lies prob"ably
in the area of the dominance of a certain field of rearning
over another.
Their dominating fields were Islamic religious studies. For the scholars mentioned above
the uLtimate objective was theosophy rather than either philoso_
phy or logic.
This dedication to thcosophy,
however, did
presuppose careful search for better trealment
of losic
and consequently grammar,
since better grammar
oi:te""a
better logic and better logic resulted in bEtter solutions
lor thcir theologicar problems.
The researchers
were
considered men of God and dedicated to findins *.r."
to
rcach the ultimate.
They considered themselies ricither
purc grammarians
nor logicians.
l3ccausc of thc lack of rescarch and consequently lack
of appropriate recognition of these scholars, irr" ai"""r"sions about them generally result in a superficial,
sim_
plistic view. F'or example,
conccrning thb development of
Persian grammars tre1ix Tauer remafks:
It is indecd remarkable
ilrat although it was
the Persian
Sibavayhi who crcated- the Arabic
system of grammar
and that later on impor_
tant works on this subject flowed from the
pens of lcarned men of persian origin, the
Iranians left the field of the grammatical
treatment of their own languige almost untouched. It cannot of cours=e b-e denied that
the cxtremely
sirnple grammatical
structure of Persian
contributed to this and that
an impressive system could not be devel_
oped on the basis of Aristotleian
dialectics.
as was possible in Arabic,
and that it was
;ust these facts that forced persian philo_
logists to turn their attention to other
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branches of their subject, namely to lexicography, the theory of s'tyle, poetics and
epistolography,
which they studied far
more zealously than did the Arabs.
In the
preface or epilogue to their dictionaries
the philologists
thus usually found an opportunity
to deal shortly with the grammatical rules of Persian, the arrangement
of which is certainly
very confused and
the conception often seemingly very odd,
and this they apparently
considered to be
sufficient.
Independent works on grammar
are
limi.ted to smal1 treatises of a few pages
problems and here
on single grammatical
too the lexical tendency is rnore evident.
It is only in the second half of the 18th
century that a Persian grammar appears,
tThe Scales of
viz. the Mizan-i farsi,
I
Persian,
by Jamdlutd-din
husayn b.
Nrirur Heh al Marcashi
ash-Shushtari
and the Qavacid-i fdrsi,
. . . I Tauer 1968:
429; cf, aLso Lazard 1970: 64-67].
Tauerrs assertions are not quite justified.
The first recorded grammatical
treatise of Persian dates, at least,
from the time of Ibn Sina (980-1037) if not earlier.
I am
presented by the Sheykh in his
referring
to the grammar
tthe 'Alati Encyclopadiat.
dane5nameye telari
Regarding
Ibn Sina , S. H. Nasr remarked:
At the age of ten he already knew grammar,
literature
and theology as well as the whole
of the Quran I S. H. Nasr 1964 I77].
In modern terms most of the research by Islamic Iranian scholars was done within the boundary of the universal
logic rdeep structurer, irrespective
of language specific
apptcations.
If they happen to mostly cite examples
in
Arabic, it i.s because Arabic was the scholarly
language
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It was by necessity
of the Islamic world of the time.10
that scholars, and those for whom they worked, used the
Arabic language for the purpose of communication.
In
Khunsarits words arrd my translation:

t"-. ._---L. s
,f -r1=*. J>. I [iJI o-,,
" uli
.:-l
6 r L - L . L ; - - t " S ) - . , c - _ L ., - , I
J ,*J
.91-J.c,:^..,
)J Ul; L,.'T*L
"r)E
-, '*l-+
,i*
.rp
d
-n tr*Cr*. GL"
..
...
.t
-b r,tr ab t*! liJ S
,ir
rji
et->-,

+.

o! 6,2--;1 ;)

J-aJ JV

qy

I

. ( .r-:1,cr-1. G\ r.
o.rli;l I o-rUl f6i^ €
. . : *l
rj Y -r:L +,r. a )V S ;YA
[Khunsari 1959: 55-56].
The logiciansr discussion of rwordst is highly
gcneral, so that it can fit any languagt'. This
is in contradistinction
to the view of the sramrnarians whose discussions mostly fit given
languages . . . that is to say,the logician has
to consider rwordsr in their abstract sense
/-^-^l-.
\ r r 4 r l r s r J , -, ^' -+" lb o u n d t o s p e c i f i c l a n g u a g e s ) ; b e causc for the purpose of creation and usage
one needs rvehiclest that transfer themeaning.
One might mention here a later,gpigone of classical IsIamic linguistics, S. A. Kasravi. rr At the bcginning of
some
the 1930rs Kasravi made an attempt to reintroduce
of the concepts discussed above into the linguistic discusBut due to religious bias and conflicts
sions of that time.
of opinion among the scholars who were involved in the
purification
movement in Iran, his efforts were not successlul [Kasravi 19551. Thc extension of the logic-based
grammars which give precedence to rmeaningr, however,
menare documented in M. Khunsarirs work qevanin-e
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teo-e suri
in 1959.

rRules of Symbolic Logic'

published in Tehran

I.2.5.
Western models have been adopted by native-Iranian
g " " - * " * i " n s - a s e a r l y a s t h e i n t r o d u c t i o n o f t h e L a t i n m o d - in
iterature
el of Jones. rn ract, thc current linguistic..l
approtraditional
the
follow
ir,.r"riab1y
to
ir"*i"r
apnative
the
"r"d
however'
19?0: 681. Recentlv,
;;;-lL;";rd
arand
down
filtered
has
of modern ipproaches
;li;;-i"t
gr?mPal with. reii"i"t-a""iing with aspects of Persian
ary p'hono-logi c a1/ m orpholo gi c a1 dis tinction s
A;; 10 elem-"ent
although still at the mercy of trahave appeareo. tn"i",
rnomenclatureJ academics seern to have
eiti;*i'Iranian
positivc approach
openeda new way and promise a more
time before this
a
long
be
hbwever,
tJ"irr" ri"lJ. ti #il,
to covcr the
expanded
is
trend
analysis
it1"ti"n-tpecific
Iranian.
of
- atlas
vast
naiit" initial attempt to divert the course of current
outlook
Western
a
more
toward
tive ling"istic literature
subir'ao"ui.r""ted in a University of Tehran dissertation Engthe
it'
In
Bateni'
-itt"O in 1968 by Mohammad Reza
(the Neo-F.irthian, or as
tisrt varlety of modern linguistics
model) is diligently
the'Halliday
to,
leferred
it G often
P.rsian structures. Uniortunately' the^ Scale
Crystal
"bpff"Jt"
and Category model Ifor information on this see
daesjluri-q
sa4emaq-e
Zeq++gf:r;l
towsif-e
lgzfl *"3 iri
'omurni-e zeban 'Grammat*" nonvuA-"1.\ l*?*iu=e
Linguistic
tical Structure oI Ferslan-Basea on-a-Cc'nddf
c.urrently
translation]-is
and
ff-t"""t' imy transcription
who
ny its original propounder l{a11iday himself
;;;;J;""a
models
American
seems now to oc tenEing more towards
Ali Ashraf-Sa"deghi'sreview of Bateni--basically
t"f.- ;;;
a content ParaPhrasel.
1 . 2 . 6 Russian Cqnlf&3liqll
on Persian linThe fact that the bulk of the literature
is undeniable'
s
c
h
o
l
a
r
s
guistics is Produced bv Russian
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The Persian language
This should not come as a surprise.
of culture and government in
has served as the instrument
a large portion of Asia beyond the lirnits of the Iranian pla1970: 65] . A considerable segment of , this
teaulfizard
domilieu is now within the political
cultural/linguistic
main and influence of the U. S. S. R.
on the syntax of -P^ersian
Regarding recent scholarship
M
a
h
muOov If0Sq,1956,1964],
o
f
w
o
r
k
s
t
h
e
m
e
n
t
i
o
u
orl..
S " r a i" i [r -1r9 5 3 ] , A r z u m a n j a n [ 1 9 6 5 ] , A b d u s a m a t i v a [ 1 9 6 4 ] ,
and Rustamova [ 1964b] . The syntax of subordination of sendiscussbd bv Kamenskij | 1945] ,
tence compoundine
"rc
S a r A : . I r g s ^ s , 1 9 66 ; 1 9 67 ] , S " r o r r u [ 1 9 6 4 ] K u x t i n [ 1 9 6 1 ] , a n d
and somewhat detailed desItubin8it.
IF or bibliography
cription of Russian scholarship in Iranian linguistics see
Laiard 19?0;-be
see also Windfuhr forthcomi-ng] . the
that although
nonethelcss,
mentioned,
It should
c
o
n
s
idi
s
P
e
r
s
i
a
n
o
n
l
i
t
e
r
a
t
u
r
e
l
i
n
g
u
i
s
t
i
c
bulk of Russian
on the
like the native Persian linguistic literature
erable,
approaches. Moreovcr,
subject, it follows the traditional
it scems, is one of apw
i
t
h
t
h
e
o
r
y
,
thc"Russian concern
plication
of already existing (e. g. continental lluropean
and American) techniques, rather than one of breakingnew
grounds.
1. 3 Statc of the-IheorY
1. 3.1

Chomskv

of,FYntax

and B:ansformational

Grammars

Gencrative-trtrnsformationalgrammarswhichuSeconcategorics (NP,VP, etc. ) evolved out of the asfigurational
de--rivations sct forth by Noam Chomsky
ancl
su-mptions
1
9
5
?
] . In his revolutionary- Qyntaqtic Stluctures'
C
t
r
o
m
s
k
y
I
a phrase structure model based on observh" pt"""it"d
r
i
m
m
e
d
i
a
t
e
constituent analysis' [Chomsky 1957: 29],
able
with a series of optional and o[]jgatory
up
it
backed
and
rules fChomsky L957: 44) ' He further
transformationll
t[it] is
introduced a recursive symbol Z of which he says
(meaning
not contained in the sentbnces of this languaget
This recursive indicator
any language under discussion).
p
h
r
a
s
e structure which gives
fact about
Z is thJessential
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it its tabstractr character lChomsky 195?: 31] .
Chomsky further observed that grammar is a rself-containedr study independent of semantics I Chomsky 1957: l?],
and suggested that rfairly abstract linguistic levels as phrase
structure and transformation
structure are required for the
d e s c r i p t i o n o f n a t u r a l l a n g u a g e s r f C h o m s t y f O - S Z :l O e] . A
simplified example in Chomskyrs model is produced
by
Crystal who analyzes the sentence: The boy saw the girl.
Sentence(S) -+
VP
NP
T
N
V

---)
---r
-*r
*r
--+

Noun phrase(Np)

+ Verb phrase(Vp)

Verb + NP
T + Noun (N)
the ...
boy, gitl ...
sau) ...
ltor this and a more detailed
description of the basic points
o f C h o m s k y s e e C r y s t a l 1 9 7 1 ].

Concerning the abstract
illuminating
insights :

levels of grammar

Chomsky

An automatic consequence of the attempt
to construct the simplcst grammar for
IJnglish in terms of the abstract levels
devcloped in Linguistic theory we find
that the apparently irregular
behavior
of certain words (e. g. Hhave", "b"",
"seem") is rea11y a case of higher leve1
regularity [Chomsky 1957: 10?].
Furthcrmorc,
as early as his Svntactic Structures
Chomsky discusses the important notion of tstructural
meani.ngr as opposcd to tlexical meaningt"
The notion of "structural
meaning" as
opposed to "lexical meaning", hJwever,
appears to bc quite suspect, and it is
questionable that the grammatical
devices available in language are used con-

has
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sistently enough so that meaning can be
sssi€ned to them.direcily.
wev&tnetelL,
we do find m_any important correlations,
quite naturally, between syntactic struc_
ture and meaning; or, to put it differently,
we find that the grammatiCal device" o"""'
used quite systematically. These correla_
tions could form part of the subject matter
for a more gcncral theory of lairguag;;";_
cerned with syntax and semanticsth.i,
p o i n t s o f c o n n e c t i o n f C h o m s k y 1 9 5"r."d
? ;i 0 B i . - we know that the insights offered by chomsky
in his t95z
publication had not yet matured; consequently
tire students
of Chomsky tried to disprove him by giving
io;;t;;
amples to his suggcstions and by prese-nting
random "*_
ob_

and sporadic contraorl'i""

rz

. ;;?ffi;ii;,
11lvati,onsthc
L akoff
suggested
necd for reconsiclering Chom"[l,i",rir"*".
This su,ggestionappearedin his isas'or""L;lltl6"
*rri"r,

bas-ically dealt with thc nature of irregularities-in
syntax.
In his disscrtation
Lakoff uscd thc same concepts that were
i n t r o d u c c d b v C h o m s k y a s i . n-;;-;iio.,-,""
stances_of rhigher level regu_
larityf
I Ctroms*y 195-ii t0?] ,
for syntactic ir_
regularity
If,ai<o1-f 19?0] .
Chom_skyts unisurfacc approach to grarnmar
,
was fur _
ther.modified by chomsky-himserf
to include the ideal
rcompctencer and rperformarrcl,,
spcaker-hearcr
iater d.s_
cribcd as rdecpr and 'surface' strult"""s
[
C
f
r
o
r
n
l
f
This new dirnension bccame the focus of attention . / i g 6 S l .
for the
succceding gcnerativists
who were for the first ti..r.1."irrg
the problem of scm_antics--a problcm they
had tried
so
hard to suppress.
When faceh with the pioblcm
Cnomsr<y
revised his solutiol
i.n Svnlactic St""LJ"r"""
Uy
,-offered
olstrnct from
-addlnq an elaborate base
the
"o-pofr6it-,
lexical component,
to his generative grammar.
Base component rules:
(i) S --+ Nltredicate-phrasc
(ii) Predicatc-phrasc
--, Aux^Vp

(placeXTime)
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(iii)

(iv)
(v)

(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)
(x)
(xi)
(xii)
(xiii)
(xiv)
(xv)
(xvi)
(xvii)
(xviii)

I Copur#redicate
I
tue)te"ep-Phrase)(Prep-Phrase)
(
m
a
n
n
e
r
)
|
|
[
__,j
vp
uf
va
"1
]
Y
|
l)
l]'rSorcate
I
.
I Adjective "
)I
t'redlcate -t t (Li.ke)Predicate-Nominal
I
"l
prep - Phras e -P 1ace, Fre ?[:,""r;::;Duration,
V -" CS
NP -' (Det) N (S')
N -+ CS
[t Count]
[+ net-- ] -I t Animate]
[+ Count] -'
[+ N, + -] -r It Animate]
[+ Animate] -. [ 1 Human]
[-Count] ;:, tA^Abstractl,^^,\
-- (Dct p)), wherc a j.s an
[+ V] -' CS/a Aux
/
N and B is anN
Adjective -. CS/d .
Aux -' Tense (M) (Aspect)
Det -' (pre-Article^of) Article (post-Article)
Article -+ [ t letinite]

Lexical

ComPoncnt

(sincez,itu),[ +U, +Det- , --Count, * Abstract, ' ' '] )
( b o u , l + l t i , + D e t - - , + C o u n t , + A n i m a t e , * H u m a n ," ' l )
(fr.tqttnr,l+
Yl -- NP, + [ + Abstract] Aux -- Det
'
i
a
n
i
m
a
t
e
], +Object-deletion,' " ] )
I
(maA
, [+M,.,.])
f C h o m s k y 1 9 6 5 :1 0 6 - 0 7 ].
But even this and other ultimate solutions presented by
the Chomskian school for the problem were nothing but
tquasi-s;,rrtactic categories of Location, Manner, Extent,
f6rthr I cf. La--mbert1-969:482].
r.rd
It"oshould, nevertheless, be emphasized that the contributions of Aspects of the Theory of Syntax (hence 4Feec=ts)
as an extension of tfre assumptions and solutions offered
in the Syntactic Structures are numerolls. Among them is
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the emphasis on the significance of grammatical transformations offered by Chomsky as partially indicated in the
quotation below:

an
anN
I

.l)
"l)
-071.
by
ut
)nt,
trircts)
)"nis

. . . , we can apparently define a grammatical transformation in terms of a
"structure index" that is a Boolean condition of Analizibility and a sequence of
elementary transformations drawn from
a base set including substitutions, deletions,
and adjunctions. It seems also that these
form larger repeated units (for example,
substitutions, deletions, erasures) and that
the limitations on their application can be
given by general conventions of the sort
just mentioned. If this is correct, then
the fonnal properties of the theon1 of
tz,ansforrnations beeome fai-r,1,y eLeay, artd
reasonably sinrpLe, qnd it may be poseible to undertake abstraet studu of them
of a sort that has not been TeasiUte i.n the
past lmy italics, Chomsky 1965: l4?1.
Chomskyrs notion of transformation,
as is well known,
was different in Sgjggl& Structures from his revised and
insightful notion @n
the former he was
basically dealing with surface structures (e. g. of the type
of rhave + ent, and rnoving constituents around), in the
latter he devised a more general and deep structure-oriented type of transformation in which he spoke of converting postulated deep structure realizations into their corresponding surface structure.
It is assertions of this type and 'faithr in the centrality
of the role of grammatical transformations that constitute
the solid base for Chomskyrs view of language. I For the
centrality of the role of grammatical transformations see
C h o m s k y 1 9 6 5 :v i l .
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I.3.2 Obiections to Chomskvrs Modgl
In spite of all the points that-we.re supporting.thetheory
by Chomsky, potential- shortcomings lil<.e lack of
to
""t-fo"if,
definite criieria for verb classification, incapability
foras
well
as
1ogical1y
correlations
surface-deep
;;;;i;
grammaof
definition oi Vp/Np relations in terms
-.lty,
lack of aptical abstractions and grammatical functions,
demanded
constraints
structure
d,eep
propriate surface and
genchomskian
the
of
format
whole
the
in
;^"ff;;i
pressure'
the
Most
of
"r,"r,g"
grammars'
erative transf&mational
of course, was exerted fr-om the area of semantics--an
ignored at the outset of his
t"". ,"fti.ft Chomsky literally
fact wasthe
il...rv icrromsky lds?: ls,1?].- Related to this
abstract
aim--an
Chomskyrs
oi
conflict between the nature
hrs gramln
departure
point
of
his
theory for language--and
imstructure
invest"igaiions, namely the surface
_.ii&l
mediate constituent analYsis
Lack of ability to handle abstract sentences and appear
in infor a more abstract notion of grammatical function
in
evidenced
best
is
vestigating grammatical relations
Chomskyrs own words:
for
...there are cases that suggestthe need
.
grammattcar
of
notion
an even more abstract
function and grammatical relation than any
that has been developed so far, in any systematic way. Consider, for example' these
sentcncc Pairs:
(19)

(i) .lot-in strikes me as pompous--r
regard John as Pompous
(ii) I lit<ed the play--the play pleas-ed me
(iii) .ioftn bought the book from Billohn
J
to
book
Bill sold the
received
(iv) John struck Bill--8i11
a blow at the hand of John

Clearly,
p"""cfting

apthere is a meaning relation,
of paraphrase, in these
a variety

cases. It is r
ational terms
in these case
(2 o)

(i) Jol
iti
(ii) it r
he

In the case o
the paired se
respects rele
tation of the I
so that the tr
counts for the
does not seen
(19), however
of (19i), altho
would show th
in both sente
not express tl
to the Verb tl
sense) the ser
Thus in some
to I'strikerri
ttregard",
to
to "me" is thr
to "I". we hr
pressing this
for the meanit
ical features
the deep strur
that beyond th
(such is "gre
structure (suc
there is some
of 'rsemantic I
Various formi
these facts sr
general probl
I Chomsky 196
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cases. It is not expressible in transformational terms,
as is possible, for example,
in these cases:
(20)

(i) John is easy for us to please-it is easy for us to please John
(ii) it was yesterday thal he came-he came yesterday

In the case of (20), the deep structure of
the paired sentences are identi.cal in all
respects relevant to semantic interpretation of the sort we are consideringhere,
so that the transformational
analvsis accounts for the (cognitive)
synon;.oriy. This
does not seeln to be true in the case of
(19), however, F'or example, in the case
of (I9i), although the deep structures
would show that "pompous'r rnodifies "John"
in both sentences of the pai.r, they would
not express the relations of the two Nouns
to the Verb that are (in some unclear
sense) the semantically
significant ones.
Thus in some sense the relation
of "John"
to "strike" is the same as that of 'rJohn't
to "regard'r,
and the relation
of "strike"
to "mci" is the same as that of "regard"
to "I".
We have no mecharr-ism foi expressing this fact, hence, of accounting
for the mcaning relation,
in terms of lexical features or grammatical
relations of
the dcep structure.
Consequently,
it seems
that beyond the notions of surface structure
(such as "grammatical
subjcct'r) and deep
structure (sucfr as "1ogica1 subject'r),
there is some still more abstract notion
of "semantic functionrr still unexplained.
Various formal
deviccs for expressing
these facts suggest themselves,
but the
general problem
seems to me non-trivial
I Chomsky 1965: 162-31.
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stem frorn
Objections to Chomskyrs proposedframework
c
a
n be idenT
h
e
s
e
s
o
u
r
c
e
s
d
i
f
f
e
r
e
n
t
s
o
u
r
c
e
s
.
at least two
and objections outtified as objections within the system,
culminated in the radical
The former
side the system.
in Slmtax, -as
changes suggested by Lakoff in Irrezularity
while
and others like Gruber and Perlmutter;
mentioned,
different
from outside the Chomskian system a totally
rcovview of the linguistic act was introduced through the
Iwill
B
e
l
o
w
C
a
s
e
.
C
a
S
e
f
o
r
T
h
e
F
i
l
l
m
o
r
e
i
n
ert casesr of
aspects
and innovational
deal with these two modifications
of the theory of syntax.

the System
s
L . 3 . 2 . 1 O b . i e c t i o n Within
to the understandLakoffts contribution
Like Chomsky,
is, beyond doubt,
ing of the nature of s;rntactic structures
Although he is not sure oftthe exact nature
outstanding.
Lakoff stresses the fact that trules
of transformationst,
grammatical
transformationstfl-akoff
o
f
f
o
r
m
must take the
1970;xiil.
of Lakoff one can mention the
Among the contributions
rejection of distinction between
government,
concept of rule
of the
and rnodification
retention
syntax and semantics,
of lexical featureald introduction
rules,
tialsformational
mapping transformations
[t atott 1970: 53]. Thc treatment
of the distinction between
rejection
the
and
inchoative
the
of
rVerbalt in
adjectives and verbs by setting up a category
the
value
by
having
which adjectives are distinguished
V
e
r
b
]
,
a
a
t
c
r
e
ating
a
t
t
e
m
p
t
L
a
k
o
f
f
r
s
o
f
a
r
e
i
n
d
i
c
a
t
i
v
e
[
coherent system within which he could handle the sporadic
cases of English gramlnar he had dealt with in his disscrtation.
Ceorgc Lakoff began his stud.y of the s;rntax of English
bv rtrvins to define the notionr "exception to a transformtror this purpose he chose
19?0: ix].
rile";Lakoff
riio.,.i
by his teacher
Aspects of the Theory gf Svntax. written
He also aCcepted sorne of the basic and
Noam-e6msky.
concepts introduced by Chomsky in Aspects.
fundamental
tr'or example, he accepted Chomskyts view that all lexical
rules.
should precede all transformational
insertion

When, in tht
sentences can I
more closely r,
representation
the Chomskian
involved withoul
of exception. T
lish the notions
h;rpothesisr.
These innova
they were expe
tion diverted th
towards a sema
Lakoff used serr
the meaning of s
approach also I
currently holds
Lakoff claimed 1
catesr the lgrea
peared in previr
ed and the inver
could have some
Concerning tl
in language it st
flict. According
and lseeml are
where they are
reaUzation of st
irregularity in
remains silent a
he attributes the
ing insight into :
Lakoffrs Irregulr

The reject
sertion pr
is the reie
ture'r in il
to say that
basie inehc
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When, i.n the course of his study, he found that certain
sentences can be derived from underlying structures
that
more closely represented their deep structure semaltic
representation
[Lakoff 19?0: ix] , he became convinced that
the Chomskian views were not able to handle the problems
involved without setting up certain hypothetical
categories
of exception.
Thus, he introduced into the syntax of EngIish the notions of tabsolute exceptiont andrlexical
base
h;rpothesis t.
These innovations,
which proved to be less fruitfulthan
they were expected, served their purpose. Their introduction diverted the rpresurface deep structurd
of Chomsky
towards a semanto-syntactic
approach to sSmtax. Actually,
Lakoff used semantic as well as syntactic facts to recover
the meaning of sentences from their deep structure.
This
approach also led Lakoff to the insightful
notion which he
currently
ho1ds, namely the notion of ratomic predicatest.
Lakoff claimed that through the notion of ratomic
predicatesr the rgreat profusion of category labels that had appeared in previous transformational
works could be avoided and the inventory
of categories reduced to a set that
could have some claim to universalityt
ft-at<ott 19?0: v-xi]13
Concerning the interpretation
of the abstract and its role
in language it seems that Chomsky and Lakoff are in conflict. According to Chomsky, verbs of the t34gethavet,tbet,
and rsecmr are attributed to higher levels of grammar
where they are realized as regular verbs.
Lakoff cites the
realization
of sentences with those forms as examples of
irregularity
in syntax. On the other hand, while Chomsky
remains silent as to the nature of the higher level to which
he attributes these rwordst, Lakoff reveals a most inspiring insight into it. In McCawleyrs words in the Prefaceto
Lakoffts Irregularitv
in Syntax:
The rejection
of the claim that lexical in(tnat
sertion precedes all transformation
l
e
v
e
l
is the reiection of a
of "deep structure'r in ifre sense of ASPECTS) ailows one
to say that (BECOME ) (or uhq.teuer the
basic inehoatixe eLement is eaLLed lrny
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italics] is part of the meaning of ENTtrR
and sti1l h-ave clauses with ENTER derived through an application of the inchoative transformation, or rather the
of."pT,"di-more general transformation
'rinchoative" and
which
of
riising,
cate
"
"causative't are special cases.. This
transformation combines the predicate
element of one clause and is involved in
the derivation of not only inchoative and
causative verbs but also such verbs as
LOOK F OR (: try to find), MALINGER
(= pretend to be iict<), andTORGET (=
to know ) ll-akoff 1970: vi] .
""bse
rabsolute exThe main objection to Lakoffts conc^ept.of
came"f.o- Jeffrey Gruber IGruber 19651' Gruber
""pli.*"]
indicatedthatirregularitiesforwhj.chLakoffhadsetup
iabsolute exception-st could be handled by lexical -specificastructures, where th,ere are
tion of posttransformational
items I see also Lakoff
lexical
but
no
indications of meaning
view as correct'
Gruberrs
accepted
has
Lakoff
19?0: ix].
thypothetical
-exceptionsrand
ald thus has rejected both thethe tlexical base hypothesist [t'akoff 1970: x]
It was mentioneh earlier, that in order to expand the
introduced.a recurscope of the simple sentence Chomsky
'4iFloty''
fFq s;'.rnboI'
oL Z iino his derivational
the simexpanded
"y-o
#S#,
an
"i"6
to
changed
be
*rri"rr"was later to
embedded clauses which
accommod-ating
by
pi"*
^defined
".ttt"nce
one or more of its elements within its boundaries.
llowever, no sooner was this device introduced thal the
problem of semantic analysis in-side and beyond t!e. simto the fore. Ficed with the demands of thethepi""
his
""-"
ory Chomsky revised his assertions and included in
subcatstrict
with
component
base
elaborate
a1"
;;""rr;""
Sgorizational and selectional features into which lexical
items could be inserted within and beyond the simplex #S#'
Thiselaboratebasecomponentanditsauxiliarytransformational rules, nonetheless, (see below) could not save
the Chomskian theory against the correct criticism that

the rules of the be
tional rules of the
cross over to dea
sentence in the in
resulted in phras
tences of the lang
beyond the simple
ing problem of re
duction of transfo
on the basis of idr
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the rules of the base component would apply to the derivathus,
simplex #S# and will not,
tional rules of the initial
cross over to deal with all the relementsr of the embedded
This inadequacy, of course,
sentence in the initial
simplex.
resulted in phrase markers which underlie no correct sentences of the language. Only in one case did Chomsky go
This was in the case of the mostpressbeyond the simplex.
His solution was the introing problem
of relativization.
duction of transformational
rules
blocking of derivational
Namely,
on the basis of identity.
if, and only if,the norninal in the embedded clause had the sarne identity as thc
they
antecedent nominal,
rules would apply; othcrwj.se,
woul-d be blocked. Here, too, Chomsky ignorcd thc possibility of natural occurrence i.n languages of sentences that
satisfy the condition yet need not undergo the transformational blocking and sti1l be correct sentences of the language, and vice versa.
Perlmutter,
who exlends the scope of Aspects, suggcsts:
There is in natural languages i1l-formed
gencralized phrase markers generatcd by
the base componcnt whj.ch cannot be categorized as such by means of the blocking
transformations
fPerJ:rrutter 1971: 3] .
As can casily be seen we have not as yet seen the end
by
of the objcctions raised against Chorlskyts framework
linguists
working with his systerr.
I.3.2.2

Obicclions Outgide the Systcm

The outside objection to Chomskyrs generative transformational model stemmed from the rCase Theoryt propounded by Charlcs Fillmore
in 1968. Whilc Chomsky and
Lakoff both tackled the surfercc structure
trying to find
forrns that correspond
underlying
to certain
supcrficial
FilLmore
forms,
started from the dcep structure and tricd
By doing so F i11to work his way towards the surface.
ra scmantically
jusmore claimed that he could discovcr
and further
tified universal
theoryr,
:
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If it is possible by rule . . . to make
these "semantic deep structures" into
the surface forms of sentences, then
it is 1ike1y that the syntactic deep structure of the type that has been made
familiar
from the work of Chomsky
and his students is going to go the way
inof the phoneme. It is an artificial
termediate leve1 between the empirideep
cally discoverable "semantic
structure"
and the observationally
accessible surface structure,
[ -r'illmore 196B: BB] .
FilLmorers position as a theorist was always ,.*gu".14
Although to some of the problems he had a direct answer,
to the crucial ones (see below) he had none. The merit of
his work, nevertheless, was in its point of departure--the
But even there he was not consistent.
dccp structure.
More than once we find him trying to justify his position
prepositions. rD
vis d vis certain superficial
his
The main contribution
of
theory is indicated in its
'Iraditionally,
case sysinterpretation
of the term rCaser.
tems were attributed to highly inflected languages like Sana
I-atin and Greek and were, in modern terrns,
skrit,
Generative transformationalrnatter of surface structure.
ists did not improve on the treatment of cases andrforthe
most part viewcd case markers as surface structure reintroduced by ru1es, of various kinds of deep and
flexes,
surface syntactic relationsr [F illmorc 196B: 5] . Having aseotsert eatsumed that sAntafr is eentraL llbid.: 3] and that
egories are sTgnifiemtllbid.
i S1 , fre introduced the concept
of rcovert casest to account for what he called ta more se1969: 13].
mantically based systcm of rcaser llambert
The cases posited by l'i1lmore are not limited in number and are not chosen
according to defined criteria.
of an otherwise
These are only two of the shortcomings
I called it rwell worked outr bewell worked out system.
cause it can reveal a better view of the deep structure
approach,
of a semantic-syntactic
through the introduction
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In Lambertrs

bemaintains a distinction
Case grammar
tween deep and surface structure (thougfr
its deep structure is more abstract than
Chomskyts) and attempts to relate the two
by a seiies of rules [Lambert 1969: 6] .

1A

ys vague.'^
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The merit of
eparture- -the
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his position
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g. his treatment of
cepts
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.
l
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tain
of the difference between the
A step by step discussion
made by
approaches and the modifications
pr"cr"":thc'ory
Lambert
in
found
be
can
Lambert
by
and
later
tr'illmore
[Lambert 1969: 5-14] .
later revised the concept rCaser and replaced
Fillmore
r
r
o
l
e
t
Haliidayts
1970].
and rargumentt [Fillmore
it with
rlnitiator-Actor-Goal
1967t, Becker and Pikets tgrammatprelexical
structure 1965r,
tical meaning 196?r, Gruberrs
r
n
o
t
i
o
n
a
l
M
c
C
a
wleyrs rgenera
n
d
1
9
6
8
t
,
g
r
a
m
m
a
r
Lyonst
and/or approach the
ative semantics 1968t also assimilate
But even I-akoffts rabstract syntaxr
model.
Fillmorian
rrevealdoes not explorc the abstract itr a systematic a-nd
ingt way.16
In a paper delivered at the 19?1 Georgetown Roundtable
refuses
Fillmore
conferenc-c on Language and Linguistics,
rcaser theory, and
t
b
a
d
t
t
h
e
f
o
r
m
o
d
e
l
s
t
s
certain models
abandons his tlexicaListic posifashion,
in al idealistic
case structure analysisr suggesting
tiont for aruniform
the need for rmorc indirect sorts of relations between deep
(whatever that means).
and surface structurest
To achi.eve such an ideal, he sets up the following hierObject,
Instrument,
archy of cases: Agcnt, Expcriencer,
he has
whether
Regarding
Time.
and
Place
Goal,
Sourtc,
ar-ry solution to such a conceptual set up he explains:
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So far I have spoken only about certain
^^*^^^+--^r
associated with the
vvrruL-IJ
Lu4r
Irroblems
effort to reconstruct
a transformational
grammar
along the lines of a case grammar.
You may have noticed that I have
so far failed to give tree diagrarrrs or any
other sort of explicit
symbolic represenI have been so
tati.ons of the structures
cavalierly
talking about. That failure
stems not merely from a desire to save
not found an accepspace. t simffifrave
table notation for the sort of t_hings I
want to be able to represent
[Fillmore
197L: 245-2461.
Perhaps I should warn the reader beforehand that rrry
setting up of hierarchically
ordered Neutral and subsequent
tr'unction and Abstraction
slots of the type Neutral Agent,
F'unctional Agent, etc. should not be confused with FilImentioned above. In addition, I
morets rCaser hierarchy
rnakc a distinction
between slots that draw on nominals
for their texistencer,
as opposed to those which draw on
Thus, Time and Place which arc assigned the
thc vcrbals.
will be treatsame valucs as his othcr cases by Fillmore,
cd diffcrently
in my framework.
1. 3. 3

SummalLof

Achi.evements

Thc prcccding quick survey of both the dcvelopment of
theand recent grammatical
writing gramnrars of Persian
ory constitutc the background of this study. In a way it reflccts thc gradual trarnsition from a logic-rmentalistictapproaclr to granimar to an antithctic formalistic-rdescripevitivcl approach,
a:rd thc tendcncy towards a reversal
My framework
denccd by thc r:eccnt grammatical
thcory.
recognizes thc anti.thcsis as a necessary
step for thc attcmpt at a synthesis of both. Ihc mcrits of this franrework
Lic in thc lact that it makcs a formal
slmthesis of the
achievements of Westcrn Linguists and dcvelops the outstudies of
comc of thcir studics in the Light of ontological
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Eastern scholars who were masters of philosophical
and
deep structure logical analyscs. Furthermore, this study,
unlike other linguistic theoretical
frameworks, uses a linguistic media other than the English language as the testing ground for its asscrtions.
In review,
I have shown that following Humboldt?s suggestion that tlanguage makes infinite use of finite rncansr
lHumboldt 1836] Chomsky set up a generati.ve phrase structure rnodel based on immediate constituent analysis
and
backed it up with a series of transformational
ru1es.17
Chomsky also made a distinction between surfacc and deep
structure specifying that all tra,nsformational
rules follow
all lexical insertion rules.
To capture the recursive nature of rules,
first he introduces an expandable rdummyr
syrnbol Z and later the concept of recursive
embedding by
which process a noun phrase (NP) cout-d be cornplemented
with an embedded sentcnce if therc was nced for one.
Chomsky furthcr asked for more abstract notions of grammatical analysis; the typc in which, he said, rwordsr Likc
rbel, rseemr, and rhaver are trcated at higher levels of regularity . He also foresaw that tstructural
mcani.ngr was
a key concept for the interpretation
of the deep structurc"l8
Chomskyls views were furthcr acccpted, revised and
cventually
rejected by Lakoff, who introduced the conccpt
of rulc government,
and then by Gruber, who introduccd
the lexical specification
of posttransformational
structures.
Fillrnore,
who took Chomskyrs concept of distinction
between surface structure and dccp structure, positcd deep
structure and thus rcovert casesr for capturing dccp structure, logical relations that he claimcd were underlyingthc.
Later,
linguistic phenomenon.
abandoning his former rlexicalt oricntcd analysis tr'illmore has posited certain fictiordered cascs
tious covert, nevertheless, hicrarchically
and still is searching for ways to justify,
and formallyrcpresent his ridealr system.
Both the Chomskian and the F illmorian
modcls make intensive use of transformational
devices. Transformational
rules which are basically used for the purpose of tfiltcringr
19?1] have proved to be too powerful and
lcf. Perlmutter
need to be constraincd.
Ihus, most of the efforts of syntax

{,;
I

I
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specialists are now actually being exerted on finding alternbtives to the all powerful transformational rules for constraining deep
I cf. Perlmutter 19?1] and su,rface structures.
-sunject
(More oi tfre
of constraints will follow. )
L.4

Hikmat Philosophy and Modern Linguistics

Earlier I indicated my attempt at a synthesis of the achievements of the hikmat philosophers and the current linguistic theories. What needs to be emphasized here is the
i'act that these scholars were analyiical thinkers. In order
to discover the tmysteryt of rexistencet they used the linguistic rnedium which is the only Link that relates their
ibstract (tabsolutet in Izutsuts terminology) world to the
physical rea}izations of that abstract. Izutsu sums up
their investigations:
Although "existence" in this way absolutely
refuses by its own peculiar structure to be
represented as it r.eally is, we can and do
foim a concept of "existence" on a very high
level of abstraction. Such a concept is achieved through a sort of purely mechanical
process. Thus in ordinary Life we say "x
ixists", "y exists", "z exists", etc. These
sentences can then be transformed into nominal forms: "the existence of x", "the existence of y", "the existence of 2".
This linguistic process has an ontological
basis in the fact that the reality of "existence"
(wujrid) in the world of actual reality is, diversified into an infinity of particular "existences" (wujiidAt), i. e. particular acts of
existing. Each of these acts of existing i's
the "exlstence" of some particular "quiddity",
the "cxistence" of a ma:t, for example, or
'rexistence"of a tab1e, etc.IIzutsu 1969:
the
3 5 - 3 6 1.
In this way the hikmat philosopher could capture a com-
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This
among all texistentsr in the world.
mon denominator
he made a
Further,
common denominator was lexistencer.
distinction between tquiddityr and rexistencer. The latter
being an accident to the former I for details see Izutsu 1969:

1 - 1 50 l
creThis new dirnension helped the hikmat philosopherto
acts startingfrom
ate a series of consecutive concretization
the Abstract (their Absolute) texistencer and ending with the
Physical (tfreir Real) rexistencer.
Again in Izutsurs words:
, . . Absolute further divides itself into a
number of sub-stages constituting a.s a
ordcr of "existwhole a vast hierarchical
ents" (mawjrid, pl. mawjiidAt), the lowest
and sensible
stage being that of material
things as we perceive them in the present
world I lzutsu 1969: B] .
I.4.I

Studies as a
Logic-based_9ntological
Svstem
Base for a Linguistic

In essence, the goal of the modern lj.nguistic thcory is
so far
hardly different from the aim of hikmat philosophers
as language analysis is concerned. In fact, the recurrence
to
frorl Aristotle
of thc nalrres of Western philosophers
Wittgcnstcin in the currcnt linguistic liturature lsce c. g.
Below I will
Dowty 19?f: 2] is indicative of this assertion.
give a brief outLine as to the reasoll.s for tlie emergcncc of
such a reversal.
Drawing on the achievcments of the generativc transforrcaser
the
mationalists and expcrienced by thcir error,
grammarians
claimed that any analysis based on obscrvable data was not, and could not be accurate. They claimpower needed to account for logised that the explanatory
rclations in the
tic dcductions underlying Actor-Action
capturcd by any
deep structure could not bc convincingly
which was by
model
Chomskian
made
on
the
modifications
that time revised by Lakoff.
found themselves caught within a sysThe generativists
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were confronted' in
tem that had shown its limits. They-with
the timeless' and
pitt-oters
assertions,
if."-n.ay of
concepts
ancients--the
the
of
concepts
f"" Lndisputed
formalistic
of
notion
""
aismissu.I oi *fri"f, the whole
f;r1h"
t
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to
trying
was
that
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"pp"-""rt
F
illmorian
not
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believe it was
pr"r, Cito-skyrs assertions in Svntagl* SJ?i!Eli,?t
and previously
Asoects out oI the window, butffiliofound
*ligLwere
analysis
language
for
possibilities
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his system due to his direct use of philosophy
F'illmorers
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and logic matureJ by the ancients.- Therefore'
indirect'
an
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way.'
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a hishlv abstract mechanism that could captu-re-all ^abstract
rhe
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this
quick survey p""E.'"t"a below will- further illustrate
point.
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hikmat philosophy.
The grarnmar that served as the base
rl,ogicr is the best extant evidence
of Ibn Sinars mentiq
that has comeT6ffito
us-.20 In fact, all subsequent ontological
studies (perhaps the highest achievement of hikmat philosophy) based their argurnents on linguistic
evioence.
While Western philosophical
studies stemmi.ng fromthe
Aristotelian
origins were eventually identified with
their
linguistic deep structure counterparts
in the Case theory,
Eastern ontological
studies,
stemming from the same origins, have still remained in the domain of hikmat philosophy. The parallelism
outlined above indicates the lack of
a formal
linguistic
approach to these insightful studiesthe
bulk of which is in Arabic and Persian.
Any attempt at consolidating these ontological studies as
linguistic
syntax-oriented
systems will have to fail.
Houeuer,, in spite of Laek of forrnalization,
and apparent depaz,ture from forrnaL Linguistics,
it shouLd be adnitted
that
these studies haue eaptured the essenee of deep stz,ucture
yeLations. They should be formaLized
if necessary, and
qnended uith the achieuements of modetm Linguistic
theories;
b y n o m e c r n ss h o u L d t h e y b e n e g l e c t e d o r i g n o z , e d . I n t h i s
uay the endeq.uors and aehieuements of seholars
of
Classieal Greek; e. g. Az,istotLe, Medieual Islan; e. g. ALFaztabi, fbn Sina, and Modern Linquists
Like Chomsky,
Lakoff, and FiLlmore uiLL
unanimously be foeused on syntan as a unified,
seLf-suffieient
system of high Leuel abstract 'Dersus Lou Leuel Ftorction reLations on the one hand,
qnd atomie yelations
qmong speeifie nominaLs and uerbals at
each high oy, Lou Leuel specifie juneture on the other hqnd.
I.4.2

M.rr Framewo*

In ordcr to synthesize the work of thc philosophers
and
logicians of rnedicval Ira:r and the modern linguistic
theories the following steps are taken :
a) thc conccpt of rexistencet is introduced as a projecrelating thc real world [sec Wittgenstein
tory mechanism
L922: 37 ff . I to the linguistic media;
b) logic-oriented
linguistic transformational
rulcs and

t ,
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rule-features are devised to account for the level at which
different sentence types are derived; (e. g. they specify
whether a sentence is derived exclusively on the level of
abstractions or functions), as well as the level specified by
lower level rules which specify the various functionalloads
of tunivocalsr in terms of the nominals with which it is
rfusedr and in terms of the levels at which the rfusionr is
completed. To put it differently, the linguistic act is first
analyzed througi feature specification into sentence levels.
Theri each sentence level is further analyzed in terms of
rfusionsr at
the number and the type of nominal and verbal
different verb levels (details will follow). In this way the
sentence and consequently the linguistic media are analyzed
in terms of the atomic facts that constitute Nominal and
Verbal relations I see Chomsky 1968: I0];
c) lexical and phonological rules rconvertr the deep structure of the language, in this case, Persian, into surface
structure.
The system that will be parti.ally outlined below for the
sl.ntax of language will be ful1y justified in the next two
cirapters. In-this introductory chapter only the,outline of
the system, and a brief thistoryt of logical and Linguistic
treatment of syntax will be hinted at.
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l. 4. 2.1 Outline of SYntactic-RelatioJs2l
The system that I will outline below for the 1Ynta1 of language takes syntax at its most abstract levcl. Thc diagram
5tr lft. next pige (Fig. 1: Syntactic Relations) is designed
to show my-vi-ew of the syntax of lalguage achieved through
analyzing various t;,pes of Persian structures. It reveals
tintersynt"ax aI a Unified-Svstem (US) resulti.ng from the
(ws)
a
HYpergvs-t-em
into
pietationr o@
(Hl. Hypersystem is a liCticious rcover termt referringto
the com-bination of three Subsystems; the Abstract SubsJstem (Abst. Subs. ), the Abstracil-Function SPbsvstc+r(Abst.Fu"c. Subs. ), tna tne fUlETion Sulrs.vstem (Func. Subs. ).
The rinterpretationr of the Neutral System into each of the
is done through a Tg-atur-c
Subsystems of the H;persystem,
Specification Svstem (F SS). This latter decides the hier -
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archical
order according to which the three Subsystems
are arranged within the Hypersystem.
The choice of the
rinterpretationr
of the Neutral System into the hierarchy
of Subsystems of the Hypersystem
is also handled by the
FSS.
For each sentence, the Neutral System, essentially a
neutral inventory
of transforrrrational
mapping rules
and
features, is tinterpretedtinto
one and only one of the Subsystems through the intermediacy
of the F'eature Specification System. After this modification,
the undefined string
that has started as the output of the Neutral System, first
goes through the Lexicon,
then through a set of transformational
rules in the phonological
component.
The eventual result of these modifications
of the Neutral Systemwill
be a particular
sentence derived at a special level of Abstractiorr or -F'unctionality. It can be classified according
to the level at which its verb is functional and analyzed for
(The
the internal structuring
of its nominals and verbals.
Phonological
and the Lcxical components will not be dealt
with in this study. )
Thc intcrnal
structuring
of the Neutral System and consequently its tconversionr
into different
Subsystems is
donc by TI?nsfgfmational
Mapping and Cofrglative
Mapping (TIMCM) r'ulcs.
These rules result in a hierarchica11y ordered set of NeUt{el $lots in the Neutral System.
Each Neutral Slot isGivedTroits preceding slot by the
application of one TMCM ru1c. The last slot has the accummulated information
of all prcccding slots.
Sentences generated by this grammar
fa1l within the
range of onc of the three Subsystems,
depending on the
combination
of TMCM rules of the NS and the rules of the
FSS involved.
If the rulcs appli.ed result in a physical realization of the real world, we are dealing with a sentence
within thc F unction Subsystem. If the rules applied result
in a:r abstract realization,
we are dealing with a sentence
in the Abstract Subsystem.
F inally,
if the rules applied
rcsult in a rmixturet
of the two, we are dealing with
a
sentence itr the Function-Abstract
Srrbswstern
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ContJ.ibutions of_This F{aJnework

The contributions that a system of the type outlined above make to the general theory of syntax for the e>plication of linguistic structures are numerous. Most of these
have already been discussed, but some have hardly been
dealt with in the context of a unified syntactic theory.
The main objective of this study is to present s;mtax as
a unified system comprising diverse neutral, universal relati.ons (sensitive to feature specification) derived from a
central notion tBEr in terms of mapping rules and their
corrclativcs.
Furthermore,
this framework suggests that
transformational rules should be basically utilized for derivational rather than tfilteringr purposes. Filtering should
be referred to a less powerful component like the atomic
relations between the nominals and verbals.
Such a constraint on the grammar will not have to face the power of
the uncontrollable generalized phr.ase markers and, thus
need not be rwcakenedl by tralsformational
rules of the
t149ecurrent in the thcory. It is evident now that the existcnce and nonexistencc of the current transforrnationalrules
add to the numbcr of ilI-formed scntences rather than decrcasc them
On lower levels this framework handles the passivc in
tcrms of function identity and relation to rBEt. Ii discards
the traditional notion of rtrarlsitive /intransitive / ditrarsitivc t
by introducing verb levels, and it simplifies the cmbcdding
proccsses by expansion of already existing nodes rather
thal crcating new nodcs to accornmodate the embedded clcrrcnts fcf. also Bashiri 1972a; 4I-42 and chapter threebe1ow for further detail].
L^
Speaking of Mcninskirs dictionary

Jones says:

The labours of Meninski imrnortalized
ald
ruincd him: his dictionary of Asiatic languagcs is, pcrhaps, the most laborious
compilati.on thatwas cvcr undcrtakcn by
a n y s i n g l c m i l u . . . [ J o n es I 7 ? L x l .
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Beside the use of this dictionary Jones also drerv on tire knowledgc of his friend ard fellow lingu-ist Baron Reviczki for the com1952: 11]
'oifJtiorl of his Persian Grammai I Cannon
2concerning the gcneral dcvelopment of grammars lt this time,
thit altnough as carly as 17BBJamcs l3eattiehas
Chomsky
""s"its
of his awarencss of regular and productivc synindications
shown
tactic processes, Ino traditional or structuralist grammar -gocs
bcyond classification of particular examples to the_stage of formuof gcnerative rules on any signi.fiiant scalerIChomsky1965:5] .
Iat-ion
and
3.In,."E can be no doubt that the field of modern [nguistics
consequently the study of dialectal relationships in tcrms oj generative phonology, and gcnerativc syltax has madc tremendous
Ilowever, it is unfortunatc to note that uot a fewscholprng""si.
ars"still publish material based on the prototypes h_anded_downto
them by tLeir tcachess. A comparison of.Stilo [197i] :rnd Yarshater
l' 196gl .- covering near dialects, call best illustrate this dichotomy.
4Inifris studv I make a distirrctiort bctwccrt thc work of nctivc
grammaria:ts w:ho continucd thc study of thc rncdicval logicians
ind philosophcrs and morc modcrn grammarians who acceptcd
Wesiern i'rlovations and wrotc their grammars on the modcl introduced by Jones.
5The motivations that Joncs rcveals for his writing of thc Persiar Grammar are numerous; howcvcr, the most practical oncs
are rEGTea to hclping servants of first companics scttled in India
who wa:rted to comm-unicatc with thc nativcs, by learning thc rudimcnts of Persian grammar in a short time fJoncs 1771: xi-xiiil .
6The tra:'rslation that Irrancis Gladwin givcs for the citati-on
given in the tcxt is tI may have been causillg to speakr' . 1'f"
rto sayr in }'crsian,
Eausativc form of the ver-b goften
i" lg-Egl
rto
as
a rarer case b(]-gq[Lel! vaor
to
spcafi!
cause
averdaen
da6ten rto causc to saYr.
--?Tli.
'Ielegdirs idca regarding the relation betwcen
origin of
the scntence:
Thc soldier is shot.
szerbaz tir xorde aest.
and thc form
Shot soldier.
serbaz-e tir xord-e.
rendocan also have stemmed from the structuralist concept of
rexocentricl.
and
centricr
BIn tg6z, similar contributions were rnade by Gcrnol Windfuhr
in a course on Persian s)rntax at the University of Michiga:r - itr
which he uscd both Svntacti.c Structures and A€pgslq as models
for explicating the Pcrsian clausc structure.
9tnis state"ment would have to bc modified if Muhammad Morinrs
ronthologi.cal surveys of Persiar grammar eithcr had claim to
justification,
or at least did not usc poetsome tyfe of theoreiical
ic formi as examples of frammati.cai usage ICf. Lazard l9?0: 69] '
10It is hard to detimit thc activitics of somc of the Medieval
Islamic circles like Ikhvdn-i SaJe, to either theosophy, or purc

scjcnlilic nesearch or
has comc dorvn to us ir
bcen activc i.n the field
]r rt l -' r l m a r l l y

r\tsravl
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med from his knorvledg
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Fillmorets trcatmcnt of prcpositions is hardly diffcrcnt frorn
Chomsliyrs attempt to correlatc thc surfacc arrd dcep structurcs by
mcchanistic rulcs. IIis itrtcrmcdiate casc sct up Ii+NP,for which
rc' 196U:33] is not as nruch
he cl:rims a univcrsal chrractcr[FilJrnt
rclatc'd to his basic (Actor-Actior-r relations)assurnption as it is to
the surf:rcc rcalizations (prcpositions)for which hc has posi.tcd
his rl{asusr.
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17It should be noted that Baumann, in his Die generative Gra.nrasserts that Chomsky has gravely
matik und Wilhelm H,r*bolg],
about the trai.,rc o1 gener.-;.sinte?preTe-a- rru,it6idtts
"ssertions
tive grammars [Hans-Heinrich Baumann 1971:1-12]. Lambertts
asserti.on about Chomskyrs lack of proper treatment of I-Iumboldtts
view is summed up i.n tfhe] explorcd itfHumboldtts vier,r'] very
I i t t l e ' [ L a m b e r t 1 9 C l ] :7 ] .
rdThe problem of rmeani.ngr has becn discussed by Katz and
Fodor i.n The Structure of a Semantis Theory. They assert that
rsemantics suffers not from a dearth of facts aboutmeanings and
meaning relations in natural languagcs, but, rather from thc lack
of an adequate theory to organize, systcmatize, and gencralize
those factsr [Katz and F odor 1964: 480].
rUGrammar in medieval l]uropean studies was part of a triviurn which consisted of a) grammars, b) rhctorics, and c) dialectics. Besides these liberal artstherc was aquadrivium which
consisted of a) arithmetic, b) geometry, c) music, and d) astronomy. Thcse lattcr wcre called the mathematical arts. Both thc
Liberal arts and the mathcmatical arts were prerequisites forthc
study of philosophy.
;zUAlthoush the !'rammar which constitutes
the basis of Ibn
Sinats m€entiq rlogict is soon ltransformcdt into a treatise on logical deductions, it rcveals a rprimitiver view of grammar; one in
'Ihis
is, of coursc,
which rmeaningr takcs precedence over form.
due to the logical nature of language. As a matter of fact,the word
base n-j-q me:rning
logic in Arabic is dcrived from the triliteral
r s p e c c h r.
zrI am well aware of Postalts assertions regarding tterminological fencc buildingt by certain linguists, but at the samc tirne
cannot disregard his assertion onthc same page which reads:
We are, in short, really almost at the beginning of the study of the incredibly complex and still largelyunknown domain of
natural language grammar [Postal 197L 4] .
How else, I wonder, can one explain a cornplex system [Cf.
J c s p e r s c n 1 9 6 5 :3 4 1 - 4 3 ] .
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ASSUMPTIONS AND DERIVATIONS

2.I

Introduction

At the outset of the chapter,I would like to assure the
reader that the framework presented in chapter one will be
easily understandable after its details are presented in abstract form below.
In this chapter I present my basic assumptions, and
supplement them with diagrams showing the tabstractrdeep
structure derivation of the internal hierarchies in each of
tJre subsystems of the Hypersystem (see figure 1: Syntactic
Relations, on page 37). This is done by analyzing the internal structuring of the neutral hierarchy in the Neutral
System on which the specified hierarchies of the H5persystem are based. The mechanism underlying the specification of the neutral hierarchy of the NS into specified
hierarchies of the H;persystem consists of an inventory of
rule features called the Feature Specification System (FSS).
The procedure for the conversion is as follows:
(1) NH + FSSf --.r
NH + FSS'_.

--+

NH + FSSa -->

Hf
Hf_,
Ha

That is,. if the neutral hierarchy (NH) is specified by
function (f) feature specification rules of the FSS, it will
automatically be rconvertedr, i, e. transformed, into a
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Tle s-ame transfunctional hierarchy in the H;persystem.
for the transis
true
procedure
formational specifibation
other two subthe
into
hierarchy
neutral
the
of
formation
systems of the Hypersystem; namely function-abstract
(f-a)
and abstract (a) subsystems.
'
A11 the processes mentioned above will be discussed 4
None of the derivational rhistoriesr presented
abstracto.

surface realization,
ffiE;Tnde
The derivatory mechanisms described above function in

the
the context of a tinified System. Th-e justification.for
necessity for such . sysi"m as well as my position regarding the verb budan tber as a unifying factor in s;rntax conclude this chapter.
2.2

The Neutral System

world

real

BU
linguistic

(3) PR:
(4)

Both the di
real world is
jection sequen
are expandabl
that follow:
(5) EX:

In the following I will first demonstrate the creation of
th.ir hierarchy, and confine myself to
Neutral Slots,
".tl
The justification of these assumptions
basic
""s,r-piiott".
in terms of the suggested frameprocedures
and of basic
work,as well as some other linguistic frameworks will follow.
I assume that the central and most abstract essence oI
rto ber in its ontological
a sentence is texistencer, i. e.
sense. In the fpllowing it is symbolized by BU fromPersian
two
budan rbeingr.r There are postulated, furthermore,
of
V
being
N--with
noun
V
and
piirnitirr""--verb
ffii"ti"
. ft-igkt". o.d"", due to the sequence of mapping rules which
steri from V and are outlined further below. Thus:
(2)

which creates

Primitives

V,N
In the budan mechanism, the real world is plojected
primitives by a projection ruls (PR)
i"t"-tft" Un-g-ic

(6) EX:

The rules tr
and (B):
(7)
I
(B)

\

Both NBU r
subjectless rst
and phonologic
as abstractly <
(9)

m&,
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NBU

VBU

Both the diagram and the rule state that through BU the
real world is projected into N and V. At this stage the projection sequence is irrelevant. Both the NBU and the VBU
are expandable as a result of the two expansion rules (EX)
that foIlow:
---+

(5) EX:

NBU

(6) EX:

VBU ---r

The rules p r e s e n t c d
and (B):

N + BU
V + BU

above are diagrammed

(7)

NBU

(8)

VBU
V

US:

B

below in(7)

U

Both NBU and VBU ca:r independently
be rcalized as
subjectless rstativer clauses, i. e. pass through the lexical
and phonological
components. In that case NBU surfaces
as abstractly conceptualized sentences like:
(9)

projected
e (PR)

merd-amz

I am a man.
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correlation pr
which are alwi
Correlative Rr
To sum up:
tion; correlatir
Mapping ruJ

1ro)
NBU
----_-\
N
B

**Lo

VBU
I

o

U

I

(13) A L

maJi

Likewise,
(11)

VBU may
hest-em

(12)

realized as subjectless I stative I .

(I4) C r

Iam

BU

I

a

read: A mapp
Correlative

read: C corre
of functionality
,.
4

V

t
hest

B

ra . L1

r\/T^*^;-^

rvrdlJp'trrH

U

l

A

be
Note that here N, V, and BU are stil1 primitives conceptualized solely through the animation (see Terminology)
capability of the abstract BU component.
A11 sentences are created through the repeated mapping
of N and V onto each other and the complex units created
through such mappings. Mapping rules, which have transformational capability, serve two basic functions. In the
NS they serve as tcreatorsr of unspecified yet potentialslots
which represent the degree of raffectationt of V (verb) on
N (noun). This process identifies the type of hierarchical
function selection nominals undergo when they are raJfectedl
by a given verb. Conversely, each rfunctionr slot in the
hierarchy which is created by a given mapping rule has
the potential of reflection on the V and thereby of identifying the level of rinvolvementr of the verb in the generation
of each V-N string. Here, this latter is referred to as a

Below the rn
specified (neut

2.2.I,1 Asent

The most cr
for all sentenc
Verb.
Compa

(15) raf!
clrct"
mi->
mi.-c

'Ihe Agent
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(16) Ager
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Verb has been ,
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correlation
process.
The symbolic rules for correlation
which,are
always coupled with mapping rules are called
Correlative Rules (CR).
. To surn up: mapping rules create potential nominal func_
tion; correlative rules rmeasurer appropriate verb potency.
Mapping rules arc of the general-form:

(13)AuB*-.' C
3ssrstativer

read: A mapped onto B crcates C.
Correlative
rules are of the general

form:

( 1 4 ) C n A
read: C correlatively
of functionality
of A.
2.2.L

mapped

Mapping and Correlation

Below thc mechanism
specified (neutral) string
2.2.I,1

ives concepinology)
ted mapping
ts created
have transrs. In the
otential slots
(verb) on
:rarchical
rre raJfectedl
slot in the
1rule has
of identifygeneration
:dto as a

into A creates thc D-lcvc1

underlying the gencration
of the NS is exalmincd :

of anon-

Agent and ALV

The most crucial
pair of correlative
Neutral
slots valid
for all scntences are Agcnt and the corre-lativc Agent Levc.l
Vcrb.
Compare the following scntcnccs:

(15) rafl

hc went
hc saw
I cat

did J
mi-xor-em
mi-deh-am

The Agent is created
(16) Agent:

(MR)

I oi rza

by mapping
V

u

N

V onto N:
Agent

Passing through the lcxicon at this stage and level would
only result in slot filler sincc no corrcsponding Agcnt Level
Verb has been created yet.
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Compare the

BU

(17)

/

/

NBU
/--=/
B

VBU

(20) a
b

U

l

c

o

d

\
Agent
created through
The corresponding Agent Level V.erb is
Agent
onto theverb:
the
maps
iurti"h
tdhl
"".""i"ii""]rr"
--) Agent Level Verb
(18) ALV : (CR) Agent n V
BU

(le)
NBU

VBU

In the ab
Within mY fr
cuted along t
(21) $
It should
ways rcallzt
(22)

Within my system the Neutral,(or Unspecified).Agentis
V
oi the linguistic primitives
defined as the fogic"J
function"tregarding
realization
and N. Its deep
"tt""i"""
animateness depends on
absiractib",
;li;y;
1"i-.11io1.and that the F SS attaches to
the type of -b'eaturL Specifications
also Langendoen
it as it passes through this component [see
1969: 14^B;and Lee 19?11.
M a P P i n gT h f o u g h A g e n t
- nd SLV
2.2.L.1.1.I Sourcea

The corr
following ru
(23)
(24).

2.2,I.1.1

onto the Agent'
Source is created by mapping the ALV

Although
nevertheles
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Compare the following sentences :

BU

(20)
BU

h

0

c.

d.

reated through
rt onto the verb:
rt Level Verb

BU

e.

a

:ified) Agent is
rrimitivcs V
'ding functionss dependson
iS attaches to
lso Langendocn

hu5eng ez-beyn reft.
Hushang was removed (Lit" went from
the middle).
soqrat ez-z_eltr mord.
Socrates died frorn poison.
pu1 gereft.
eli ez-hasan
Ali took moncy from Hassan.

In the above sentenccs the underlined forms are Source.
Within my framcwork
the derivation of thc Sourcc is executed along thc following path:
(2D

BU
I

dowlat be-u hoquq mi-deh-ed.
The government pays h:im a salary.
u ez-dowlet hoquq mi-gir-ad.
He is paid a salary by thc government.

Source: (MR)

ALV

Agcnt ---r

It should be noted that the Source Neutral
ways rcaLizcd on the surface as az lfroml.

(22)

Source
Slot is not a1-

^r1flALV4

'Ihc correl:rtivc
following rule:

Source Level Verb is created bv the

(23) SLV: (CR) Source n ALV --+ Source LevelVerb
(24)
ee"nt

"\

sorlce -)--to the Agent.

u

o

-----1

ALY
sLV

Although vcrbs may not have explicit Source, Source is,
ncvertheless, a nccessary Ncutral Slot for the creation of
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Source
explicit
the next lower slot, Path' Verbs without
imply it.
as the potential
Within my lramework Source is defined
existence' are
into
etc'.come
Goa1,
*fii"rt Path,
Si"i'i;;;
of the Mapping Rules'
developed and are a"ii""a by the help
2.2.1.1.2 Mapping Tl]rough SouJce

deep stru<
mental is
in agreem
of the Age
fl,akoff 19
pendency I
The co:
for the Pa

2.2.I.I.2 "I Path and-PLV

(28)

into the Source'
The Path is created by mapping the SLV
Compare the following sentences:

(2e)

(25) a. hu3ang- b.a-maen sohbet kerd"
Hdhans talked to me'
b. huEaengba-Eelq iir ko3t'
Flu56'ffi killed lions with a knife'
c. hu6eng ba-otobus raeft'
Hushang went on a bus'
d. hu5ang
- hamrah-e aeli r.qft'^
Hushans went with Ali'
e . h u E e n g- b a - P a r a f t .
Hushang went on foot'
f . hu5eng" PiYade reft.
Husfrang went on foot'

(27)
Source

SLV

U

Source -+

2.2.7,L.
2.2.I.I.3

The Ex
the Path.

'Ihe underlined forms in the sentences above arc cxamthe derivation of the
Within this framcwork
plcs of Path.
Path is executed as follows:
(26) Path: (MR)

Within
into whicl
ity and trns

(30)

Path

SLV

\
Path
of the Path is not alNote that the surface realization
twithr'
According
ba
pt"po"ition
ways marked with 1tt"
do not have
sentenceFwhich
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l't"te
H"'
ff'#;;;"

Note th
structure
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deep structure Agents but have Instrumentals. Her Instrumental is similar to my path lHall 1965]. Her analysis is
in agreement with my view of path as a dependent function
of the Agent. (For further discussion see also Lakoff
[Lakoff 1970: I45-6] and my view of dependency in RuIe De_
pendency below. )
The correlative rule that creates the proper verb level
for the Path (P) is:
(28) PLV: (CR) Path o SLV --r

pLV

(2e)
Source

X*4'
vith

a knife.

ts

within thi.s framework path is defined as a Neutral slot
into which, from the universe of Discourse, cornmitativity and Instrumentality ca:r be mapped

i.

2.2.I.1.3

;,

2 . 2 . I . 1 . 3 . 1 E x p e r i e n c e r _ a n dt r L I

above are exarrrderivation of the

Path

T

SLV

MappingThroush path

The Expericncer is created by mapping the pLV onto
the Path. Compare the following sentences:
(30) a. reza men-ra zed..
Reza hit me.
b. hu5eng gorg ko5t.
Hushang killed wolves.
c. hu6eng ba-kard gorg ko5t.

d. man*,'1::*T*#*1"*$1?,r1",i"
3,5111,".
I
killed the wolf ffi(my)
of anger.

Path is not altht. According
r do not have

hands out

Note that the Experiencer
is independent of the surface
-ra or its equi.valent.
structure anaphoric marker
The underlined forms abovrare
of Experiencer.
"*"-fles
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Within this framework the derivation
executed along the following path:
(31) Experiencer:

(MR) PLV

of the Experiencer is

U Path --+

Experiencer

(32)
Patln-------_---PLY
<-.Experiencer

(33) llLV: (CR) trxperiencer n PLV _>

Mapping Through

2.2.I.I.4.I

Goal and GLV

I

ELV

(

(38) GL,V

Experiencer

The Goal is created by mapping the ELV
iencer.
Compare the following sentences:

Ex

The correlati
for Goal is:

Within my framework
Experiencer
is defined as a potential slot effected by the Agent through the intermediacy
of
Path, and provided there is a Source or motivation
for the
Agent to be operative at all.
2.2.I.1. 4

( 37 )

ELV

(34)
trxpeiienc er /

Note that the
not always be- |
above are Goal.
Goal is executed

(36) Goal

The correlative rule that creates the appropriate verb
level for the Experiencer is:

PfYrv
--\\

e, an-

(3e)

Ex

(

Within my fr
directing the por
there are deep r
the Agent functi<
onto the Exper-

( 3 5 ) a . huSang be-eli pul dad.
Hushang gave money to Ali.
b . u-ra 5ah kard-and.
They made him king.
esb be-ab zed.
The horse entered the water.
d . ali be-xab raft.
AIi went to sleep.

2.2.I.1.5 Uapp
2 . 2 . I . 1 . 5 . 1O b

The Object is
Compare the fol
(40) a.

h

b . h
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the Experiencer is
ih --+

Experiencer

e. an-ha-ra pada5 dad-im.
WGTilwarded them.
Note that the surface realization
not always be- rtot. The underlined
above are Goal. Within my system
Goal is executed along the following
(36) Goal: (MR) ELV

Lppropriate verb
--)
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of the Goal function is
forms in the sentences
the derivation of the
path.

u Experiencer

( 37 )

---+ Goal

trt,v

ELV

The correlative
for Goal is:

rule that c r e a t e s t h e p r o p e r v e r b l e v e l

( 3 8 ) G L V : ( C R ) G o a L n ELV
defined as a poten: intermediacy of
motivation for the

---)

GLV

(3e)
trLV
Goal

LV onto the Exper-

Within
directing
there are
the Agent

my framework Goal is defined as a Neutral Slot
the power stemrning from the Agent provided
deep structure realizations for the operativityof
function power.

2.2.I.1" 5 l4appins Throush Goal
to Ali.

2 . 2 . 1 . 1 . 5 . 1 O b i e c tL n d O L V
The Object is created by mapping the GLV onto the Goa1.
Compare the following sentences:

e water.

(40) a.
b.

huEeng kar kard.
Hushanq worked.
hu6eng yax
best.
Hushang froze.
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c. hudang ab Pa5id.
Hushang sprinkled water.
d. huEaengPul gereft.
Hushang took moneY.
e. hu5aengseda dad.
Hushang made noise.
The underlined forms in the sentences above are examples of Object. Within my framework the derivation of the
Object is executed along the following path:
(41) Object: (MR) GLV

u Goal

-'+

Object
2.4

(42)

2. 4.I

GLV

Goal
\
Object

The correlative rule that creates the appropriate verb
level for the Object is:
(43) OLV: (CR) Obiect n GLV

---)

OLV

(44)

Within my framework the Object is defined as a Neutral
Slot carrying the accumulated power stemming from the
Asent. I{ is tfre slot which is most utilized in active conc"pt fo"-ation (see below).
2.3 Summary: Jeutral

SYstem

The Neutral System consists of a hierarchy of Neutral
nominal and corielative verbal potential slots. The nominal slots are rcreatedt through mapping the postulated V
onto N. The verb potency slots are created by mapping
rmeasurerthe
back each taffectedt nominal into the verb to

l

,]

degree of V-N ra
So far in the c
neutral, i. e. un
slots. Their Par
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bility of certain I
In order for a
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inherent features
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degree of V-N raffectationt.
So far in the derivation we have been concerned with
neutral, i. e. unspecified but potential nominal and verbal
slots. Their participation or lack of participation in the
rbone structurer of the Neutral System indicates compatibility of certain Noun and Verb concepts and nothing more.
In order for a potential neutral or unspecified slot to be
specified it has to pass through a three part system of specifiers ca1led the FSS. It is the combinatory resultof NS+
FSS that classifies the output string as to its place in the
Hlpersystem.

Object

2.4
-V

rppropriate verb
> OLV
,V

I

,V
efined as a Neutral
nming from the
ed in active con-

'archy of Neutral
slots. The nomithe postulated V
ted by mapping
'b to rmeasurelthe

z.4.I

Feature Specification Svstem
t'unctronalitv

,"o;;;;"y
[nguistic element NBU has among its
inherent features [t Physical], and assume also that every
Linguistic element VBU has among its inherent features
It Function] .
The Transformational Mapping and Correlative Mappi.ng
rules outlined for the creation of the Neutral System are
coupled with F eature Specification Mapping and Correlative Mapping rules to define the position of the Neutral System relative to the l{lpersystem.
These latter rules are
called F'eature Specification rules because they identify
the marked level of the H;rpersystem. In this study I will
assume that the Neutral System specified by rfunctiont aIone constitutes the unmarked level of the Ilypersystern. I
will refer to this unrnarked level as the level of Functions.
Thc explanatory power of the system lies in its reduction
of the number of Feature Specification rules by counting
only the function rchargedt rules I see Lakoff 19?0: 21].
Those which are not counted create the level of Abstrac tions and the rMixedr level.
Feature Specification rules will be derived in the sarre
marrner as the slots of the Neutral System. Below I will iIIustrate the mechanism for derivation of Function Slots,
from the Neutral Slots described above.
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A

2 .4 . 1 . 1
2.4.I.1.1

Functionality and Function Level (FL)

Functionality is created by coupling the Transformation_
. lvrapplng
a_r
and Correlative Mapping rules presented for the
Ne-utral Slots, with the following Feature Specification
rules:
(45)[ +Phys. 1

j: (un) [+Func.
I u [+phys.
[+nu,.,".
] __rli Fl#:j

(46)

The above mech
Neutral System int
tional system to c
persystem. Unlike
could not be specifi
Action relations, t
combination of Neu
ication rules, can
tions. Below I will
to thc Ncutral Age
place on the Functi
ure L Syntactic Re
2.4.L.LLL

NBU

Funct

tr'unctional Ager
tional Mapping and
Ncutral Agent Slot
Feature Specificati

(49) Agent
[+efrys. .
[ +Func.
Passing through the Lexicon at this stage and levelwould
result in a concrete slot filler sincc no co*espondingFunction Level has been crcated yet.
{he corresponding Function Level (FL) is createdthrough
a Comelative rule w6icn maps Functionality,
;;;;iy
[+Phvs-l
onto the original [+Function].
i*r"i".i
(a?) FL: (cn; [+Prrys.1 n
[+ Func.]

(4 s)
1+rnys.I

[+F-urrc.] -+

J;FE]'".l ------*----1
[+Func. I

[ +nunc.]
FL

F.L

( 5 0)

N
[+phyr

Thc correspondi
relative

rule

whic

onto the V
[+I'unc.]
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ion
Level (FL)
g the Transformation;1es presented for the
ure Specification

[+Phvs.
L , _ . . r v . rl-- h lt'v".J
F.unc.]
[+
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The above mechanism is responsible for converting the
Neutral System into a Physical, concrete and thus Functional system to constitute the Function Level of the Hypersystem. Unlike the case of the Neutral Slots, which
could not be specified in terms of Function, namely ActorAction relations, the Functional Slots resulting from the
combination of Neutral Slots and the above Feature Specification rules, can be specified in terms of Physical relations. Below I will show the Functional Agent as opposed
to the Neutral Agent. The process, of course, is taking
place on the F'unctional Level of the H;rpersystem [see F igure L Syr-rtacticRelations on Page 3?].
2.4.L.LL,L

Functional Agent and ALV

VBU
Functional Agent is created by coupLing the transformational Mapping and Correlative Mapping rules presented for
Neutral Agent Slot with Mapping and Correlative Mapping
Feature Specification rules.

Iunc.]

(MR)V
[+Func.]

(49) Agent
[ +phys.
[ +F.unc.
(50)
stage and levelwould
) correspondingF'unc-

N

u

-4
Agent
N
f+Phys.]
f+Phys.]
[+Func.]

/ilp*,..]

l*phyV
-\

iFL) is createdthrough
namely

)\
Agent

[+enys.]
[+tr'unc.]

:*.r,
1
lC. _l -+

- -

,h t-

The corresponding

$!V1 1
Li

relative rulc

which maps
-

unc. ]

I

FL

onto the V
[+I'unc.]

:

unc.l

,

is created through a Cor-

flql_t-^ .' , or F'unctional Agent
:i.Hhys.l
l+Func.l
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(s1)
I LtVu n c . l. : ( c R )
L+

Agent
[+ Phys.]
[+ Func.]

n

V
[+ Func.l

ALV
t+Funcl

( 5 5 )-

(sz1
[+ Funcl

[+Phys.]
[+Func.]

(56)

[ +Funcl

Thus, Functional
Agent will be defined in terms of the
logical sum of the Jinguistic primitives
V and N; the logical
sum of their inherent positive features,
and the receptivity
of its N to animateness.
In fact, each one of the Neutral
Slots introduced in the structuring
of the Neutral System
has a Functional
counterpart
within the F unction Subsystem of the Hypersystem.
Consequently,
each of the levels
of the hierarchy
of tr'unctions should be defined in terms
(F or
similar to those given above for Functional
Agent.
examples and explanation see bclow. )
2. 4.2

The corr
rule which
the original

Nonfunctionality

Nonfunctionality
is crcated by coupling the Transformational Mapping and Correlative
Mapping rules of the Neutral System with the following F'eature Specification
rules:

(53)[
:Fl#:] : (MR)[-Funcl u [-physl--r [:Fi#;

The abol
Neutral Sys
to constitut
Unlike tt
specified in
resulting fr
bove Featur
of Abstract
ification of
Agent speci
2 . 4 .2 . 1 N

Nonfunct
formational
sented for I
Mapping Fe
( 5 7 )I

t

(54)
[-physl

<-_____
[-physJ
[-Funcl
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NTAX
---> ALV
v
[+ Func.]
[ +Funcl

The corresponding -FL is created througll a Correlative
rule which maps Nonfunctionality, namely | -Phys.l onto
the original f-Functior!.
[ -Func.]
( 55 )

+ Funcl

-F L

t-enYl-euncJ

LV
'Funcl

\
[-Physl
[-Funcl

ined in terms of the
s V and N; the logical
, and the receptivity
one of the Neutral
re Neutral System
-' Function Subsys,, each of the leve1s
r defined in terms
(F or
ional Agent.

f- Ph.,sJ
::"J'

[_F unc.]

-r'L

The above mechanism is responsible for converting the
Neutral System into an Abstract Nonfunctional Subsystem,
to constitute the Abstract Subsystem of the ll;,persystem.
Unlike the case of the Neutral Slots which could not be
specified in either F'unctional or Abstract terms, the slots
resulting from the combination of Neutral Slots and the above Feature Specification rules, can be specified in terms
of Abstract relations. Below I will show thi.s Abstract specification of Nonfunctional Agent as opposed to the Neutral
Agent specified earlier lsee 2. 2.I.I above].
2.4.2.1

ing the Transformag rules of the NeuSpecification rul-es:

-Funcl

---)

(56)

1I

. P hrrJ5.l
-r
rrcl
---)
--

n f-Funcl

Nonfunction?_lAgent and Nglfunctional ALV

Nonfunctional Agent is created by coupling the Transformational Mapping and Correlative Mapping rules presented for Neutral Agent Slot with Mapping and Coruelativc
Mapping Feature Specification rules above:

ttt'f$*:.1: (MIr)
' il"nr"J-'
fIr,,,,".1
tlf,ili".,
[-Func.]
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2.4. 3 Func

( 5B )
[-I'unc.]
Agent
[-Phys.]
[-Func.]
The corresponding
"
relative

is crcated through a corflkY-^
L - r u n c . ,l
rule which maps the Nonfunctional Agent onto the

f-Func.]'
(5e)ALV
:(CR) A g e n t n V - ' A L V
[-I'unc. ]
l-Phys.l
f-Funcl
[-F unc.]
[-nunc.]

2.4.3.I Ph

The hierr
System thr<
cation rules
from the Nt
ative Featr
Function at
archy; a hie
of the levelt
tion orienta
derivation.
verb in an
examples o1
If the fee
the result r.

(6r)t
I

(60)
N

l-Physl
\
Agent
[-Phys.]
[-nunc.]

l-Funcl

(azt.

A LV
[-I unc.l

Thus, Nonfunctional Agent wiIL be defined in terrns of
the logical sum of the linguistic primitives V and N, the
logical sum of their inherent negative features, and receptivity of its N to animation. In fact, each onc of the
Neutral Slots introduced in the structuring of the Ncutral
System has a Nonfunctional counterpart within the Abstract
Subsystem of the Hlpersystem.
Conscquently, each of the
levels of the hierarchy of Abstracts should be defined in
terms simi.lar to those for the Nonfuncti.onal Agent. (F or
surface examples and explanation sce Chapter Three bctow.)

The corl
through the

(63)(64)
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2. 4. 3 Functionality

-v
[-Func.]

rted through a corrnal Agent onto the

-'
lunc.l

ALV
[-Func.]

and Nonfunctionalit:z jMixedr

2.4.3.1 Phvsica4tv
The hierarchy of Functions is derived fromthe Neutral
System through coupUng it with positive tr eature Specification ru1es. The hierarchy of Abstractions is alsb derived
from the Neutral System, but through coupij.ng it with Negativc Feature Specification ru1es. Between iliese two
Function and Abstraction extremes Lies a rrnixedt hierarchy; a hierarchy the Function or Abstraction orientation
of the levels of which depends on the F'unction or Abstraction orientation of particular levels at certain rroints in the
derivation. Thus, it will be possible to have a Functional
verb in an otherwise Abstract sentence, l,ater I wil-L show
examples of these borderline cases.
If the feature [-Function] is mapped into [+physical]
the result will be a Physical, but Nbn-functional 61ot.
(61) [+Phvs']:
[ -Func.1

-v
[-Funcl

I * P h v s lj
1_Func

(ez1
1+enys.l

I

ALV
[-FuncJ
lfined in terms of
ves V and N, the
:atures, and reeach one of the
ing of the Neutral
within the Abstract
nently, each of the
nld be defined in
onal Agent. (fror
rapter Threc be1ow.)

(MR) [-F.unc.] u l+phys.l-,

The corresponding
through the following

Nonfunction Level
correlati.ve rule:

[-F unc.]

(-FL)

is created

(63)-FL : (cR) [++:hvs.] n [-F.unc.]-,

-FL

[_t,,unc.l

( 64 )

t*rnv
\

[-Func.]
[+phys.l
[-I'unc.]

-FL
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The -tr'L plays al important part within the hierarchy
because this is the component
of Function-Abstractions;
which signals the changes in the orientation of the whole
sentence.
The above mechanism converts the Neutral System into
a Physically oriented hierarchy, constituting the Physical
compartment (see below) of the Abstract-Function
Subsystem of the HSpersystem.
2.4.3" 1.1 Physr-ca_lAegnl and Phy.jsicgLlALV
Physical Agent is created by coupling the Tra:rsformational Mapping ald Correlative Mapping F'eature Specification rules above:
-rAgent
uN
f+Phys.]
[+Phys.1

($5)Agent :(MR)V
l+PhysJ
[-nuncl

Thus,
logical s
cal sum
ceptivity
Slots int:
counterp
stractior
each of I
fined in 1
function:
planatior

2.4.3.2

If the
result w:
S1ot.

(a

(66)
N

--=---V

t+phf

[-Func.]

(7

l \"\
gent

g+?nysl

The corrcspondi.ng Physical
following correlative
rule:
(67)ALV

ALV

(CR)Agent
[+ PhysJ

:

[-Func.]

n

is crcated

V
[-Funcl

flpeqrrh fhe

+

ALV
f-Func.]

The c
given be
(7

(68)

(?

N
[+ Physl

[-Funcl

ii", 1"
| *Ph.r.

I

l-I'uncl
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within the hierarchy
s is the component
tation of the whole
Neutral System into
tituting the Physical
ct-Function Subsyst AI-V
.ng the TransformaLgFeature Specifica-r
[
+Physl

Agent
[-rPhys.]

Thus, Physical Agent will be defined in terms of the
logical sum of the linguistic primitives V and N, the logica1 sum of their respective inherent features and the receptivity of its N to arrimation. Each one of the Neutral
Slots introduced in the structuring of the NS has a physical
counterpart within the rmixedr hierarchy of Function-Abstraction, a,Subsystem of the Hypersystem. Consequently,
each of the levels of the tmixedr hierarchy should be de-fined in terms similar to those for the Functional and Nonfunctional Agent. (For surface examples and further explanation see below. )
2. 4. 3.2

Nonphysicality

If,the feature [ +tr'unction] is mapped into f-physical]the
result will be a Nonphysical, nevertheless, Functional
S1ot.
(69) [-phys.]
L+trunc.l

--Y
[-Funcl

1
1
.'vtR)
[+tr'unc.] u [-Phys.] '-r [-Physl
uncl

[+F

( 7 0)
[-Physl

<.\

[-physl
[+FuncJ

created through the

Funcl

ALV
[-Funcl

The corresponding
given below.

(?1)F L : (cR)

correlative

hlnt":]

[+l'uncJ

--Y

for the creation

n [+Func.] ---)

of FLis

FL

(7z',)
[-Funcl
ALV
[-Funcl

[-Phys.]

[+ F uncl

=s
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The above mechanism converts the Neutral System into
a Nonphysical oriented hierarchy, constituting the Nonphysical compartment of the Abstract-Function
Subsystem
of the Hypersystem.
2. 4. 3. 2. 1 Nonphysical Agent_ard Noqfunctional ALV
The Nonphysical Agent is created by coupling the Transformational Mapping and Correlative Mapping rules of the
Neutral Agent Slot with mapping and Correlative Mapping
Feature Specification rules above:
(73) Agent : (MR) V
f-Physl
f+Funcl

u

---+

N

[-PhysJ

Agent

f-Physl

(74)
N

[+FuncJ

[-Phys.]

The corresponding tr'unctional- Agent Level Vcrb i s c r e ated through the following correlative rule;
(75) ALV
: (CR) Agent
[-I'uncJ
[-Phys.]

n

---)
V
[+r'unc.]

ALV
[-Func.]

(76)
N
[-physl

[+ Func.]

\Agent

..'-

[-Phys.]

l

ALV
[-Func.]

Thus, Nonphysical Agent will be de:lined in tenns of
the logical sum of the linguistic primitives V and N, the 1ogical sum of their respective inherent features and recep-
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>nstituting the Nonrt-Function Subsystem
,nfunctional ALV
by couphng the TransMapping rules of the
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[-PhysJ
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tivity to animation. A11 the Neutral srots introduced inthe
internal structuring of the NS have a Nonphysical counterp.."t il the Nonphysical component of the-hi-erarchy of tr'uncr
tion-Abstraction.
a1l levels of the tiierarchy
.consequeltf,,
should be defined in
terms similar to the NonphysicalAgeit.
(For surface examples and further explanatio.r
chapler
Three be1ow. )
"""
2. 5 Restrictions

on the {S.S

The Feature Specification System of the grarnmar partia11y presented above is the most complicated part of the
whole system; because in this component, all logical transitions which mostly surface in univocal forms are systematically distinguished. Due to the complexityof theFeature Specification component, it is feasible to e><p1oreonly
some possible transitionspostulated to accountfor relations
between the hierarchies, in the Function-Abstraction
subs_ystem, under Physical and Nonphysi.cal subcomponents.
Consequently, the derivational kr-istories prcsented below
relate only to the types of deep structures which I have discussed above.
2. 6

The Unifiqd System

_, .Yy _argument in favor of the necessity for setting up a
unified system of the kind partially pres-ented in criapter
one and in this chapter rests on two issues. one is the inadequacy of the systems presented so far for swrtactic analysis, and the other is the centrauty of rexist-encer in the
syntgx of lalguage. My central assumptions outrined abovc
enabrc me to make a distinction between language as a set
of relations (these originally were introduced- as"an ad hoc
set, deterrnined chiefly by intermediate, or even
realizations fNilsen 1921: 6ff. ] , a-ndlanguagc as a set
".r-"f.""
of
lr-ierarchically ordered deep structure rllaiions;
namely
relations which are unified through rexistencer.

F
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2.6.I

marians to
words:

T J r eS e n t g n c e

The inadequacies referred to above are best seen in the
definition of tte basic and fundamental unit of language: the
Before the advent
sentence [cf. David Crystal: 200-208].rsentencer
was varof case giammar, the linguistic terrn
ra
complete
a
expressing
group of words
iously aEtined as
ta
whose
string
structured
407),
thoug"htt fRoberts 19642
Rosenbaum
and
groupst
natural
into
fa11
[Jacobs
-ord's
1968:15],tanotionwhichbelongstotheworldofabstract
elements't [Jacobs and Rosenbaum 1968: 2731, and eventuaIly the expansion of a noun phrase and a verb phrase:
(77\ #S# *,

NP + VP

[ C h o m s k y 1 9 5 ? :6 5 ]

Fillmore defined sentence as the expansion of a tenseemless set of relationships involving verbs, nouns, andrMo and
a
separate
Proposition
bedded sentences called
dalityr component.
(78) $

---+ M+

P

The first definition above is a notional definition, and
cannot take us far, because as Roberts indicates, if Iwe ask
that
what a tcomplete fhoughtt is, the answer would be
w h i c h i s e x p r e s s e d b / a s e n t e n c e t I R o b e r t s 1 9 6 4 : - 4 0 7 ] .T h e
next definition, although devoid of linguistic relationship,
rnaturall. I{owever,
conveys the concepts lstructuredl and
rorderr
according to
for
criteria
ttt"
specify
it does not
which the words are naturally arranged within the groups
in the string.
rThe wor-ld of the abstract elementsr is a good place to
begin, but it will eventually result in a totally abstract
gti--"t
with little relation to the real world I see Terminologyl .
rsentencer,
Tnisilst definition ofthe linguistic term
nevertheless, becomes an implicit notion in the definition
that the generative grammarians give for it: the expansion
of a nouri phrase ani r verb phrase. It is the mechanistic
aspect of fnis definition that forced the generative gram-
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marians to admit deficiency in their system. In Chomskyrs
words:

)ve are best seen in the
tal unit of language: the
B]. Before the advent
in tsentencer'was var:4pressing a complete
Lcturedstring whose
obs and Rosenbaurn
r the world of abstract
68: 273], and eventurnd a verb phrase:
[ C h o m s k y1 9 5 7 : 6 5 ]
expansion of a tense)rbs, nouns, and emand a separate rMo -

;ional definition, and
rts indicates, if we ask
I that
rwer would be
Roberts 1964: 40?1. The
nguistic relationship,
rd tnaturall. However,
>rderraccording to
ged within the groups
tsr is a good place to
n a totally abstract
neal world Isee Teric term lsentencer,
rotion in the definition
: for it: the expansion
It is the mechanistic
he generative gram-

, . ., there is no way of ordering the elements NP and VP relative to one another.
Noun phrases are contained within verb
phrases, and verb phrases within noun
p h r a s e s . . . f C h o r n s k y1 9 5 7 : 3 2 ] .
Chomsky thus asserts that there is a natural order worked into the syntax of language which order handles the different realizations of the same elements, e. g. surface Subjects,
in relation to different functions that are related to it in the
deep structure. Further, he admits that this natural order
cannot be captured without the help of mechanistic rules
superimposed on the unnatural output of a series of phrase
structure (PS) rules [Cf. Robinson 1970: 259) . His system
admits that the phrase structure, as presented in the literature on generative methods, is deficient and has to be accompanied by a set of presurface transformational or adjustment rules which put the output of PS rules in arcorrectr
order, so that it can correspond to the order in the superficial structure" a
To sum up, by the time Fillmorers work appeared the
necessity for a radical change from the generative transformational model to a different model was evident [Lambert 1969: 39] . The Chornskian generative trarsformational
theory with its mechanistic PS rules, which onlycouldairrr
at the production of the deep structure, was not able to
satisfactorily correlate the logical structure of the sen tences of language with their surface structure rea}izations.
(For further discussion of Chomsky and Lakoffts view of
h i . m s e e I . 3 . 2 . I a b o v e .)
Filhnorets concept of rrelationshipt arnong the two basic
elements of the sentence reveals a good insight into the mechanism of language, but does not involve itself with such
linguist requirements as naturalness.
To synthesize the basic concepts proposed by Chomsky
and Fillmore it is necessary to find a unifying factor, a
common denominator, which does without the mechanistic
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use of NP/vp constitution, yet utilizes nominal-verbalderivations to create trelat_ionshipst. Although this calls for
a two hundred and first [Cf. Crystal 19?1: ?9] definitionfor
the term sentence, the addition seems indispensible. Since
the change of definition will necessarily affect the definition of_the components, I wilL present my definition for
verb (V) and Noun (N), first:
Verb is defined as the result of the gradual reffectr of
Agent, etc. on action in such a way t"hat at each pointin
the process the degree of the teffecfr can be measulred.
Noun is defined as the result of the gradual raffectationt
of action on Agent, etc. in such a way tnat at each point
in the process the type of ta-ffectationr can be distinguished.
. The projection mechanism that connects the real.world
_l! con-:{elg) and the two above mentioncd essences, is
1no!
rexistencer defined as a concept
that unifies all different
and disparate things in the world into one class in which
they are reduced to a level of ontological indiscrirninateness Ilzutsu 1969: 124]. 'rhe conceptrialization of rexistencer
acts as the principle of identity and unity of cxistence with
either of the individual primitives V and m. The realization of existence is the logical sum of the conceptualized
primitives at different leve1s of linguistic function and abstraction (see below). when projecled into the linguistic
primitives, rexistencer can be realized as rrelatio"nsreither
temporal or spatial, expressed in terms of NBU proposi_
tions such as tsuch and such a thing exists in the'woiIdf
,
rin my_mindr, tin realityt, orrin
t1mer, etc.[cf. Izutsu
1969: 89] , or i.t is the deep structure of itre rrelationrwhich
usually surfaces in the form of particles like dar rinr.
Therefore, if the discussion rcfers to conceptiirrized essences, it is discussing the existence relationship between
BU and either of the linguistic primitives (N and V), namely
NBU and VBU.
on the other hand, the logicar relation between two functions and an abstract verb 1evel in a sentence of the tvoe:
(79) eli
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nominal-verbal derough this calls for
71:791 definition for
indispensible. Since
I affect the defininy definition for

clearly indicates that a separate set of function-abstract
ordered, are in operation.
relationships, hierarchically
The sentences resulting from the logical sum of these
function-abstraction combinations can result in the ontologized primitives realized as aeli tAlit (subject), and nevisand-e twriterr (object) (!g colL_creto)and the predicate
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(for -oie aei6itEEeTEtow).

The argument presented above can be reformulated
diagrammed
in the form of the following axiom;

and

( 8 0)
NBU

VBU

The above axiom indicates that BU (from Persian
budamong all existents,
an rto bet) is an unbound texistentt,
at the level of ontological
indiscriminateness.
It is related
to the Universe of Discourse (UD), through its association
with the conceptualized linguistic primitives
VBU and NBU.
(For conceptualized primitive
see Terminology.
) This association creates a topmost dependency factor betwecn
each BU and the BUs to which it is related within the
Thus, the deep structure
sphere of the UD.
of each BU
becomes capable of reflecting
the ernaphoric and
other
types of referencc points from the set of refcrence indiccs
in the UD. Because at every point, thc UD can bc mapped into the elements of each BU through its sub-BU components.
An immediate
advantage of this type of a:ralysis is that
each Noun can be expanded through the expansion of its
BU component into a head noun with a norninal expansion.
Similarly,
each verb can be expanded by the expansion of
its BU by mappings from the UD into i.t and for spatial or
(tr'or furthcr discussion
temporal adverbial
clauses.
sec
below. )
The Noun and Verb primitives
discussed earlier are
hierarchically
ordered so that thc mapping of thc highcr
essence (V) onto the lower essencc (N) always results in
a neutral slot which,
along with its correlative
and rules
that follow from them, results in two hierarchicallyordered
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sets of neutral slots. Each Neutral Slot within the hierarchies is supplied with a recursive mapping mechanism
capable of expansion into the remotest areas fromitsmain
projecting mechanism BU. The oritput of the rules presented above and the correspondence of the deep and surface in
all instances, plus the possibility of expansion of the BU
component of nominals and verbals as nominal realizations
on the one hand, and temporal and spatial on the other,
persuades one to assume that there is a natural, hierarchically ordered, set of relations at work. This leads me to
assert that a basic concept ljke Sentence should be indicative of this fact.
Thus, taking the projection of the real world onto two
abstract iinguistic primitive essences Verb (V) and Noun
(N) into account, I redefine Sentence in terms of the logical, interdepcndent relations between a particular Neutral
Slot (of noun) and Verb Level (of verb), hierarchically ordered, through mapping and reflecting a set of tr'eature
Specification rules. (For details and further modifications
of this definition see below. )
The term sentence thus defined is different from the
current linguistic definition. It does not conceive of sentence as an upper Limit, and it is not, consequently, derived from the concept of the bound sentence (#S#). It is
the output of 1) a basic prirnitive projection (and possibly
subprojections) into two linguistic primitives resulting in
two Linguistically oriented realizations of budan rexistencet (ihe Persia:r rber); 2) a basic expanii-o-n-Esultingin
rcalization of the natural creation of deep structure relations ready to surface independent of presurface transformational adjustrnent ru1es, namely rules other tha:r the
Transformational Mapping rules outlined above; and 3) a
Limited nurnber of V/N (mapping), and N/V (correlative
mapping) interrelations aJfected by a series of negative featurc correlation ru1es, thus creating a hierarchy of function- abstraction interdependencies.
2.6,2

Advantalies of a Unified Svstem
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the form of diagrams, I am able to show that each neutral
slot NN (neutral noun) becomes operative only where it is
in relation with its correlative slot, NV (neutral verb). The
information concerning the number of relationsbj.ps within
each node NN in relation to NV is achieved through an ac*
cumulative procedure, with the lowest level rules carrying the most information about the number of mappings involved in their rcreationr. Thus, if the slots are hierarchical1y ordered with 51 being the uppermost of its hierarchy
and Sn the lowermost of the same hierarchy,
Sr. will have
all the information necessary to retrace its rhistoryr back
to 51.
tr'urther advantages of a Unified System of the type out-"
Lined above are the systematic treatment of the concepts
lrule dependencyl and rrule governmentt.
2.6"2.1

S\r1" lgpe,Ldg.4cv

According to the axioms of the theory outlined in this
chapter Agent, while dependent on the verb, is independent of the Slots that draw on it by mea-ns of TMCM rultrs.
These Slots are Nominal Slots derived from rcpeated map*
ping of V
onto N
. The systern outItFunction]
[tPhysical]
Iined above dcma:rds that each lower Slot be dependcnt on
the Slot from whi.ch it is derived by IMCM rufes.
Conversely, each higher Slot is dcpendent on the lowor"
Slot for inJorrlation on the type ald nurnber of l\{apping and
Comelative Mapping rules involved" This latter identifies
the rroler of each Slot in the hierarchy of Slots derived
from the Agent. Compare the following sentences:
(gl) a. maen zed-em.
I hit.
b. u ba-zenjir hu5eng--ra zad.
IIe hit Hushang with a chain.
In (81-a) the Agcnt, man rlr, is indcpendent of any Jower Slots that might follow from it. On the other hand, in
rwith chaint, nor the Ilx(81-b) neither the Path, ba-zaniir
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perielcer hu.'.5pne:ra rHushang-Anaph. t ffor Anaphoric see
belowl which is derived from it can be independent of the
Agent ! thel, since in order for the Experiencer Hushang
to experience being hit, it is necessary to have an Agent
th€t, and an instrument (Path) zaeniir tchaint
to instigate
!
and fi.nalize the act.
The same type of binary interdependence hol<ls among
the verb levels that follow from V
. The diap'ram
"
ftF'unction]
that follows indicates the deep structure of the sentence in
(81-b) as well as the interdependence discussed above. I
represents information about the type and numberof TMCM.
R represents the dependency of each Slot on another.
Subscript numerals indicate hierarchical depcndence. Thus
I+3 represents Information regarding Function pile-up,
while R-1 represents topmost rule independence.
In t-he diagram below intermediate Slots like Source(e.g.
az-xaEm rfrom angerr), etc. could be supplied
but are leff
-siructures
o"t-TEi
a differenl view of dependency
see
Robinson 1970: 26Off"I .

(az1

N
[+Ph;
(I, R
\
Ag
[+P
[+F
(I+1

he
2.6.2.2

Rule gr
pendency
of rule go
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nd number of TM:ach Slot on another.
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Function pile-up,
)enoence.
lots, Uke Source(e. g.
uppUed but are left
t structures
see

Path

f+ehys.1
PLV

[+Func. ]
(I+2, R-2)

[+nuncl

Experiencer
[+ Ptrys.]
[+ tr'unc.]
(I13,R-3)
u

bazenjir

I

hu5ang-ra

hc with chain

2,6.2"2

I

[+I'unc.]
I

HushangAnaph.

zad
hit-past

Rule Government

Rule government is in converse relationship to rule dependency lCf. Robinson 1970: 260]. Ilowever, the nature
of rule government is different frorn that of rule dependency. tr-or example, it is possible for the Agent to be inde-
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(84)

pendent of all the Slots that follow from it, but it cannot
te independent of the verb. Namely, verbs-within the linsuistic structures that contain them are primary elements
3f gon""tt-ent [see also Lakoff 19?0: 27ff .]. This is sobeeach of the realizations of a particular verb level is
to the
".,is"
gcverned by the linguistic primitive V in relation
Function-A"bstractioh Slots that result from V/N combinations. In fact, it is one of the assumptions of this_framework that frorn the two linguistic primitives V and N, V
is of a krigher order lsee 2.2 above]. Compare the diagram
below fof(82) and the one in (84), G represents Governrnent:

N
[ + P hvs.l
Ageil
IL + P
- ' -ht

[+Fu

(83) u ba-zaenjir
- hu6eng-ra zed.
He hit Hushang with a chain.
The comparison indicates that there is a direct relation
between the degree of verb government and the dependence
of rules deriving the hierarchies of the Ilypersystem each
depending on th6 one from which it follows. Conversely,ttre amou"nt of Information at each node is the subtotal of
all the Information derived through the application of the
TMCM rules.

u b

2.7
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(84)
NBU

/

VBU

/\uu

h
[+Func.]

(c)

ALV
[+ ]-uncl
(c_1)

nt-.-

hvsJ
uncl

h a chain.
is a direct relation
and the dependence
Hypersystem each
,ows. Conversely,
is the subtotal of
application of the

PLV
[ +F'uncl

D^+lf

4Llt

[+Phys"]
[+nunc.]

(c_2)

-4
Experiencer
[ +Phys"]
[ +Func.]

"t

HLV

[+Func.]

( c _3 )

I

I
ba-zanjir
he

2.7

hu5eng-ra

with chain

Summartr

HushangAnaph.

zed
hit-past

of Rules

The number precedi.ng each rule is the same as the nunlber under which it has appeared in the text.
2.7.L

Projection
(3) (PR):

BU

->

NBU

+ VBU
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2.7.2

AS

Expansion

(47) FL:

(5) (EX) :

NBU --.+

N + BU

(6) (Ex) :

VBU -.+

V + BU

(49) Agent :
l+PhysJ
[+Funcl

2.7 .3

Mapping and Correlation
2.7.3.t
(16) Agent:

(5r)

(MR) V u iV

(18) ALV : (CR) Agent n
(2I)

Source: (MR) ALV

_.5
V

_|

(23) SLV: (CR) Source o
Agent _,
(26) Path: (MR) SLV
U Source _,

Agent Level Verb

(53) ;-PliYs.J
L-l] unc.l

Source

(5s) -FL : (CF

Source Levcl
Verb
path

(28)

PLV: (CR) Path o SL.V ---r PLV

(31)

Experiencer:

(33)

ELV: (CR) I]xperiencer n pLV ---__+
llLV

(36)

Goal: (MR) ELV

u path ___+Experiencer

u Experiencer

(38) GLV: (CR) Goal n
ELV
(41) Object: (MR) cLV

u

ALV
:
[+nuncl

Agent

U Agent

(MR) pLV

(CR

___, Goal

(57) Agent
l-F uncl
(5e) ALV
[-Funcl
( 6 1 ) [+Phys J
l-tr'rrnn

J

( 6 3 ) -pf- : (C

__{ cLV
Goal ___, Object

(43) OLV: (CR) Object o
GLV __+

( 6 7 ) ALV
:
[-I'unc]

OLV

2.7.3.2
(4s) [+ Phys.1
(MR) [+FuncJ u
l + p h y s J_- ,
[+Funcj:

( 6 5 ) Agent
[+Physl

(

( 6e ) [-Physl

l+Funcl

[1:n""!
[+Func.1

(71) FL: (CR)
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(47) F L: (cR) hlt'v".]
n f+Funcl --'
L+t,.unc.l

r
'

Agent Level Verb

gent -f
nt -+

Source Level
Verb

3e -t
-r

Source

(MR) V
ft Funcl

(51) ALV
[+FuncJ

(CR) Agent
N V
[+Physl
f+Funcl
[+ Funcl

L--uunc.l

L-tr unc.l

( 5 e )ALV

PLV

[-F uncl

--+ ELV

iencer --r

Goal

( 61) [+PhysJ

[-I'uncl

Agent

[+errys.]

u f-Physl --* FIirYsl
unc.l
L-r

n

(MR)v
[-Func.]

A L V
[+ Funcl

-FL

[-Func.]---

u N
[-Phys.]

Agent
[-Prrys.]
[-F unc.]

Path

I PLV

- - - ' ALV
(CR)Agent
n V
f-Physl
[-F unc.]
[-r unc.l
[-nunc.]
r

(MR) [ I'uncl u f+eirysl *

( 6 3 ) - F L : ( C R)

n [-F.uncl -]
!*lttv"l
-rt u1tc.l

r

-

l

[+PrrysJ
[-Func.]
-F'L

[

GLV
I,bD/

oal --,
r -r

f+errysl

(MR) f-Funcl

( 5 5 ) - F L : ( CR) 11,v..]
(57) Agent
[-F uncl

U N

[+Func.]

(53)!-It'v".]:

I Path ---r Experiencer

_.I

---)

(49) Agent
[+PhysJ
[+ Funcl

Agent

-t

FL

Object

V

,cation System

f+ltrYs.]
[+nuncI

+

u N

f-Func.l

( 6 7 ) ALV
:(CR) Agent n
l-F uncl
[+Physl

OLV

-'
[+Phvs-r

Agcnt . ( M R )
[+Phys.]

f+Ptrysl

+
V
[-Func.]

ALV
[-tr'uncl

(6e ) [-Physl : (MR) [+nunc.] u fPhysl -- -*
[+Func.]

(?1) F L : ( C R) [-Pfrys.] n [+Func.]
LTI UnC.l

Agent

[+Physl

-]

[-Trvs.1
lrF uncI
FL

*
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(73) Agent :(MR)V
f-Physl
[+!'uncl

OF SYNTAX
u N
[-Phys.]

->
(75) ALV
n V
: (CR) Agent
f-Funcl
f Phys.l
[+FuncJ

Agent
f-Physl
ALV
l-I'unc.]

lThe study of rcxistencet may take the reader to many different areas of learning and let him explore, and find an acceptablc
frameworl< within which he can assert his conceptions regarding
Thcre i.s the view that
the world and its different mani.festations.
connects poetic ecstacy and contemplation of Being to communication, e. g. I{eideggerrs rSilent Conternplation of Being and ccstacy of poetry are the only real possibilities of Communicationl
rpassiver view ofBeing
IHeidegger 1935: 16Bff.; 193?: B]. This is a
quite tar from the analytical view presented by Wittgenstcin, for
cxample. The framework that I have presented agrees with Wittgensteinrs of which MalcoLm says:
Wittgensteints Tractatus may be called a synthesis of the theory of truth-functions and thc
idca that languagc is a picture of rcaLityI Malcolm 1958: Bl"
Tullio de Mauro, who calls Wittgcnstefurrs ontological assertions tlinguistic solipsismr, gives him full credit for his rigour
and clarity:
The Tr:rctatus opens with a solemn sequence of
ontol6Ei6lIEFseitio,rs.
"'Ihe world is aII that r.s
the caie" (l), it "is the totality of facts" (1. 2).,
that is, it "divides into facts'r (1.2. ). A fact'ris
the existence of states of affairs" (2) and "a
state of :Lffai.rs (a statc of things) is a combinati.on of objects (things)" (2.01). Since they are
part of the world, pictures cannot be considered
other than "facts" (2.L4I). But they are factsof
a particular kind; they are facts which have
somettring in common with other facts; "If a
fact is to be a picture, it must have somcthing in comrnon with what it depicts" (2.16).
This* "sorncthinp" is what Wibtgcnstein calls
"form",
"pictor-ial form" (2.li1). Pictorial
that the elements of the
form is the possibility
picture are related to one another (i.e. they
have a structure) in the same way (i.e. with
the same structure) as the things (objects) in
a fact (2.15, 2.I51).
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Ont' of the things Wittgenstein wishrs to
make clear is that it is not necessary for
r nictrrro fn rcnrpsent the fact of which it
is a picture iconically in order to bc such...
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set out on thc printcd pagc, for example does not seem to bc a picture of the realBut no
ity with which it is concerned.
morc does musical notati.on at first sight
sccm to be a pLcutre of music, nor our
phonetic notation (the alphabet) to be a
picturc of our spcech"(4.01r). . . It is this
identity of structurcs (tl-rat is of thc relat i o n s b c l " w e c n t h t el c m t ' n t s c o m p o s i n g
thcm) which ellows us to sa.y that "a proposition is a picturt. of rcality'' (4.01)...Ii
is " a oroiccl"ion of a possiblc situation"
(3.1I), whbsc clenrenfs, or "simple signs",
are names (3.202). Each name means an
object: the object is the meaning of each
name (3.203). 'lo thc conliguration of
nanrcs -in tlru propt-rs.itiotral sign corresponds thc configuration of objccts in correspondencc, an object cannot bc imagined
as divorced from combinations with other
ob.jccis in statc oI affairs (2.021), so that
"only in thc nexus of a proposition docs a
no-L h".." any mcaning" (s. s)...
It may sccm strange that Wittgcnstein
should go to thc lcrrgth of stating such
banalities. And thcrc is no doubt that they
are banalities: if we arc to understand all
the greatness of Wittgensteln wc must also
understand that the abovc phrases are cxirnmolw f rifr. Thev do no morc than rcstate the "conccption superficielle du grand
public" to whj.ch SAUSSURE (1922, p.3a)
referred, thc samt' "vcry naivc, but widespread conception of which MARTINIIT
( 1 9 6 0 , p p . 1 4 - 1 5 )w r i t e s , i . e . t h e o l d A r i s totclian and rationalist conception of the
rvorld and of thc linguistic facts. But, as
may be seen, Wittgenstein expounds an extremely rigorous version of this conception, one that is completely explicit in all
It is this vcry
its logical implications.
rigour, this clarity, which al1ows Wittgenstein to build up the limpid and irrefutable

l z s
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paradox expressed in proposition 3.263 of
t h e T r a c t a t u s . [ D e M a u r o 1 9 6 T : 2 S - 2 6 1.
rpictorialr relationship
_ Wittgensteints assertions regarding the
between the linguistic world and the world of facts in:
ilhe meaning of primitive signs ca:t be cxplained
by clucidation. Elucidations are propositions
which contain the primiti.ve signs. They can,
thercfore,
only be understood rvhen the-meanings of these signs are already known fWittgenstcin lJ22: 3.2fi31
are seemingly paradoxical. This paradoxical character of the staterrrents, howevcr, ca:r b-9 easily removed by analyzing the statements into their ir'mediate constituents in terms of a svstem dealingrwith proj ection of Linguistic pri.mitives.
'sincc pcrson
and numbe'are i^troducod through copving rures
-^""1. later stagc,
l,t,ryr..
_"1_1
-they are left out of thi.s studiy [cf.1 9 7 0 , S a d c g h i 1 9 6 9 :1 5 5 1 .
"ls"o
jPhonological
irregularities
are left out of this stucly.
aFor tree diagrams showing
the underlying derivational
protrccsscs stcp by step sce Bashiri L972a"
agrees with Wittgenstein who says:
"This framcwork
In fact all thc propositions of our everyday 1anguage, just as- thcy stand, are in pcrfect logical
ordcr 5.5563 fquoted in De Mauro 196?: 5]. "
a:-rdproves that, except for styristic reasons transformations
of the
type perrnutation, etc. are not needed for deep structure analysis.
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Chapter Three
EXPLANATION WITH EXAMPLES

3.1 Intro{uction
As mentioned above, the Hlpersysteri is a fictitious system which draws on the Neutral System for its hierarchy
of Subsystems" These Subsystems -nicfr specify sentence
types are created through the application of Transformation?l_ Mapping and Correlative Mapping rules of the FSSto
the NS.
So far I have discussed the internal structure of the Neutral system and the t;rpe of Feature specification rules that
modify the- string initiating in the NS to be classified in only
one_of the Subsystems of the H;persystem.
In this chapler I will give e"xplanltions and examples concerning cach oI the abstract, deep structure derivations
presented above, and will furnish morc details, justifications and surface examples. An important contribution of
this frarnework Lies in its systematic distinction between
Function, Abstraction, and the tborderlinet at which thev
rmerget: Abstract-Function.
Although the level of Abstraction constitutes the base
from which the other two levels should be derived, in this
study, for simpJicity of exposition, I will start with tire clescription and derivation of the lowest of the lcvels of the
Hypersysteln, namely the hierarchy of Functions. This is
because I assume that the hierarchy of Functions, like the
other two hierarchies, is created by simultaneolls apphcation of TMCM rules of the NS and the FSS rules charped
with positive values on1y. For the sake of simpJicity"of for-
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EXPLANA

rnal representation, I will not tcrowdt the diasrams wi.th
higher leve1 feature spe-cification indicato"s of the t;rpe
f+Physical] , l+F unction], or lower leve1 features ljke
I jconcrete] , I animate] . The hierarchy of tr unctions will
henceforth be referred to as the Unmarked Hierarchy,
3.2

The Hypersvstem

3.2.L

The Unrnarked Hierafchv

3.2.L.1

$gent Level Sentences

Through

mapping

of

V

(henceforth

[+Func.]

V) onto N

f+physJ

(henceforth N) a function F1 is achieved.
This function, as
mentioned carlier,
is the logical sum of V and N.
I caII
thi.s function the Agent
(henceforth
Agent).
Conversely,
_
[+Funcl

by mapping tr'1 onto V, a correlative functi.on F2 is achieved,
This correlative function indicates the lever of functionalitv
and tr'2 in relation to V. Thus, Lf (Lf = FZ) can be
?f It
defined as the level at which the two functioris Filof Noun)
and F2 (of Vcrb) can combine and result in the uirrealized
concept of a sentcnce on the L1 level.
This unrealized con- I
cept, once it passcs through tiie Lexicon, is realized as the I

surface example of a tr'unctionally defined Existent Composition on that particular leve1. Narnely, if F1 is the Agenr
and is mapped onto V through a correlative mapping iule,
the resulting function F2 wiIL be an Agent Levef V&0. tfre
combination of these two functions will result in the conc,ept of-an Agent Level Sentence which, once passed through
the lexicon, surfaces as exarnple of a Functional surface
sentence of the language: Compare:

( Bs)

a. hudana xord.
Hushang ate.
b. huEaengkard.
Hushang did.
c. hu6eng gereft.
Hushang took.

d . hu5eng dad.
t

hu6eng raft,
I

The Agent of the sentence
tified with Lu5eng; further, .
be classified as examples of
is true, of course, that somr
the creation of lower level ft
by applying lower level mapl
not preempt the realization c
Agent Level Sentences (Al
are the result of the first and
of function creation by mapp
ALS-verb is onc which has r
Physical noun onto V and tht
output, namely Agent onto V.
stops with the Agent.
As arl example of the surf
sider the derivation of the sr
low in (87). (The discussion
excluded from this study. )
(86) hu5eng raft.

E

( B7 )

T

-"'-"1-

NBU

,/

eu

+

^gent

ALS:

I

Agent
I
huiang
Hushang
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the
mctionally defined Existent Composlevel. Namely, iI F1 is the Agent
rough a correlative mapping rule,
2 will be an Agent Level Verb. The
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functions will result in the conSentencewhich, once passed through
i example of a Functional surface
r: Compare:
xord.
Hushang ate.
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Hushang did.
gereft.
Hushang took.
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d. hu6eng dad.
Hushang gave.
e. hu5ang reft.
Hushang went.
The Agent of the sentences presented above can be identified with LuSang; further, 4
the verbs given above can
be classified as examples of at least Agent Level Verb. It
is true, of course, that some of these verbs participate in
the creation of lower 1evel functions in the chain of relations
by applying lower level rnapping rules; but this fact does
not preempt the realjzation of this verb on this verb level.
Agent Level Sentences (ALS) are those sentences which
are the result of the first and consequently the highest level
of function creation by mapping and correlation.
Thus, an
ALS-verb is one which has resulted from the mapping of a
Physical noun onto V and the correlative mapping of the
output, namely Agent onto V. The function of an ALS-verb
stops with the Agent.
As an example of the surface realization of the ALS consider the derivation of the sentence in (40) aiagrammed below in (B?). (The discussion of temporals and locatives is
excluded from this study. )
(86) hudaengreft.

Husha:rg went.

(87)
NBU
,/.---.""
N
-<------__-d.

Agent
ALS:

I

Agent
I
huSeng
Hushang

VBU
I

,/
I

V

-

:

ALV

I

ALV

I

raft
go-past

BU
I

o

EXPLANATI(
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(For reasons for keeping the nodes BU +
see4.3).

0

open,

rnothe term Agent has been used to mean
Traditionally
l
a
c
c
u
s
a
t
i
v
e
r
,
In 1968, howetc.
minativet as opposed to
He defined his
ever, the term was redefined by Fillrnore.
rAgentivet as: tthe case of the typically
animate perceived
of the action identified by the verbr-l--Fillrnore
insligator
1968: 25]. Although the definition given by Fillmoretakes
care of most of the areas in which the Agent is operative,
rather than an Abstraction-tr'unction
it is a tdescriptivet
His
delimited and modified by the verb.
oriented definition
the world of the abstract eledoes not distinguish
definition
ment in which the linguistic phenomena operate from the
of the concrete world in which John and Joe
realization
totally ignolgs this sharp disIn fact, Fillmore
perform.
developed by
and partially
Chomsky
tinction outlined by
dichotomy
This neglect of the Abstract-F'unction
Lakoff.
and adherence to a unilevel grammar is one of the reasons
handle the tstacould not satisfactorily
why case grammar

tto
or v"erbs of more abstract nature tixe,daS&e,11
tivlt,
havei [see Lee 19?1:L-25] . If one would follow Fillmorers
definition for Agent, it would be irrrpossible to accoult for
the function of riraerd rmanr vis d-vis the Agent, hu5ang in
the example Ueloflf(BB) hu5aeng mard

ast.
Ftushang is a man.

(For my interpretation.of
in (BB) above see 3.2.2).
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(91) a.

man kard-am

b.

mzenkar-ra kz

c.

man kar-ra t:

d,

maen kar-ra-ti
tamam kard-i
I

Once beYond the sentence
(mI
t" ci"ssifY"tfre tunctions
verb kr.ldan.
In order to solve the Prol
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The problem that is created by the traditional rtra:rsidichotomy is evident [cf. Khanlari 1970:
tive/intransitivet
10ff. ].
The functional load that should be proportionately
and naturally distributed among the members of the three
hierarchies had to be carried entirely by the rtransitiver
verb, as the rintransitivesr could not be associated with
tobjectst Ifor examples of such misinterpretations
see
Khanlari 1970: 10, 12-15]. The traditional criterion for
attached to the nominal.
Object was the postposition le
There are no sentenccs of the type:
(Bg 'l.hasen miz-ra

reeft.
'l'Hassan went the table.

However, there are sentences of the type:
(90) haesen az-miyan

raeft.
Hassan died.

in which aez-+iypn tlit. from the middler is an example
of the Source function. These sentences had to be treated
adverbially.

The verb kardaen rto dor is a good example of the tlpe of
I dichotomy.
confusion crcated by the ttransitive / intransitive
Compare the following sentences:
(9f)

a.
b.

rtion of relations for the sentence
.2.2)"

WITH EXAMPLES

c.
d.

men

kerd-em"

I did.
kard-em.
I did thc work.
man kar-ra ternarrl kard-em.
I fini.shed the work.
men kar-ra tenha (be-taenha-i)
tamam kard-em.
I finished the work by myself"
men kar-ra

Once beyond the sentence in (91-b) one was not sure how
attributable
to the
to classify the functions (my terminology)
verb kerdaen.
withof verb classification
In order to solve the problem
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out taking refuge in ttransitive/intransitive/ditransitivel
distinctions which are mostly surface classifiers,
this
framework introduces the verb Level concept in which
each surface phenomenon is attributable to rriembers of a
hierarchy of functions and is, thus, open to deep structure interpretation according to the member of the hierarchy it associates with. According to this analysis althe sentences in (91) all have instances of tarden
lhough
Ito dor on the
in th_edeep structure,
"r"{"9g:
en is_interpreted
differently and according to"r"[the Elillle
or rnultiple functions it is associating with. I wilr give more
details regarding ttris type of deep structure distiiction
later on (Appendix A ) i.n my treatment of the traditional
Pcrsian

(e4)

(021 hu5ang raft.
Hushang went.
is derived (scc above page 83).
The rules through which this sentence was derived are:
9

3 ) V u
f+tr'unc.]
Agent

n

N

+

A

g

c

n

t

[+phys.]

V
[+tr'unc.]

+

ALV#

(The sign # indicates that the rule is terminar and
that
no further function will follow from the Agent of this particular verb level. ) The sentence that resu-=Itsfrom the above feature rule combinations is an ALS sentence. The
result of the inherent rule-features producing this sentence
is:

Agent
l+Prrys.]

V
[+Fu

This structural descriPtion
the Lexical Component of the g
will add the following informati
feature spccification of each ol
above.
tt ll indicates lexical
(e5)

N
Agent
[+Phys.]

[[+c onc .l l

cornpounds.

_ - In chapter one, where I discussed the general outline of
this grammar, r said that I exclude the stirdy of the Lexicon and thc Phonological component frorn iliis grammar.
Although that statement stin hords, below r intEnd to give
the reader an exampte of the type of surfacing this frame_
work uses for rconvertingt deep structure int--o surface
structure.
I have already shown how an Agent Level Sentence like

(

EXPLANATI(

l[+Hum.]l

The above specification sho
discussion is Physical as oPP
as opposed to gashke substanc
stil1 be further specified as to
or Count, in case it is Count;S
I will ignore these distinctions
Iysis roughly corresponds to t
Chafe I chafe 1970].
The lexical specification fo

(e6)

v
ALV
[ +Func.]

l]
[[]ig
","-

This specification indicates
cussion is a tr'unctional verb a
verb of action and is specified
(Location Code is the place wh
this sentence. ) Thus the ALS tl
will be:
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still holds, below I intend to pive
f the type of surfacing this frai,rcrgr deep structure intlo surface
how an Agent Level Sentence like
rt

Hushang went.
le B3).
,ch this sentence was derived are:
I
[+Phys.]
'unc.]

+

Agcnt
ALV#

that
the rule is terminal and that
'ollow
from the Agent of this parsentencethat results from the a_
ttions is an ALS sentence. The
l-features producing this sentence

EXPLANATION
(94)

Agent
[+Phys.]

WITH EXAMPLES
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V
[+Func.]

This structural description further is ful1y modified by
the Lexical Component of the grammar. This component
will add the following information regarding the lexical
feature sp,ecification of each of the sentence components
above. tt ]] indicates lexical item.
(e5)

N
Agent
[+phys.]

[[+conc.ll
L[+Hum.l]

The above specification shows that the norrrinal under
discussion is Physical as opposed to Abstract, is Concrete
as opposed to gaslike substances, and is Human. It can
still be further specified as to whether the nominal is Mass
or Count, in case it is Count;Singular or Plural. But here
I will ignore these distinctions. This lower level of my analysis r-oughly corresponds to the deep structure analysis of
Chafe I Chafe 1970].
The lexical specification for the verbal will be

(e6)

v
ALV
[ +F unc.]

l[it*i
]]
",",

This specification indicates that the verbal under discussion is a Functional verb as opposed to adjective, is a
verb of action and is specified by negative location code.
(Location Code is the place where the speaker is producing
this sentence. ) Thus the ALS that is the output of this rulewill be:
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(9?) Linguistic primitivc
function
inherent feature

3.2.I.2

N
V
Agent
-[+Phys.]

EXPLANATI
f

l
ALV
[r Funcl

l

lexical feature

I l+conc.l;

[[+ act. 11

surface form

l[+
huseng

[[+: singJj
raft
#

ll

but not

(ee)

ll ll-r,c ll
Hum.JJ

will

( eB )

a.
b.
c.

rfia-n Ez-qeza
xord-em.
I atc from the food.
man ez-eli
porsid-am.
I asked ALi.
u az-xane raft.
Ife went from the house.

'Fali zez-hes&
,l.eli az-hasa

tealizal

The deeP structure
be given below.

Source Level Seqtencc

rt was shown earrier in this study ilrat within thc trierarchy of functions the source immediately follows from the
Agent. It is derived from the Agent by mapping the ALV
into the Agent.
source Lcvel sente.ces besides their'egular Function
or Abstraction oriented Source can also haire adverbial,
namely Temporal and Locative Source values. In this siudv
rny chief objectivc is the derivation of the nonrocative and "
the no'ternporal source. somc examples of the latter two
which_ulti.mately will be derived through mapping
the UD
^nef"ow.
into VBU are included in the list of eximplei
While thc Agent is operative both with verbs of the ALV
and SLV levels, we might encounter verbs that appear onlv
on the ALV and not on the sLV level. we say tnai ttre rr"r"b,
which do not appear on the sLV level ar" ,-roiSource-relevant but i-p1y Sourcc. One such verb is daden rto giver.
This verb never appears in the SLV 1evel-6f vJrns.
Converscly, the verb gcreJtan rto taket is both Agent-andSource-relcvant (rlore de.tails latcr)"
For examples of Source Level Sentences (SLS) cornpare
thc follorving:

a.
b.

( 1oo)
NBU

BU

0
- -)-Agcnt

SLS:

Agent
I
mEn

I

I

Source

I

ez-eli

from Ali

It is imPortant to note that
mitives N and V, striPPed of
function, theY are realized oi
vertedl form, namelY the fur
tions, however, are the base
represcnted on the surface ur
ouirement dcletes them.
The terminologY Source is
(* ) related tt
fcatures
binarv" ? 1
-?41. A
similar conc
196C:
the
reducing
Productive elemt
lated deep cascs INilsen 19?
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Ltive
-l

N
V
Agent
.[+Phys.i

.
I f+c o r r cl 1

lLl+
l -.

ll

tlufn.Jl

-h- 1- -1"d- *| n_ h* b d

f
ALV
[r Funcl

-

L[+s
-^_.t

#

(ee)
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dad.
az-hasen
a-z-heesrcn kerd.

realization

of the sentence in (gg-b)

( 1oo)

in this study that rvithin thc hierource immediatcly follows from the
m the Agent by nr apping thc ALV

i-q*za xord-am.
I ate from the food.
,-eli porsid-em.
I asked Ali.
ne reft.
He went from the house.

'kali
t',eli

a.
b.

The deep structure
wiIL be given below.

ientence

:es besides their regular F.unction
Source can also have adverbial,
rocative Source values. In this siudv
e derivation of the nonlocative and "
, Some examples of the latter two
l derived through mapping ihe UD
n tne !.st of examplcs below.
erative both with vcrbs of the ALV
ht encounter verbs that appear only
he SLV lcveI. We say ttr-ai tfre r.""t"
the SLV level are not Sourcc-re1eOne such verb is 4ggan tto giver.
"
in the SLV levelTTTlrbs.
Cong rto taket is both Agent-andetails later).
ce Level Sentences (SLS) compare

EXAMPLES

but not

l[+Act. l1

l l - tcsingJJ
ll

WITH

NBU

VBU

BU

I
0

v

/

/

/

B

U

l
6

Aslnt?ALY

"<__
l
I
t

SLS:

I
Agent

Jo*r
I

-

dii"""
*
t

Source

nr!*ti
from

Ali

-

-

l
sLV
l
SLV

poJ"ioask-past

It is important to notc that once the conccptualizcd primitives N ald V, stripped of their BU, arc tconvertedtinto
function, they are realized on thc surface only in that lconvertedl form, nannely thc function they create. The functions, howcver, are the base for other functions, and are
represcnted on the surface unless some vcrb levelLing requirement dcletes them.
The terminology Source is used by McCoy in tcrms of
binary feat_ures(J) related to the Agcnt deep case IltcCoy
1969: 71-74]. A similar concept is also developed by Nilsen
reducing the productive elements to six hierarchically
related decp cases INilsen L97I:2, 44-521.

gO I ITO BE' AS THE ORIGIN
OF SYNTAX
In the literature,
as far as I know, there is no substan_
tial mention of a. binary hierarchy of iunction
[cr. rilmore
i971]-. The positioningbt tn" sourte function and
the introduction of the sLV and sLS are originar to this rramewort.
3.2.I" 3 Path Level Sentences
I asserted earlier in this chapter that the path function
results from the mapping of the SLV onto the Souc..
It
was defined as a neutral function receptive to Instrurnenr_
auty and commitativity,
instead of being
animateness ]jke Agent and source. It serves""""pii-""-to
as a transitional
stage between the original function of the Agent iogl1k
with.the Source, the cause for its operation] to th? function
""
that rexperiences,t the original funci;io" of tfr.ag;"t.
Path is third in the hierarchy of functions be?ause,
in
order for the Path to operate it'needs a fmotiver (e. g.
Source) that instigates in animate being (;:g:'ae};rilt"
p"t
its functional power into operation. Tlie soirce ?nd
the
Agent
iepresent these requirements thus,
-whlch :espectively
precede the Path.
The correlative rure that creates the pLV is achieved
through the_mapping of the path into the SLV.
As rnentioned earLier, the dependence of patrr on source
indicates that in the creation of path there is ,eeJ ir.
a
deep structure Source which in turn needs a deep
ture Agent. Whether the-se deep structure functions"tr.r"pass
through the lexicon and become realized, o"
unre_
{i_z_eddepends on the receptivity of a p""ti""f"" ""rrrri.r.
;;;t
to the
SLV, and not the pLV level. Ttr-is assbrtion is in support
of the accumulative nature of the functions within the rwo
poles of the hierarhcy.
_ To" exalnple-s of the surface realizations of path Level
Sentences (PLS) compare the following:
(101)

a" huEang ba-kard ko5t.
Hushang killed with a knife.
b. ali ----Ali
ba-olobus raft.
went by bus.
c. men ba-pa raft-em.
I went on foot.

EXPLAN,
d. nan-ra ba

The deep structure of thr
low:
(102)
NBU

--""'-

/-"r
<-:

Aeb

Sdurce =;

PLS: Agent

t

I

Source Path

l

ba-karc

hu5eng
Hushang

with knil

If the verb is one that fil
be a sentence like
(f03)

Agent
Sou
hu6ang &z-x
Hushang kille<

but not
(104)

'Fhu5angEz-xz

Traditionally
the Path h
the flnstrumentalr, the rCon

EXPLANATION

RIGIN OF SYNTAX
'ar

as I know, there is no substanhierarchy of function [cf. Fillmore
the Source function and the intro.S are original to this framework.
ences

The deep structure of the sentence in (101-a) is given below:

(toz1
NBU

/

/-"i'

b

Agen!

PLV

II
PLS: Agent

t

hu6eng
Hushang

Source Path

(103)

PLV

l

I

koSt

ba-kard
with

Asent
huSeng
Hushang

ki11-past

knife

If the verb is one that fills
be a sentence like

lrface realizations of Path Level
the following:
a-kard koBt.
Hushang killed with a knife.
obus raft.
Ali went by bus.
p raft-am.
I went on foot.
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ba-kard borid-em"
d. nan-ra ---IuT
the bread with a knife.

his chapter that the Path function
1 of the SLV onto the Source. It
function receptive to Instrumentinstead of being receptive to aniJource. It serves as a transitional
Ll function of the Agent together
ie for its operation, to the function
Lginal function of the Agent.
erarchy of functions because, in
rrate it needs a rmotiver (e. g.
animate being (e. g. Agent) to put
operation. The Source and the
represent these requirements thus,
1at creates the PLV is achieved
re Path into the SLV.
the dependence of Path on Source
tion of Path there is need for a
dch in turn needs a deep structe deep structure functions pass
,ecomerealized, or remain unreeptivity of a particular verb to the
'e1. This assertion is
in support
e of the functions within the two

WITH EXAMPLES

all

Source
az-xr-lrn
killed with

levels

the realization

can

Path
V
ba-kard
!gst,
a knife because of anger.

but not
(104)

> F h u 5 r e n ge z - x e 5 m

ba-kard

did.

identified as
the Path has been variously
Traditionally
or simplyas rF'uncthe rCommitativer,
the rlnstrumentalr,
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tion of the prepositionr. Filknorers definition of the Instrumental comes pretty close to the function Path of my
framework, but Fillmore does not dcvise a system withthe
mapping power which makes this transitional function receptive to Instrumentality, and Corrrmitativeness. However,
he clearly indicates that the concept of rcausationr is direct1y involved with the Instrumental.
Other case gramrnarians
Like McCoy, Lambert and recently Nilsen, following Fillmore,
have ignored Path as an
independent case, but have implied its existence by suggesting wherever there are indications of Source and Goal
cases, there has to be a Path. The treatment of all the
cases they have introduced , in the light of their own theory, remains sketchy and in need of further explication.
The justification
for the dcrivation
of the Path and my
reasons for keeping this function as an independent function
is based on logical deductions.
It is evi.dent that the Agent
who instigates an act to affect someone or something nceds
rmeansr by which he can reach the trxperiencer.
3. 2.I. 4

are examPles of the realization c
The deeP structure realizatio
(105-b) is diagramrned below:

BU

( 1 0 6)
NBU

,

,/

/.--.---.-./

/

BU
l

0

A ciont

--b--::

Source

Experie.i-r-c_cII-eJrcl_Scntences

It was shown earlier that the Experienccr
function is achieved by mapping thc PLV into the Path. It is a function
effected by the functional power of the Agent motivated by
Source and through the intermcdiacy
of l)ath.
Compare the following
sentenccs:

(105)

a.

hu5ang

koit.
Hushang killed.
b. hudr,rrg Eir ro6t.
Hushang killed a Lion.
c" huieng ba-kard iir kodt.
llushang killed a Lion with a
knife"
d. rnan az-x:p5m ba-clest Eir-ra l<o3t-em"
I killed the Lion by (my) hands
out of anger.

The underlined

forms

in the sentences presented

above.

trL,S: Agcnt
I
hu5rcng
I{ushang

Expcrienc
I
5ir
lion

Conrparc this diagram with
(105-d) in ivtiich all ihc functio
cer arc rcalizccl.

)RIGIN OF SYNTAX
Fi.llmorers definition
of the Instrurse to the function path of my
e does not devise a systern *itntfr"
rkes this transitional
function rety, and Commitativencss.
However,
the concept of rcausationr is dircctj
:umental.
ans like McCoy, Lambert and reFillmore,
have ignored pailr as an
ve implied its existence by sugre indications of Source ahct Coat
Path. The treatment of all the
ed , in the light of their own therd in need of further explication.
he derivation of the Path and my
function as an indepe.ndent function
:tions. It is evident that the Agent
affect someorle or something nleds
. reach the Experienccr.
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WITH trXAMPLES
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are examplcs of the realjzation of the Experiencer function.
The deep structure realization oI the sentence given in
(105-b) is diagramrned belorv:
(106)
NBU

---

BI]-.-.-----------\

-----

VBU

vel Sentences
hat the Experiencer
function is a'LV into
the Path. It is a function
power of the Agent motivated by
rtermediacy of Path.
sentences:

roit.
Hushang killed.

ir ko3t.
Hushang killed a lion.
ra-kard 5ir koit.
Hushang killed a lion .,vith a
knife"
xaBm ba-daestEiry{A kodt-cm.
I killed the ii6nI]-(my)
iiands
out of angcr.
in the sentences presented abovc.

l

l

I,ILS: Agcnt
I
hudeng
Hushang

Uxpcriencer
t
STT

lion

l

l

E+-V
l
KOSI

ki11-past

Conrparc this diagram with the diagram j.n (107) for
(105-d) in which all thc frnctions leading to thc Expcriencer aro rcaUzcd.

trXPLANAT
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(107)

lower levels can use the Path
iunction exchange will be on
waY that the Agent can
i"*.
affects the Exl
tfr"f
""""tuallY
of the funt
reieiver
active
ifte
t
ExPeriencer
ractivityr of the
the
of
function
the
""irri,-tg"ot
distinclt from the Passiv".."ol
r
change of roles between tne
follor
(details
i"".*-t function
-l'o" examPles of Goal Lev
the following:

BU
NBU

Agent

F^t!:a-prv
l>-t.-

(108)

,/

a. huBang be-?
I
be-dz
b. srz&n
,

c. e1i be-icab :
ELS:

Agent Source Path Experiencer ELV

I
maen

*LbL- sl" ,.f;,
xa5m dast

I from anger with hand lion

kill-past

In thc Literature prior to Fillrrrorers case theory, there
is no distinction between Irxperiencer and trre obJ'Jct. Both
of these functions have been issociated with robje?ivityr.
For further discussion see below where the objdct i" ai"cussed in detail.
3"2.I.5

G o _ a -Ll e v e l S e n t e n c e s

It was shown above that the Goal function is derived by
mapping the ELV
-into the Experiencer. This process is at
the end of a transition from the Agent to the nlp""i"tt."..
The function of thc Agent wir- be rperfectedr in the Goal.
Thus, the Agent and the Source on the upper i"rr"f oi tfr.
hierarchy of functions and the Experiencer and GoaI on
the

d. sarat b-e-k:
But not

(109) '';srz*n Ez-Par<

Because at this stage of -c
,ro tong"t be oPerating as th
(108-b), namelY:
(110) suzzn be-dest-

The examPle above Pointr
the frameworl
"orrltib.ltiotts
accounts fot
-4, t."*"work
(f03)
bY
Positing.a
tc"ncc in
dor which is further specul
This ret
rence restriction.
tf reafization of the G
i""f

)RIGIN OF SYNTAX

EXPLANATION

BU

-ALV

1
I

(108)

:---,4
uxperiencer'ELV

t
l

r

a.
b.

l
l

c.

E>rperiencerELV
3ir
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lower levels can use the Path to exchange functions. This
function exchange will be on a binary basis, namely inthe
same way that the Agent can be the origin of a fucntion
that eventually affects the Experiencer, the Experiencer is
the active receiver of the function from the Agent. This
ractivityr of the Experiencer as opposed to its passive receiving of the function of the Agent function should be kept
distinct from the passive constructions in which there is a
chanse of roles between the Agent function and the Experienc& function (dctails followl.
For examples of Goal Level Sentenccs'(GLS) compare
the following:

VBU

--SLV

WITH EXAMPLES

l

d.

ko5t

pu1 dad.
bs;eli
Hushang gave moncY to Ali.
suzen be-dast-_am raeft.
The needle Pricked mY finger.
eli be-xab raft.
Ali fell asleep.
satet be-ka_r oftad.
The clock started to work.

hu5ang

But not

h hand lion kill-past

(109)

to Fillmorers case theory,
there
Experiencer and ttie OOStict.-B;th
:n- associated with ronjectivitv-,] "'
: below wherc the ObjJci;;;"is:

.the Goal function is derived by
Ercperiencer. This process
is
t theA
I.the
Agent to the n*p."i""""..
rilL be
,*s
vs tperfectedt
l,cr-lecreq'
in the
rn
the G.r"t-'
Goal.
the
rrre upper
upper
tevel
levcl
of the
the
1,.'_.-"r.
],|:a"
rne Experiencer

AL

and Goal on the

ba-zur

be-dest-em

kard.

suzae! rncedlet can
Because at this stage of derivation
no longer be opcrating as the Agent in thc way it docs in
(108-b), namely:
(110)

)nces

'l'suzaen az-parce

suzen

reft.
bc-dest-am
The needle pricked

my

finger.

The example above points to one of the rnost important
I prescnt can do. For example,
the framework
contributions
of thc senaccounts for the ungrammaticality
my framework
(109)
kaerdanrto
verb
positing
a
multifunctional
by
tence in
dor which is further specificd by a Source-Goal cooccurrcsults in the
eventually
This restriction
rence restriction.
in the contex-t of
lack of realization
of the GoaI relation
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Source and vice versa. Thus if one wanrs
to express the concept of Source-Go.al relationship for function
;;b","
one has
to express it within two simple sentences and
then combine
these two simple sentences by ultra_existent
:""i"p."itionto
achieve a complex sentence dke:
(i11)
hu5eng r;z-r-li pu1 gereft (va) be-maen / : l - ^
Hushang took money from AU
and gave (it to) me-.
The Goal function and its correrative which maps
into the PLV result in the GLS sentences presented the Goal
above. I
wi+-9lagram the de ep structure re ari z atiin
irt""
in (112):
"i
" "L".r".
(iiz)
hu5eng be-aeli goft.
Hushang told A1i.
(113)
BU
NBU

VBU

/-\

/

/

B

6

Dative (D), the case c
frGFed bY the state I
bY the verb fFillmort

RecentlY, following McC
thc dtcP cise in tcrms of d
source and Goa
;;;;i1y'on
rank u
uPPcrmost
the
form
frameworl
*frt"ft w:-tfrih his
Controtter and Controlled t

. . . , t h e s e P a i r e dr e J
arciricallY ordered il
the Controller-Contr
a sPecial kind of Cau
shiP, which in turn r
Source-Goal relation

Agbnt

Gl,S:

U

TraditionallY the functiot:
tt
trinuteO to the relation of
Scho
verbs'
ir- aiit"""itive
*fri"ft were subject to the tt
usuallY attrinuted thi
;;i."
or another.
trrPe
-"'L"t"",
with the introduct
this framework t
wkrich
tion
if-t" Dative; this is differr
""
.on."Pt of the Latin oriente
the elbments PureIY accord:
l-illmore defined Dative

Aggnt Sourcc path E4rer. Goal GLV

I

I

huFang

be-ali goft

Hushang

to Ali

say-past

T h u s , N i l s c n s P e a k so f
and thc Instrument as werr
(mY '
trr.nt and the Patient
does not dcveloP the tlPe c
this framework creates to
iiot-t". (Sce mY Rule DePe

RIGIN OF SYNTAX
!t-". i{
iT:lr:p

EXPLANATION

one wants to express
the con_
for function verbs,
;;; ;;
sentences

andthen
11ilu
existent i""t;p;;;;;;*
""_Li"tr
gu:|..,:
'11.llit^q:":rt
.(va) be-man dad.
nushang
took moncy f"o_
and gave (it to) mc.

aU

;
;il "":*"#"T
J,":i;ff:"3"i?:;::
whictr maps the Goal

Frlii-"lrrive

i goft.
Hushang told Ali.
BU

--V
-_.--ALV
.--_.-

,

SLV

,-/1

Qeri--ELv

11

-4

Goat cLV
'I
l
l
rer. Goal GLV

.be-alil

l

goft

to Ali say-past

EXAMPLES

/
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atthe function Goal has been variously
Traditionally
of the verb and the rindirect objectr,
tributed to the relation
Scholars working with languages
verbs.
in ditransitive
Latin case classifiwhich were subject to the traditional
attributed
this function to the Dative of one
cation usually
type or another.
the funcof case grammar,
Later, with the introduction
defined
ca1ls Goal was partially
tion which this framework
from the Dative
however,
as the Dative; this is different,
who classified
concept of the Latin oriented grammarials
the elements purely according to their surface values.
defined Dative as follows:
Fillrnore
Dative (D), the case of the animate being
a-ffected by the state or action identified
by the verb [Fillrlore 1968: 25].

VBU

//

WITH

B

U

a

Rcccntly, following McCoy, Nilsen made an analysis of
thc deep case in tcrms of deep features. IJe depended very
heavily on Source and Goal cases, because he felt thatthey
of relations
form the uppcrrnost rank within a hierarchy
also consisted Cause and Effect,
which within his framework
and ControlLed respectively ;
Controller
. .., these paired relationships are hierarchically
orclered in such a way that
is
the Controller- ControlLed rclationship
a special kind of Causc-IJffect relationship, whi.ch in turn is a special kind of
Source-Goal relationship I Nilsen I97I: 21.
betwecn the Agent
Thus, Nilscn speaks of the relationship
as well as the relation between the Instruand thc Instrument
IIe
only implicitly.
ment and the Patient (my Ilxperiencer)
that
does not dcvelop the type of detailed bipolar hierarhcy
creates to account for the linguistic functhis framcwork
tions. (Sce my Rulc Dependency and Rule Government. )
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3.2.I.6

O!.ject Level Sentences

r have asserted that the object is the rast
function
-s""""e-pathderived
-ny--"pping
Tory the Agent thr.ough the intermediacy
*r"
GoaI functions. It is E".itl_o
"i GLV into
the
the
Goal. The function;9f. the Objdct, ,-.rUt E
that of the Agent,is
a unique function. This is nelause tne Onpci
l" irigrrfy re_
ceptive to the lexical varue of the verb, and
most of the time
it is reali'.ed, espe.cially- in conjunction with
the verbs kerd_
rto dot, budan rto
tto rravei, ,"-"
?un
b6r
Tuffion
tunitedt witrr ttrETemantic ""o o"ti*,
;;i;-i.ach
of the above verbs.
This function/verb union on the different
r"r..r"-ir the deep
structure the wav they are presented in my
f;"_;;o"k,
can
point towards th6 reason tor ttre traditional
linguistsr interpretation of-this phenomenon as compoundi"g
o?
and
verbs lsee Jazav.."y jld pap.gr 1961, Khanf"ii
"o-inals
fgfO,^11
Appenclix a nciowl
"na_y
"- The traAitiorral_approach to compounds,
of course, does not give the nominal it"""tior;i;il;
.yp"
even-oUj"-d of some typ". The nominal becornes
=Obi:"t^or
a
part
of the verb and the function-load it carries
l" Litrr.,
transferred to other norlinals in the sentence
or is totaty
ignored,
Recently an attempt was made by Moyne
to save the con_
cept of compounding by
not all ,r""n" i"."t"o
_suggestingino.t
as cornpounds are actually cbmpoinds
rctoj:'' In order
to support his propositiori he cites the fMoyne
ioll6wins:
(I14) a. hu5ang zan kard.
b. hu5ang

Flushang got married.
zryrt-Ta kard.
Ilushang screwed the woman"

He argues that in the sentence in (114_a)
we have the verb
zen kal-,4€4 rto marryt, while in the other "-;;:'r;
sentence
we have
the verb kardan 'to db, here rneanine-;i;posi_
tion is trrat in noth of these
*" nave an exampre of the
Experiencer Level Verb. In"r"""
the fi;s1l;;;";;"";f;T;ion
is
appUed to an institutionaljzation process
translated in soc_
ial context as the institution of marriage -;b;;";"tion--,
while in the second case we have an inJtance "i
pfrJ"i""l act__
"f

EXPLANAT]

This Position will bt
function.
where I exPlicate, in more det
structure realization of abstra
terms of Feature SPecification
the compounds.
For examples of the realize
tences (OLS) compare the follc
(115) a.

hesan qsza xo

hasan Yax bas
Hr
c. hasaen PuI gert
H:
d. hesen ab PaEi
Hi

b.

When the correlative rule I
complished, namelY as soon a
ped back into the GLV we can
iented above as examPles of u
rnechanism diagrammed belor
lustrates the function Pile uP
making of a deeP structure ve
levels of the verbs can be eas
ceptable to say, for examPle,

(116) a. huiang ez-rud:
H
a
b. man az-rudxa
I

but not
(11?) a.'l'hu3eng ez-rud
gereft.
b.'khu5ang nz'rud

IGIN OF SYNTAX
ences
Object is the last function derived
inlermediacy of the Sourc.-patfr_
d by mapping the GLV into the
JbJect, unlike that of the Agent,is
)ecause the Object is highly
or rne verb, and most of the time
"._
r conjunction with the verbs kerdnd daElen tto haver,
i-i.rtTlo.,
'arue
"" "verbs.
of each of the above
rn the different 1evels in the deeo
presente-d
ir -y framework, can
: the traditional linguistsr inter_
n as _c_ompounding
of nominals and
p-er 1961,Khanlari 19Z0: ll andmy
tditionat_approach t"
nominal a function of""-p"u"J","
the type
rg type. The nominal becorirbs a
:tion load it carries is either
uls in the sentence or is totatty
made by Mo;me to save the con_
lesting that, not all verbs treated
o m p o u n d s[ M o y n e l g ? 0 1 . I n o r d e r
l cltes the followins:
Brd.
Hushang got married.
, kard.
Hushang screwed the woman"
lence in (114-a) we have the verb
Lein the other sentence we have
meaning rto screwr. My posi_
ases we have an example of the
the first instance the iction is
lon process translated in soc_
rf marriage -- an abstraction__,
rave an instance of physical act_'-

EXPLANATION

WITH EXAMPLES
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function. This position wi.ll become more clear below
where I explicate, in more detail, the conversion of deep
structure realization of abstraction oriented sentences in
terms of tr'eature Specification into surface forms, and later
the compounds.
For examples of the realization of the Object Level Sentences (OLS) compare the following sentences:
hesen qeza xord.
Hassan
b . hesen yex bast.
Hassan
hasan pul gereft.
Hassan
d . hesen ab pa5id.
Hassan

(115) a.

ate food"
froze.
took moneY.
sPrinkled water.

rule for the Object function is acWhen the correlative
as the Object function is mapas
soon
namely
complished,
ped back into the GLV we can derive the sentences preiented above as examples of the OLS. The deep structure
mechanism diagramrned below for the sentence in (1l5-b) illustrates the function pile up process that goes into the
verb level, although mo-st of the
making of a deep structure
easily
skipped. It is perfcctlyacbe
can
leveIs of the veibs
ceptable to say, for examPle,
(116) a.

b.

hu6ang aez-rudxane ba-cub gozer kard.
Hushang crossed thc river using
a piece of wood.
komak dad-am.
firrln Ez-rudxane ba-cub be-eli
I helped Ali from the river with
a piece of wood.

but not
be-eli

komak

b.'khu5ang aez-rudxane ba-cub gozyr

gereft.

(11?) a.'l'huSang aez-rudxane ba-cub
gereft.
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Below I will first derive the sentence in (115_a)
for an
illustration of the, f'nction object and then *riioi"er"mthe
sentence in (116-b) in order to-show the verb a"A*rr-it., ,u.,.,
as an example of ful1y functional verbs.
(118)
N

Bf,

(11e)
NBU

BU
B

U

-

-

-

*

.

.

-

VBU
/----t't-

/

/

/

/

B

U
l

l

a

Souirge -.-.--t \
I

\

I
I

-

o)**
I

dLlI

t_

lN"'=

ffi

OLS: Agent Source Path ExPer.(

l

-

l

.

l

rn?En&z-rud baxane cub
OLS: Agent Sourcc path E x p e r . G o a l O b j e c t

I

l

OLV

1
:

I from thc river with wo

l

huEang

q+za

xord

Hushang

food

cat-past

TraditionallY, the terms ra
and most recentlY tobiectiver l
used to idcntifY this function.
fitable of the definitions given

Obiec-tive (O), the sema

TGIN OF SYNTAX

WITH EXAMPLES
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r the sentence in (ffS-a) for an
Object and then will diagramthe
to show the verb dada! rto givet
bionalverbs.

(11e)
VBU

NBU

/-ut

/ " P

BU
VBU

/ 101

/

/

o

/

l
0

ALV

PLV

i"{-;

i'v/"
I Objcct'OLV

:r.GoalObject OLV

l

OLS; Agent Source Path Exper.Goal Object

I

man ez-rud

ba-

xane cub

be-

komak

OLV

I

dad -

ali

I from the river with wood to Ali help give-past

l

qnza

xord

food

cat-past

rdirect objectt'
Traditionally, the terms taccusativer,
tobjectivet
fnillmore 1g68: 25] have been
ancl most
pro""""tltiy
used to identify ihis iunction. The most interesting and
F'illmore:
by
one
the
given
is
fitable of the Oetinitions
Obj-ecJive (O), the semantically

most

IO2 /

'TO
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OF SYNTAX

neutral case, the case of anyihing re_
presentable by a noun whose role in
the action or state identified by the
verb is identified by the s"-"rrti"
irr_
terpretation
of the verb itself; con_
ceivably the concept should be li.mited
to things which are affected bv the
action or state identified by the verb.
The term is not to be confused with
the notion of direct object, nor with
the name of the surface case synonv_
mous with accusative fnlnmor"e tOdS:

251 .

tr'illmorers definition of the robjectiver rike his
definirAgentiver, is well *orih
considering. H,r_"rr"",
lloi rltft:
it should be noted that tr'i[morers definition suff?rs
f.rom
lack of abstraction-function orientation on the
one hana and
introduction of the semantic component to help
sort out
verbs, on the other hand. I believe it is this
lack of
abstraction-function 1ever distinctions in his framework
""_"
and
consequently i.r his definition of thc primitive functions
that
has forced Fillmore to labe1 the object case as the rwaste
basket'. I am not clai.ming that my Object is ;"i;
,waste
baskett. But I assert.that ihrough the use of the Abstract,
Abstract-Fu.ction
subsystem" i.r -y framework i am aule
to present a better knit rwaste baskeir than trillmorers.
3.2.2
3.2.2.I

While there was not much
hind setting uP the Paradigm
, the .r
regularities of bud.aen
verb rto ber were attrrbuted
r
i t y t l C h o m s k y 1 9 5 ? :6 ? - B ] .
bet disclosed deePer insight
ism treated distinctlY differ
tionalists at different stages
Early generative transfo:
rbe
verbs according to their
wil
(NP)
associated
they
31s
the
from
distinct
a
verb
as
sitivet (Vintr. ), and later tl
tTo bet was classified as a
class of its own.
This method of treating v
method until the introductiot
verb classification" The uni
sisted its classification acc
teria of the Case theorY for
The confusion in the stut
on the tbet issue, stemmed
Fillmore [1968: 21] no two
co-occur within the same s:
they could not assign the,s:
doktor rdoctorr in the follor
(120) hesen doktor e

Hierarchv of Abstractions
tTo Bet as an
Inchoative @SlqI

EXPLANA'

Transformations

The Persian verb budan rto ber has been the topic
of dis_
:}:_"igl of,Iinguists tr6F-tne time of Willi.am Jones t j;;;.
I77I:.36-41] up until the modern times" a
of their
studies of this verb can be easi.ly outrined ",r--""y
and tabuiated on
o?g qag." showing the types of superfici.al irregularities
wi.th
which these scholars hive conc&ned tr,"-seti";i;:g.
see
Bleek 1857; Phi1lott 1919; Lazard ISST; Jazay""y-.lrJ' paper
1961;and Lambton 196?l .

The problem at issue, it
the assignment of similar o
and doktor as it was the sat
referred to
I navill-ady
functionality of linguistic Pr
model tried to solve all tht
a level roughlY similar to
In dealing with the Pass
ficial and deeP structure rt
introduced tto ber into the

ORIGIN
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3ase of anJrthing feoun whose role in
identified by the
ry the semantic inverb itself; conpt should be limited
-- affected by the
rtified by the verb.
be confused with
; object, nor with
'face case
synonvve [!lllmore lg6g:
rf the tObjectiver like his defini_
well' worth considcring. Uo*",..",
.Imore's definition
suffirs from
,on orientation on the one hand
and
--tic component to help sort
;;t
, I believe it is this same lack of
L
.distinctions in his frameworf.!"a
.tion. o1 the primitive
functio"" lf.r"i
o e r - t h e U b . . l e c tc a s e a s t h e r w a s t e
.g.that my Object is not a rwaste
through the use of the Abstract,
tems in my framework
I am able
'aste basketr
than Filhnorers.
'actions

.choative Base for Translormations
n rto ber has been the topic of dis_
the time of Wiltiam Jones j;;;;
I
odern times. A summary of their
easily outlined and tabuiated
on
of superficial imegutari.ties wi.Th
concerned themselves e. g. see
I
'azard Lg57; Jazayery and F.O..
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While there was not much theoretical justification behind setting up the paradigms indicating the superficialirregularities of buden, the irregularities of the English
verb rto ber were attribute{ to thigher degrees of regularity' [Chomsky 1957: 6?-B].3 Furtf,er stud"yof the v.ib 'to
ber disclosed deeper insights into a paradoxical mechanism treated distinctly different by different transformationalists at different stages of the development of the theory.
Early generative transformationalists classified the
verbs according to their rbehaviorr in regard to the nominals (NP) they associated with. Thus tto bet was classified
as a verb distinct from the rtransitiver (Vtr. ), the rintransitivef (Vintr. ), and later the tditransitivet (V6i1p. ) verbs.
tTo bet was classified as a rstativer (Vs1. ) verb within a
class of its own.
This method of treating verbs remained an racceptedr
method until the introduction of the Case theory concept of
verb classification" The unique behavior of rber again resisted its classification according to the prescribed cri teria of the Case theory for verb classification.
The confusion in the study of the rCaser grammarians,
on the rber issue, stemmed from the fact that accordingto
Fillmore [1968: 21] no two instances of the sarne case could
co-occur within the same simple sentence. For example,
they could not assign the same case to both hesaen and
doktor rdoctorr in the following sentence:
(120) hesen doktor est.
Hassan is a doctor.
The problem at issue, it seems to me, was not so much
the assignment of similar or dissimilar rcasest to hesan
and doktor as it was the same lack of level distincTf6EThat
f frav6-IFad.y
referred to regarding the functionality or nonfunctionality of linguistic prirnitives. In fact, Fillmorers
model tried to solve all the problems within a single level,
a level roughly similar to my level of Functions.
In dealing with the passive, where rto ber has both superficial and deep structure realization in English, Fillmore
introduced rto ber into the derivation bv rules IFillmore
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By doing so, he blocked the way to all pos1968: 38-40].
of generation that could stem from rto ber (see
sibilities
bemy treatment of passive through level transformation
low).
Lakoff, on the other hand, looks at the problem from a
generative angle and by producing the concept of the rlnchoativer gives deep insights into this high level of analysis.
Through his tlnchoativer he can postulate a single deep
the verbs Become and Get and through the
structure for
sarne rlnchoativer he can delete the verb rto berI Lakoff
19?0: 36-40]. The deletion of tto ber at this stage is due
to the theory is done
but the contribution
to predictability,
of the same deep structure for the
through the postulation
verbs Become and Get.
shows that the rlnchoativer
My analysis systematically
thanthe
introduced by Lakoff has much deeper implications
cleletion of tto bet or the assumption of common deepstructure base for Become and Get. In fact, it asserts that the
tlnchoativer
discussed by Lakoff should have
mechanism
Ito ber as its base. 'Ihen, as I will show presently,
there
will be e asier and rnore economic ways for handling the factive, the causative, the passive and the active sentences
system only at differcnt 1evels (details
through a similar
fo11ow). By thus modifying Lakoff's concept of therlnchoativet the minor rules that Lakoff has set up for forms which
are trarer in Ilnglish butrcommon in other Indo-Iluropean
(trmtsbe classified
as &tffez:ent reaLizations
languagcstaiLT
forrned, that is) of the abstraet instead of ereeptions to major ruLes [cf. Lakoff 1970: 40].
3. 2.2.I.I

Tralsfgrmations

iry'ithin-the Level

acI have already presented the rulcs and rule-features
of the IISrperof Abstraction
cording to which the Flierarchy
systern is dcrived I see 3.2.2 above] . Now I assert thatthis
include rto ber
will exclusively
level of the I{ypcrsystem
The sentences on
and its 1exical1y modified transforms.
tmodificationalr
this level are either of rcquationalr or of
types. Compare the following sentences:

(U1)

IFor

a . m a r g bi-rehm
Deat
e
Firin
b. zendegi
Life
c. serv€r baraY-e
Wea
b
a
l
e
s-e
serveet
d.
We:
izat

more information

regardil

il""'o?!
br

"r
"i+ti;**li:r
trzil "'" "r..-pl,"i*.iffi*ir"
ro

J:?.i"'t*",",.
LTm?ili'-Ti
j:;"':

:fil
T3;""'ff
::
rg;:
I
;;;;ith' is notl"S.X-f*#
of Yet another

ab

*1;ff i,% .'JJ:
"" iil'r':,n',
tional

unit comP

(122\

a. Pul xub ast.
b. u be-man

In the examPle above lll

M
puI
Hr

rt

ffi
"#;T:i;ll3t""
;#i; i"
" e111-1:?';'&

$:J.13.:"""ij}l'r is prese
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all pos_
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through level transformatio;";

(121)
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and,, looks at the problem
from a
roouclng the concept of
therlncho_
this high lcvcri of r""tv"iJ-"
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{le can postulate a singlc
deco
3ec_omeand Get u"O tfri""c.h'fir"

deletethe verb rto beiii,-;#-

n of rto bet at this stage
is due
to the theLry is Jorr"
.contribution
I the same deep structure
for the
cally shows that the rlnchoative,
much deeper implications
thanthe
tssumption of common deep
str"c_
.G"t. In. fact, it asscrts that the
rscussed by Lakoff should
have
I will show prcsently,
therc
^ronomlc
^as
ways for handling thc fac_
rssive and the activc s(,ntences
only at different levels (a.i"lf"
g !al1git's conccpt o1'therlnchoa_
LaKoII ha-s sct up for forms
which
)ommon in other Indo_European---(-**r"_
ed as. different
t,ealizations'
ttaet instead of exeeptions
to ,):_"
Lnl
s iI/ithin

the Level

I the rules and rulc-features

rl4bsrraction
"sh1r
..2-abovel . Now f

ac_

of the iiyp;"_

asscrt tnaftfris
rill exclusively include rto
bti
ranslorms.
The scntences on
tationalt or of rmo<lificationali
ng sentences:

a.

c.
d.
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m€rg

bi-rehm
est.
Death is cruel.
zendegi Sirin est.
Life is sweet.
servat baeray-e zendegi xub est.
Wealth is good for living.
servet bares-e saman-e zendegi eest.
Wealth is the source of organization in life.

of (12I-d) see
regarding causativity
[For more information
Residual Problems be1ow,]
I claim that in the deep structure all the sentences in
(121) are exarnples of buden sentences on the Abstractlevel
5?3 ff. ] . In the case of (121[for a similar view cr.-fiTszz:
sentences with varying
c) and (12I-d) we have transformed
depending on Causation and Benedegrees of abstraction
factive aspects. Note that in (121-c), for example, servat
rwealthr is not used in c.oncf:eto. It is a lexical transforrn
form
of yet another abstract as well as function oriented
pul rrnoneyt.
F or further distinction
between pul rmonevr as a F-unctional unit comp are (I22-a) with {fr224\ belowl

(r22)

a . pu1 xub est.

b . u be-man

Money is good.
pul dad.
He gave me (sorne) money.

In the example above pu1 in (122-a) is not used in con'
xub rgoodt is an Object level Non-functional Slot
cretg.
wfricft stroutO Ue treated adverbially. 4 p-Ul in (I22-b), howfrom an Agent ( u
ever, is a Physical Object transferred
thet) to a receiver or Goal (f"-_lg*a rto mer). The deep
structure
of. (I22-a) is presented below:

t 0 6 / ' T o B E r AS THE ORIGIN OF SYNTAX
(123)

EXPLANAT

BU

I

(125)

NBU

VBU

NBU

/=r

BU

I

0

l-Phvs.l
[-Phys.]
[-Func.]

II

I

ExPeiiencer"
[-Phys.]

rFi"<

[-Phys.]
(ADV)
xub

Money

good

N o w c o m p a r e the diagram
d i a g r a m i n ( 1 2 5 ) representing

(724)

OLV
[-Func.]
(ADv)

I

pul

-

Obje
[-Ph:
[-Fu:
(AD'

I

ast

pul
own-ershiP]l
[[+
I
servet

be-present
in (123) with the following
the following sentence:

servet xub est.
Wealth is good.

wealth
Thus,
tences is
structure
the level
3.2.3

I claim that the di:
a Presurface lexicl
theY are both der:
of Abstractions of'

The.'Mixedt Hierarc

rCaset grammarians cha
ification fiom rovertr NP^\'
lst
itiver, rintransitivel and
tcovertr or deeP structure
tails of the classification ar
of classification were nevel
cording to Fillmore the Pe:
danestin tto knowr would h
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(125)
VBU

l_Funcl

/=r

TT

N
[-Phys.]

ELV
[-Func.]

[-Funcl
ELV

Experiencer
[-Phys.]
[-Func.] ---

OLV
[-Func.]
(ADv)

1

[--b unc.l

Object
[-Phys.]
[-Func.]
(ADV)

I

est

OLV
[-Func.]
(ADV)

pul
[[+ownership]l

be-present

I

t in (123) with the following
rg the following sentence:

ast

servat
wealth

Wealth is good.

VBU

NBU

Thus,
tences is
structure
the level
3.2.3

good

be-present

I claim that the difference between the two sena presurface lexical di.stinction. In the deep
they are both derived at the same level, namely
of Abstractions of the Hypersystem.

The 'Mixedt Hierarqhv

rCaser grammarians changed the criteria for verb classrtransification from tovertt NP^VP relations of the t;pe
itiver, tintransitivel and tstativer used by generativists to
tcovertt or deep structure tactor-actiont relations. Thedeand definite criteria for this type
tails of the classification
of classification were never spelled out. For example, acrto seer and
cording to Fillmore the Persian verb-g d-l9an
tto
frames:
case
knowr would have the following
danestin

1OB i
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(126) diden
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danesten (+l--

(12B)

O+Dl

)
fFillmore

1968: 3l]

This type of classification
had considerable shortcomings.- To begin with it dealt with the problem in terms of
a uni.level analysis, and furthermore,
it aia not consider
inherent features li.ke physicality
(for nouns) and function_
ality (for verbs) and 1ack of these features significant for
verbal classification.
Lakoff took these features into consideration.
I,Ie hypo_
thesized that tSurpriset and rAmuser, for example, took
abstract subjects and animate objects,
but later discovere.d that they took alimate subjects and abstract obiects in
the deep structure [Lakoff 1920: 145]. He further indicarFollowr, etc. take
ted that rPreceder,
both abstract suba
n
d
a
b
s
t
r
a
c
t
objects ILakoff 1g?0: 146].
Sects
I confirrn Lakoffts views regarding abstract obicct
in
relation to Surprise and Amuse,
but-I assert that"Animateness is an automatic consequence of Functional
Levels with
rber and cannot.be in
any way associated with the
Quden
deep structure Agent (Lakoffrs-subject) of a sentence onthe
abstract level. Here we are dealing with ranimatedr ab_
stracti^ons being rc-lated through budaen. There are, how_
cve,r, surprise and Amuse univocals-That deal exclusively
with Function verbs, e.g.
(I27)

where

kudek-ra

kardaen

buden ffi-irre

F'unction 1cvel

A
m&n

E
u-ra

C
tal

i

(Note that u-ra is an uneffec
ievel of the llYPersYstem. ) .
t
Regarding unidirectional
r
t
o
I
k
n
o
w
t
Present
danesien
the Agents of the
T6ai;wnle
is uneffecte<
the Experiencer
Consider the followir
tional.
(129)

huieeng mina-ri

The deeP structure
gramed below:

realiz

(130)
NBU

./

/

/

BU
l

o

[+Phys-]
.\
l\genr
l+ Phvs.l

ba-cubsigar sergerm
kerd_em.
I amused the child with the
cigarette holder.

rto dor is a levelled

of sentences

the Object level

o + D] )6

i+vunci---/
transform

variety

6;-*itit""iir"

of

l.<l--.---

llxperier
[+Phys.
l-- ! ' uln c .

au-

".th;;we have an animate
stract level.
There we caJr say that
S u t r _ j c c to r A g e n t ( c f . d i a g r a r n 1 3 4 , p a g e 1 1 1 b e l o w ) .
My position regarding the othcf set, namely precede
and F ollow, is that
-they should be treated as bb;ect/Verb
cases and be derived according to the regular deiivation
of kerden
and oftaden, thc simple verbs" which appear on

hrripno

Ilushang

mina-ra
Mina
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tio3 h1d considerable
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of these features sig"iiic;"i-iJ;
res. into consideration.
He hypo_
for example, took
Sd,rATqset,
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in
"rT?J^"."t",
r*ol . fle further indica_
__1",',,
| / ; , , " 1 " . " - t a k eb o t h a b s t r a c t s u b _
ll-akoff t9Z0: 1461.
3-regarding_abstract Object in
muse,
but I assert that"dirn;l._
rquence of Functional
Levei" *iir,
-""
t^gtry_way associated
with th;
lffrs S-ubject)of a sentence
e dealing with ranimated, on the
ab_
'o-uShbudm.
There are, how_
uruvocals that deal
"*"tusivetv
rpliSar sargerm kard-em.
l.amused thc child with
the'
crgarette holder.
evelled lransform varictv
of
evel rather than *ithi;-;fi"
X;_
say
.that we have an animate
n 13.4,page 111 below).
set, namely precede
" ?1h9"
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be.treated as bn;""tlV""n
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simple verbs* which .pp"."'tr.,
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of sentences like:

2
8
man

)
A
E
O
V
u-ra
tarqib
krerd-aem
I followed him.

(Note that u-ra is an uneffected Experiencer on the rMixedf
1evel of the Hypersystem. ) _
Regarding unidirectional/
verbs like didan rto seer and
danestan rto knowr I present the following analysis. I claim
that, while the Agents of these sentences are Functional,
the Expericncer
is uneffected,
thus regarded as Nonfunct:'.onal. Consider the following sentence:
(129)

hu5ang mina-ra did.
Hushang saw Mina.

The dccp structure
gramed below:

realization

of this sentence is dia-

(130)
NBU

/

/

VI3U
BU

./

BU
I

l

N
[+ehys-]

a

\

r

Agi:nt

Ilxperiencer

l+enys.l
[-F unc.]

I

huSang
Hushang

0

===-=-V

mina-ra
Mi.na

[-F unc.]

ELV
[-Func.]

II

did
see -past

li0

/
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The sentence in (131) below will
structure:

have a similar

(134)

deep

NBU
(131)

men

pari-ra

gereft-am.
I married Pari.

,/----r"-

/

( i 3 2)

r
0

ilPr'v".t
<-_

VBU

-\

/-uu

---""Agcnt
[-PhYs.]
[-Punc.]

BU
I

i

N
[aPhys.]

0

I

[-Func.]

A opnf

[-F unc.]

[ -Func.]

I

I

I

gereft -

peri-ra
Pari

marry-past

There are also sentences in which a Functi.onal verb is
coupled with a Nonphysical,
Nonfunctional
function slot.
For instance considcr the followinp sentence:
'eiq

Love
3. 3 Tlansformations

l+Phys.l
men

, " B qB

ALV
l-F uncl

[+Phys.]
[ +Func.]

(133)

BIJ

N

NBU

/

/

/

mord.
Love died.

This sentence is diagrammed

below:

I have alreadY

within

indicated

th
tha

r."l""iry based iransformation
H;rPcrsYstem' Tl:
i.*"
"i"il-te
SubsYstem, for cxamPre' cour
witftout

significant

change rn tr

a s s e rIt
i " . " - g . z . I . t . t ) . N o wI the
Lets
aeross
ii"ii"ii,tiii+i"s

NamelY, it is Possible to Postc
draw
whole i{YPersYstem and
dePendin
budan-scntcnces
ed
This is
il"T?I"-1" ttranslatedt'
t
more
is
Powerful'.
but
ilk;if
econorllc
tive Power and more
an
iacti.r", causative, ^Passive tn
ComPare
sYstcm'
coherent
(135)

a. meen ez-fulad
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VBU

NBU

,/-u,

BU

/

;

N
[-Phys.]

VBU

BU
I

0
[_Func.]

1
I

[+nunc.]
ALV
[-F unc.]

A dent

[ -Ph.'.

I

[-F unc.]

II

o

reEq'

mord

ALV

die -past

Love

cer'

_--t

-4

I

3. 3 Tralsformations

I

ELV
r

n

[_Func.]

I

I
gereft marry_past
.n which a Functional
lonfunctional function
owing sentence:

cve died.
ed below:
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(134)

deep

gereft-em.
I married Pari.

-"/'
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verb is
slot.

the Hwersvstgm

within

for
I have already indicated that there are possibilities
within each of the Subsysbased transformations
lexically
There I showed how the Abstract
tems of the H;rpersystem.
modify its function- .slots
could
example,
for
Subsystem,
without significant change in the nature of the level itself
of
(see 3. 2.t.L1).
Now I assert thatthere are possibilities
across the LeueLs of the Hypersystem.
transforrnations
Namely, it is possible to postulate a bgden mat,rix for the
and draw different rtlpesr of transformwhole Hypersystem
depending on the level to which this
ed budan-seniences
rtranslatedt.
of
This is equal to the Inchoative
maTiliis
that is, it has ;-nore generaLakoff but is more powerful,
for explicating
tive power and more econorrric possibilities
within a
active
structures
passive
and
causative,
factive,
coherent system. Compare the following sentences:

( 1 3 s ) a. man ez-fulad

hest-am.
I am (made of) steel.

II2

I
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b . 'kmen ez-fulad
c . 'kmen ez-fllad
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5od-em.
kard-em.

. 'Fmaen r'z-tr-rs
ba-nefret
merg-ra
qorban
bud-em.
o . men ez-ters
ba-nefret rnerg-ra
qorban
5od-am.
Out of fear and with hate I
extolled death.
'i'men ez-ters
ba-nefrat mErg-ra
qorban
kerd-rem.
a

:

. 'i'm€n az-kuh ba-daest sang-ra paertab
bud-em.
. 'kman ez-kuh ba-dest seeng-ra paertab
5od-em.
. rnren ez-kuh ba-dest seng-ra pertab
kerd-am.
I threw the' stone from thc
mountain using my hand.

leve1s of the chart can be derivr
of the levels involved'
in t""-"
Now comPare this chart-with
is reProduced:
HypersYstem

ALV

ISLV

Abstr. Subs.
Mixed Subs.
Func. Subs.
Figut
The HYPersY

When the chart Produced fot
is suPcrimPosed o
and kardrn
of the HYPer
tcrniJGTiftturing

The pattern that emerges from the comparison of the
sentences abovc and many similar porsian sentcnccs is
presented in the chart that follows:

Abstr. Subs
ALV

SLV

PLV

buden
Soden

+

+

+

krerden

i

I

+

ELV

GLV

OLV

+

+

+

+

f

Soden tbecomer
l\{ixed Subs
kardanrdol

F'unc. Subs.

Figu
b.uden and th

+

Figure 2
The budan Matrix
The restriction
on the levels of the chart should be specified. None of the 1eve1s containing the verbs overlap.
Att
levcls are mutually
cxclusive which proves that all thrce

This analYsis shows that ka
verb. However, it can Pat'ten
the nominals that associate wi
Thus, for kerden
iunctional.
that the nomin
it i" ,l."""sarY
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-fulad 5od-em.
r-fulad kerd-em.
-ters ba-nefrret merg-ra

qorban

-ters ba-nefrat
merg-ra

qorban

Out of fear and with hate I
extolled death.
.ters ba-nefret merg-ra
qorban
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tmatrixl
levels of the chart can be derived from a common
v
in terms of the levels involved.
Now compare this chart with the chart below where the
is reProduced:
Hypersystcm

ALV

JLV

PLV

ELV

GLV

OLV

Abstr. Subs.

L.

z-kuh ba-dest seng-ra pertab
I,

z-kuh ba-dest

Mixed Subs.

Func. Subs.
seeng-ra partab
Figure 3
The Hypersystem

I.

z-kuh ba-dest

sang-ra

pertab

I threw the stone from thc
mountain using my hand.
es. fr.om the comparison
of thc
srmrlar persian sentcnccs is
follows:

PLV

]JLV
+

+
+

GLV

OLV
+

T

+

+

.gure 2
idan Matrix
evels of the chart should be spec_
rtaining the verbs overlap. aft
ve which proves that all thrce

Matrix

When the chart produced for the verbs budan, Sodap,
and krerden is superimposed on the chart showing the inwe will have:
of the Hypersystem
ternET-Tfilcturing

budenrber
Abstr. Subs.
S o d a e nt b c c o m c r
Mixed Subs.
karden'dol
F'unc. Subs.
Figure 4
buden and the H;rPersYstem
a function
This analysis shows that keerden is basically
verbs if
nonfunctional
with
pattern
it
can
Howerler,
verb.
the nominals that associate with it at verb levels are nonThus, for kardan to be a ful1y functionalverb
functional.
it is necessary that the nonilnals that associate with it at
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different

levels have the feature
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specification

[+Phys. ]. In

[+trunc.]

will not pattern with verbs like Sodeen
that case kerden
as far as lGJurrctionalitv
is concerned. For furthefEl&mation on the behavior of karden
in regard to Levels see
Appendix A where the problem of compounds is discussed.
The participation
of each of the
or lack of participation
slots in the production
of sentences plays an important
For example, lack of particirole in verb classification.
pation of the GLV slot in the creation of the verbs cited
above marks a distinction
between these verbs and the verb
for example.
This will give sentences
borlLrn rto carryr,
of the type
(136) men ez-tr-rs
bord-em.

]rnrh" c+=.&l=f,
onc.

i:Ii"nil.Y::'l
i3*.;
"l'"'^:n{:
deep structure

Levels

budan

Abst. Subs.

buden rto ber

Mixed Subs.

6oden rto becomer

F'unc. Subs.

karden

F igure 5
.
Summa?y Matrixlo
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garding thc interPrel

'i'John rs as s:rd as the book he
McCawleY saYs:

'J"ri[",i"Ji;7#i"n;

ba-paEimani be-xoda penah
Out of fear and with remorse
I took refuge in God.

But I would rather leave further discussion of verb classification for a later time. It needs much more time and precision than I can afford here.
The conclusion of this section, namely the possibilityof
transformation
across the Subsystems of the H;persystem
in the chart below:
is summarized
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l-rl"^._"l"tion
)n betweenthese verbs
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example. This wilt gi"" ""0 GJiru"n
"*"il"r,[""
l ba-pe5imani

be_xoda panah

put of fear and *itf ]"il'o"".
I took
refuge in God.

Iv:,f:Ih,er discussion
of verb classi_

much more ri_";;i;;;:
n"tl.J""O.

I section, namel.y
the p o s s i b i l i t y o f
le Uubrsystems of
thc Hypersystem
rrt below:

budan tto ber
Sodan rto becomer
kerden

'to dor

gure 5
rry MatpfulO

WITH EXAMPLES

IIr-rTh" Case for Case Fillmorc asscrts: reach case relationship occurs only once in a simplc sentcncerIFillmore 1968: 21].
F T cf r r r t h e r a r o r r o s r w h c n o v e r m o r e t h a n o n c c a s e f o r m I n r c s r r m a h l v o f t h o s r m e l w e l e n n , . : r r s i n t h n < r r r f g g q S t f U C t U f CO f t h c
same sentence (on diffcrent
noun phrases),
either more than one
deep structurc
casc is involvcd or the scntcncc is complcxrIIbid.:

211
^z A

s t r i k i r r p l v s i m j l r n c o r c ( . u 1o. l l r . v r ' l i s c o n t r i b u t c d t o t h c
study of semantics by Weinreich I Weinrcich 1966] , and is later
f o l l o w e d b y M c C a w l c y I M c C e w l c y I S C B : 1 2 c1. F o r i r r s t a n c c . , r c s a r d" i_n sb t h e i n l c r n r o J : f i o n

b-_

of jho rdir'ctivn

lsadl

in thc

scrrtcncc:

'l.John is as sad as thc book hc rcad ycsterday.
McCawley says:
If different readings associated uith the sane
phonologieaL shape are considered to be different LericaL items, the problen is inrnediateLy solued. Thcrc are then two different
lexical itcms: sad1, meaning rexpericncing sadness, said of a-Tlving bcing-t, and sad2, mcaning
Ievoking sadness, said of an csthetic objcctr
l m y i t a l i c s , I b i d . : 1 2 6f f . l .
My analysis of thc Persian vcrbs shows a similar pattcrn.
Rcgarding verbs Fillmorcrs position, howevcr, is paradoxical,
namely while hc belicvcs that verbs can, and do take n-placc prcdicates and strcsscs thc fact that this informirtion can bc uscd as
critcria for verb classification, hc totally ignorcs thc corrcspondcnce of rargumcnIsr and thc tprr'dicatcst in tht. dccp structurc.
Thus he asserts:
Two verbs can differ in that one manifcsts
an n-place prcdicatc and thc other manifcsts
an m-place predicatc', the rolcs of the arguments that are prcscnt in thc onc and abscnt
in thc other accountins for the diffcrcnces in
the semantic intcrprctation
of the sentcnccs
which contain thcm I FilLmore I970; 42] .
The reason for restricting this type of brcakdown of the verb,
as he explains latcr on, is duc to thc fact that Fil-Imorers framework does not allow n-p1ace predicates to take two or more identical rrolesr. This restriction, howevcr, has becn provcn irrcIevant I e. g. by Nilsen 1971 and references thcrein] and by thc
level distinctions of this framework.
Curiously enough, nevertheless, we do find Fillmorc discuss-
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EXPLANATIO

ingtthe "transitive" form of MEETt, ctc. [Fillmore lg?0: 46.1. 'I.hc
concept of verb levels of this framework is no morc than a formalistic approach to ad hoc references to distinct decp structurc resliz.ations of verbs.
_JIn Chapter One, I discussed Chomskyrs view regarding the regularity of the verbs rhavet and tbet. Below he discuises a"nother.
insightful notion, namcly the status of rbet and rhaver in rclationto
transformational
rules :
If wc were to attempt to describe English syntax
wholly in torms of phrasc structurc, the forms
with "be" and "havc" would appear as glaring and
distinct exceptions. But we have iust seen that exactly thesc apparently exccptional forms rcsult
automatically
from thc simple grarnmar constructed to account for thc regular cascs. Hence,
this behatsiot, of ,be,, crtd ,,haue,,actualLg turns
out to be an instanc,e, of d.eepet,underlyiitg reguLarity uhen ue eonsider English structune- froit
the point of u'ieu of tz.ansforrnationaL analysis
Imy italics, Chomsky 195T:6T-68] .
It should, nevertheless, be noted that chomsky makes a disti.nction
between phrase structurc (ps) rures and transiormationar (T)rures.
This framework combines the two.
arhis framework distinguishes bctween
several categories ofadverbs: for instance, adverbs which woulcl allow explanatlion bv thc
system and adverbs which do not a[ow cxplanation by thc
Thus, Source and Goa-l can be both tcmpoialry and spati:r11y"explain"y""t"r-r..
ed by the system while Agency does nof involve adverbialiiv.
f]t-rt"
statement is formally represented below:

Adverb

l
SFo"

l

r

t

l

l

l

l

l

for my calling this function slot Experiencer
r a t h e r _ t h""""ons
an Agcnt sec Factive sentences in 4.2.4, bblow.
oFillmore would specify that
the verbs di.en rfo seer and danestrto knowt both have an object as
wen Ts a-Dative in thei?-EEile
€n
frames. Compare the following sentences:

D v , , o =
b.

Hans saw
Hans knew

tne clocK,
the answe

where, in both instances, we nave
and tthe answerr as Object.
?Unidirectional
verbs are those
not directly a-ffect the Experiencer
and end with the Agent. However,
as, for examPle, in t'
Experiencer
^Bt.5o
her. can be understood a
a sentcnce like:

u raBeq est.
Ife loves (is in love),
gHowever, this adherence to F
fused with choice of nominals fron
with the verbs
patterning kerden
^detai.ls
scle the treatment of the co
10It i" interesting to note that t
on indePendcnt grounds and throul
guagc than thc English language,
iatohic prcdicaicr. IIowever, cer
be taken into account.
develoPed her
The framework
in Lakoffrs basic assumPtion, nar
svntax; conversclY, it suPPorts CJ
hisher and more abstract levels o
Lakoffts unilevel analys'
no-red by-system
The
ProPosed here is n
tto p.t"rt" ,p t
theoryt [t
r it is a coherent
1 9 ? 0 a : l l , r a t h c"i"sii"al
ratomic predicatcr has been an at
plication of its basic rules and tr
of its HYPersYStem.
Let us examine the sentences l
larity in SYLtax

a. The sauce is thick.
b. The sauce Lhickened.
c. John thickened the sauct

The solution that I ProPose foI
base from which these sentences
with thcir morPhological and ser
with them in terms of the TMCM
the FSS into these three basic re
tr'rom this background onlY, the s
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IET!, etc. [Fillmore 19?0: 46]. Thc
'amework is no
more than a formal_
nces to distj-nct deep structure re_
d..Chomsky's vicw regarding thc retber. Below
he discuises another
atus ofrber and thavcr in relationto
describe English syntax
structure, the forms
.d appear as glarj.ng and
'e have just
seen that cx:eptional forms result
mple grammar con:-,regular cases. Hence,
thaoett actuaLLy
turns
zep.erunderlging regu7Llsh structure from
formati.onaL
' : 6 7 - 6 B l analusis
I that Chomsky makes a clistinction
utes and transformational (T) rules.
ro.
rs between several categories ofad_
.ch"would allow explanution by thc
't.allow cxplanation hy the systcn).
)tn temporally and spaiirL.l.Ly
cxplain_
loes not involve adverbiali.ty. llt-ris
ed below:
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D
V
O
ff a-ns saw thc cloct Hans knew the answer.

rthe clockt,
where, in both instances, we have Hans as a Dative,
and tthe answerr as Object.
TUnidirectional verbs arc those verbs the result of which does
not directly a^ffectthe Experiencer or Object. In a way they begin
and end wiih the Agent. However, they might ultimatcly affect an
rto reachr.
Experiencer as, for example, in the case of residen
B]s!g- here can be understood as thc nominalized transform of
a sentence like:
u taieq

est.
Hc loves (is in lovc).
9However, this adherence to Function lcvel should not be confusecl with choice of nominals from other lcvels which results in
with thc verbs of the rMixedr level. F or more
patterning
kerden
-details
se-e'-T6ctreatment of the compounds in Appendix A below'
10It i" intercsting to note that thc Summary Matrix arrived
-at
on independcnt grounds and through the analysis of a dj.fferent language than the English language, should bcar thc samc t;pe of
iatomic predicatet. Flowever, ccrtain crucial differences have to
be taken into accountdeveloped here in this study does not believe
The framcwork
in
in Lakoffts basic assumpti.on, namely thc notion of irregularity
sJrntax; converscly, it supports Chomskyrs notion of regularitieson
higher and more abstract levels of grammar which are totalJ"y ignored by Lakoffrs unilevel analysis.
The system proposed here is -not the ad hoc results of atternpts
tto patch up a clasiical theoryt [to use Lakoffts own terms,Lakoff
19?0-a:1], iather it is a coherent unifi.ed systern for which Lakoff's
tatornic predicater has been an automatic consequence of the apacross the 1eve1s
plication of its basic rules and transformations
of its Flypersystern.
Let ui examine the sentences presented by Lakoff in lrregularity in Syntax
a. Thc saucc is thick.
b. The sauce thickened.
c. John thickened the sauce.

his function slot Experiencer
n t e n c e si n 4 . 2 . 4 , b c L o w .
he verbs didantto scer and danestt as well as a Dative in theii-6E-se
entences:

WITH EXAMPLES

[I-akoff L970: 43, cf. also
Dowty 19?I: t3] .
The solution that I propose for the common base or Inchoative
base from which these sentences are derived has nothing to do
rather itdeals
and sernantic si.milarities,
with their morphological
with them in terms ot tfre i|tltcnt rules that convert the NS through
the FSS into these three basic realizati.ons of the Hlpersystem.
From this background only, the semantic, but not necessarily rnor-
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phological similarities
arise, and it is due to the regularity of
the transformational
rules producing these relations that this
framework claims more explanatory power.
The problem posed by Lakoff can bc easily solved. Translated
into my deep structure these sentences will read:
a.

b.
c.

Experi.encer
.-1n"". |
i-F unc.l

Obiect
[-Phys.]
[-I'unc.]

Agent
[+Phys. ]

ALV
[-Func. ]

Agent
[+Phys. I
[+F unc.]

Obiect
t+ phys.]
[+ Func.]

OLV
[ - " Fu n c l

Absrract Level

Chapter Four
RESIDUAL PROBLEMS

rMixedr Level
OLV
[+trunc..j
[+Func.]

Function Levc]

As can be easily seen the three sentenccs abovc are only part of
thc corc scntences that can be derivcd from the Surnmary Matrix
above on page 1I4. (tror further dctail see Resictual proSlcms in
Chapter Four below. )

4.I

Intrqduction

In this chapter two major P<
tences across the levels of the
Dansions are dealt with. These
irave typicallY drawn the attent
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blems involved and administra
ving those Problems. In fact,
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subjects for further extensive
search. The theoretical fram
can solve and detail these Pro
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The universality
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be tested on languages with sj
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tkoff can be easily solved. Translated
e sentences will read:
Cbiect
'-Ftrys.]

OLV
[-Funcl

Abstract Level

Chapter Four
RESIDUAL PROBLEMS

.-Func.l

A,LV
.-r unc.I
)bject
+ Phys.]
+ Func.l

rMixedr

OLV
[+Func.]
[+Func.]

Level

Function Level

ree sentences above are only part of
le derived from the Summary Matrix
rer detail see Residual pro6lems i.n

4.I

Intrqductiglr

In this chapter two major points of syntax, namely sentences across the levels of the Hlpersystem and clause expansions are dealt with. These are aspects of syntax that
have typically drawn the attention of the theoretical linguist.
The solutions offered by various theories have partially
solved the problem, although each theory has created other
problems of its own. The problems mentioned are not by
any means language specific. On the contrary, they are
parts of the problems of the general theory of syntax. It
beems, houeuiz', that rny solutions to these-probLbms az'e
dLfferent from those offered so far'.
In the light of the theory explained in the previous chapters, I will prove that each of these problems can find better solutions through the system outlined above than through
the systems so far e4pounded through English.
The treatment of none of the problems wiII be exhaustive. The aim of this chapter is the identification of theproblems involved and administration of general rules for solving those problems. In fact, each one of the problems referred to in this chapter can be regarded as promising
subjects for further extensive li.nguistic discussion and research. The theoretical framework that I have proposed
can solve and detail these problems through devices which
are specially built in it for the analysis of such linguistic
structures. The universality of these devices can easily
be tested on languages with similar problerns.
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4.2

Sentences Acryss ths Levels of the Frrpersystem

4.2.I

Preliminary

Observations

11 the following I will demonstrate the explanatory power of this model. I will- show that the interrelationship- of
certain lWes of sentences is easily explained by speCific
t;rpes of 1evel switch transformations.
The senience
types under consideration are: the Active, the passive,
the Factive and what I call rCausativer.
Active a'd passive need no comment. Factive sentences
are those sentences marked by budan; they describe the
result of an action. In these sentences all relations are
described in terms of deep structure causation, I as in
(137)

u koSendey-e hu5eng est.
He is the cause of Hushangts
death.

As-aq example 9f the sequence of sentence t;rpes presented above I would like to discuss the following senrences:

RES
4.2.2

Active Qenten-ce.s

A11 our examPles so far hal
Thus, their descriPtion here w
4.2.3

P a s s i v e .$ e n t e n c e s

Below I will discuss this Pr
ditional aPProach as well as th
aP
generative lransformational
m
structuralist
ielation to the
sian passive, while the generi
the aPPlication of Cho
"*"-itt" constructions. There is
these
case grammar to the Persian
discuis Fillmorets solution to
structions of English. This wi
point of reference for comParl
and observe its advantag
t1.mentioned theoretical aPProac
4.2.3.1

Sentence tSrpe

Sentence

Active

u hu5eng-ra ko5t.
He killed Hushang

Passive

bcvesiley-e u hudeng koEt-e Bod.
Flushang was killed by him,

Factive

hu5aengko5t-e ast.
Hushang is killed.

Causativc

u ko5endey-e hu5ang est.
He is the cause of Hushansrs
death (FIe is Hushangts kil-ler.
Figure 6
Scntence Types

The Structu{alist APr

The structuralist school mt
rintt
so-called rtransitiver and
ed that onlY the verbs which a
itivet verbs can have a Passiv
participle and the rauxiliarYr I
ifre inttected forms for all ter
and PaPer 1961:l9l ff., ar
ery-Considcr
the following exar
(138)

huieng-ra

did-a

The sentence cited above is
omission of the Agent and Per
of the PasdtParticiPte di{-e a
becomet.

z

The structurallsts, howeve
that I call factive and causati'
relationshiP to active and Pas
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h_eLevels of the HJrperstrstem

4.2.2

ervations

A11 our examples so far have been active sentences.
Thus, their description here would be repetitive.

L demonstrate the explanatory powshow that the interrelationship
of
es is easily explained by specific
rnsformations.
The sentence
In, are: the Active, the Passive,
rll rC aus ative t .
ed no comment. Factive sentences
rked by budan; they describe the
hese sentences all relations are
lep structure causation, I as in
r-e hu6aeng est.
He is the cause of Hushangrs
death.
sequence of sentence t;rpes prer to discuss the following sentences:

Active S_entelcers

Passive Sentences

4.2.3

Below I will dj.scuss this problem in the light of the traditional approach as well as the more recent theories: the
generative transformational approach will be discussed in
relation to the structuralist method of interpreting the Perwill
sian passive, while the generative transformational
examine the application of Chomskyrs Aspects model to
these constructions. There is no published application of
case grammar to the Persian passive. Therefore, I will
discuss Fillmorets solution to the problem of passive constructions of Eng1ish. This will give the reader a better
point of reference for comparing my solution to the problem and observe its advantages over any one of the above
mentioned theoretical approaches.
4.2.3.1

rSang-ra ko5t.
He killed Hushang
asiley-e u hu6eng ko5t-e Eod.
Hushang was kil1ed by him.
:ng ko6t-e est.
Hushang is killed.
,Sandey-e hu6aengast.
He is the causc of Hushanqrs
death. (He is Hushangts killer:

The Structuralist Approach

The structuralist school made a distinction between the
so-called rtransitiver and tintransitiver verbs. It suggested that only the verbs which are subcategorized as rtransitiver verbs can have a passive form provided they use the
participle and the tauxi.liaryr 6oden tto becomet to reflect
the inflected forms for all tenses and persons fsee Jazayery and Paper 1961:191ff. , and Lazard 1957: 152ff. ] .
Consider the following example:
(138)

hu6ang-ra

did-and.
They saw Hushang.

The sentence cited above is generally passivized by the
omission of the Agent and peripherastic verbal form built
of the pas-t participle did-e and the auxiliary SgdaJl rto

becomel. z

The structuralists, however, do not discuss the cases
that I call factive and causative at all and thus ignore their
relationship to active and passive sentences.
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4. 2. 3.2

REST

Generative Trar-rsformational App_roach

4.2.3.3

The transforrnational -generative approach was suggested by Moyne who applied Chomskyts model as it is explained in Aspects. He e><plainsall so-calIed passives as
containing a superordinated impersonal clause with the
happenedr or tit becamet, or rnore abstractly,
pe.aglglit
tPASSfVEt, and t!1qggh a derivational (embedding)
process attaches PASSIVE to the verbal form of the su6ordinate clause. Below I will reproduce his diagram [Moyne
1970: 22Il that represents his derivational r[istor/
toi.ttre
Persian sentence hu5ganedida 5od tHushang was'seent
(his transc"iptior)I-

(13e)

S1

T J r e C a S e T h e o r Y -A P P

In his grammar F'illmore har
ticular subject-raising mecharns
tGiver
passivizatibn of the verb
tGiver
follow
the
has
i""-"*or'k
(140)

Give

OD

t-

For examPle, in the sentenceI
(f41)

John gave the bool

rJohnt is the Agent (A), .tmJ bro
rbooksr is the Ob3ect (O). The r
after subject raising.

NP

s

(r42)

I
in
NP

NP

IYI

VP

I
l+PRol

-.-\
NP
I
N

I
IrruEangl
[ +3P I

V

I

Htl;l
[+v I

Ii$r]

That is, in order to derive passive in persian he has to
create-a supe-rordinated fictitious il SSrdtthis happenedr
as well as a [+p11O] -noun-phraseT']ffi
is to indicate the
(obligatorily) unrealized agent of the passive clause. His
assumption necessitates the application of rather elaborate
rules all serving to eliminate the superordinate clause and
the agent-9"--t.y
[+PRO]; (rules like tobject preposing,
subject rai-sing, participle formation,
and copying rulei-t. )
Again, it is evident that Mo5me did not note ifrJcorrelation of the four sentence t;rpes under di.scussion.

John

Past

grvl

tGiver is one of the verbs that
the Dative or the Object to sur'
the Object is raised to Subject
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ansformational Approach

4.2.3.3

[ _generative approach was suggestrd Chomskyts model as it is ea1
e><plainsall so-called passives as
rted impersonal clause with the
r lit becamet, or morc abstractlv.
a derivational (embedding) pro-"'
to the verbal form of the subordin. reproduce his diagram [Moyne
ts his derivational thistoryr foi the
g dida 5o9 tHushang was- seent

F'illmore handles passive through aparIn his grammar
mechan-ism. Let us consider the
ticular su6;ect-raising
In that
passivizatibn
of the verb tGiver in his framework.
tGiver has the following case feature frame:
i""-"-otk

T f i - e C j L s - eT h e o r v - A g ] r o a c h

(140) Give
For example,
(141)

oDAl

t-

in the sentence:
John gave the books to my

brother.

rJohnr is the Agent (A), tmy brotherr is the Dative (D) and
rbooksr is the dn;ect (O). fhe relations are diagrammed
after subject raising.

Sr

S

( t+ 27

=-P
NP

M

VP

o

D

-.-\

NP
I

I

N

I

It -h- *r"i*-' ^rbo

lI

[ +3P J

Iirl litsl

ive passive in Persian he has to
fictitious in Eod tthis happenedt
;n-phraseT'niE
is to indicate the
agent of the passive clause. His
the application of rather elaborate
{na!e the supcrordinate clause and
tl;
robjcct preposing,
-(rules like
Ie t'ormation, and copying rulest. )
.at Moyne did not note the coruelatypes under discussion.

NP

NP

V

d
N
N
I
the b o o k s t o m y r
brother
ct
II

John

past

give

A

r

l

t G i v e r i s o n e of the verbs that allow the raising of either
the Dative or the Object to surface subject position. Below
the Object is raised to Subject Position.
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(143)
S
.

o

K

-

---\

-

M
|

\

RE

"

r;;"t
I A A

NP

I

i .4.

,r-,
- =-"1---?
^
D
l v
I

I Passl

A

/\

A

ii"
I i I / / [,,^0

past

tne books

give to my brother by John

i. e. the books were given to
my brother
Alternatively,
we get:

-

NP-

d
|

i

/\
/ \

1.,
^-^l
^-

1. e.

my

brother

(145)

hulang-ra

(146)
==-

kr
A1

BI

NBU

t,,+
l v
I

i \ l i x t T

past

eli

This active sentence is dia5

s

,\a AA
/\ ["";""J

i i

my brother

In my system passive sentl
sequence of bud.en sentences c
Consider the fo
Hypersystem.

M'

N
,

l l

Mv Approas!

4.2.3.4

by John.

the Dative can be raised by
which process

(144)

ledge, a mechanism that woulc
Factive and Causative sentencr
Moyne who explains passive b;
tr'ilknore,
too, has to go louts
leus of the sentence for derivi

be

was given

give

0 tne books by

John

the books by John.

In this wav Fillmore
devises an ingenious mechanism
for explainine thc two t;rpes
of passive possible in Enp.Ush
This mech"nishas certain diawbacks.
The main Jr*f:.
back seems to bc th"
the Modat*w
component(M) in the ";;;;;iiy*oii,.rrolving

-pro"""" tt p"ssivizatior. ir. '." HIK
structure' F'rmore thus
destroy'"1rr"strict
the sentence core. (the i;a;;t
;il; ;i;;.M;;ir?iP#,i["""*.
""pr""till"ol
Moreover, Fitlmore has ;;t;";;;;reo
yet, to my know_

N
[rDh.'-a
L-trtJ-

---'--

ng\,'t

l+Phy3! ___-------

t----,---\
I

I

Experiencer -

t+phys.l
[+F unc.]
I

eli
Ali

hrr i'n

ct-r2

Hushang-Ar

The passive form of this sente
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S

,--^
I V

D

r P a Is s j
A
I iX.
st
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ledge, a mechanism that would relate passive sentences to
Factive and Causative sentertces" It seems, therefore, Like
Moyne who explains passive by superordinated sentences,
FilLmore, too, has to go toutsider the deep structure nucleus of the sentence for deriving and explaining passive.

A

n
K NP

I / {\ l l

gtve to my brother by John

)n to my brother by John.
can be raised by which process

My Approach

4.2.3.4

In my system passive sentences are an automatic consequence of buden sentences on the rMixedr level of the

Consider the following sentence:

H;,persystem.
(145)

aeli huiang-ra

ko5t.
Ali killed Hushang.

This active s e n t e n c e i s d i a g r a r n m e d

below:

(146)

S

VBU

NBU
D

I

,-.^
o
l v
I
I Passl ,,r^\
I K N p

A
K

N

P

l lr . l at l l i l
l

grve

0 the books by

John

/ />va

/
V

N
[+Phys.]

l+ trunc.l
ALV
l+ F'uncl

Agent
I rPh.'c

I n the books by John.

. e v i s _ e sa n i n g c n i o u s m c c h a n i s m
o,t
possiblc in trnglish.
*1"'^
l"","ivc
un orawbacks.
Thc maitr dr-aw_
:ssity of involving the Mc_,dalitv
ress oI passivization in the
de6p
destroys the strict separation
of
tme) and the Modality-compo;;.
ror suggested yet, to my
know_

/

ali
Ali

/

I

Expe
[+Phys.]
[+F unc.]

[+ F unc.]

huEeng-ra

koSt

I

Hushang-AnaPh.

The passive f o r m o I t h i s s c n t c n c e i s :

I

kill-past

B

U

l
0
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(L47)

RI

(bevesiley-e ali) hu5eng ko5t-e 5od.
Hushang was kiiled (by AIi). r

The deep structure of this passive sentence is given
below:
(148)

/

N

^-.-B

/

(149)

hu5aeng xis 5od.
Hu

( 1 5 0)

BI

BU

NBU

/

so- called predicative sentence
(151)clear.

VBU
NBU

U
l

BU

a

I
0

[+Phys. ]
ALV
[-I'unc.]

[+ Func.]
E xper.
[+ Phys
[+ Func

l"

I

I

I
bcvasiley-c

By AIi

eli

hu5ang

Object
[+Phys.]
[ + Fu n c . 1

I

koEt-e

Hushang killed

trLV
[-F unc.]

\_
Experienc er'-=-'
[+Phys.]
[+Func.]
:-

[-Func.]

huBeng

I
I

so(l

become_past

An important process takes place in mv wav of
hand_
rrng the passivc. It is thc switch of the verb to"the-nlp"ri_
position
of a participial Objectrwith the obligatory rule
encer-object identity.4 0n the other han"d, the "f
auxiiary
qyqe+ is automatically coupled with the verb ioAen__a
direct__c^onsequenceof buden matrix outurrla-effiffr
(s"e
page 1I3, more dctaiisffirolow).
This interpretJ:.on
also makes the reration between the passive s6ntences
and

06lect

Flushang

-

wet

Evidently, mY derivatio
resemblances to both the gen
the case grammar aPProache
tional grammar Passive is a s
impersonal Agent. In mY sYs
a deep structure VBU comPo
with the Agent and the ExPeri'
Passive is seParated from tht
tached to thc modaU.tY Part w
my system there is no neces
modality in the deeP structurt
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-e eU) hu5eng ko5t-e Eod.
Hushang was kilted (by Ati). c
is passive sentence is given below:

so-ca11cd

prcdicatiwc

scntcrrccs

of

tlr-

ty1:c

I I27

pr'-'ucrr[-'.1

ir,

(151)clear.
(149)

huiang

BU

xis 5od.
Hushang became wet.

( iso)

BU

VBU
VBU

NBU

BU

I
0

[-Funcl
ALV
[-F unc.]
ELV

rys.l

f

I

rnc.]

[+errys.]
l+Func.l
iang

koEt-e

thang

ki1led

n

V

N
[+Phys. ]

[-Func.]

ELV
[-Funcl

Experiencer
[+Phys.]
[+I'unc.]

r

L-r unc.l

[-Func.]

I

I
soct
become-past

takes place in my way of handswitch of the verb to the position
th the obiigatory rule of Eiperi)n the other hand, the auxiliarv
rupled with the verb Sode.r--""
een matrix outlined edr-F
(see
11 follow). This interpretation
retween the passive sentences and

Object
[-Phys.]
[-Func.l

OLV
[-I'uncl

I

I

hu5ang

xis

5od

Hushang

wet

become-past

Evidently, my derivation of the passive has certai.n
resemblances to both the gcnerative transformational and
the case grammar approaches. In generative transformational grammar passive is a superordinated clause with an
impersonal Agent. In my system passive is derived from
a deep structure VBU component in constant correlation
with the Agent and the Experiencer. In case grarnmar
Passive is separated from the rframet sentence and is attached to the modality part where it should not belong. In
my system there is no necessity, whatsocver, to involve
modality in the deep structure base componcnt. Passive is

I2B I

ITO BEI

a matter
periencer
4.2. 4
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OF SYNTAX

NBU

Factive Sentences

Factive sentences are sentences produced on the Abstract level of the Hypersystem.
They are t;4picallyAgentless sentences in the deep structure ind rrave E*p"iienc"rObject identity.
Consider the following sentences:
(151)

a.
b.

/

/

/-ru

l

N
[-Phys.]

o

a*i)r-i"n"er /

hu5ang

doktor est.
Hushang is a doctor.
hu5aeng koEt-e est.
Hushang is killed.

For case theoryrs lack of ability to handle those sentences see 3. 2"2.I above. Below I wil1 restrict
mvself
exclusively to the analysis of (151-b).
I argue that the sentence in (tSt-b) does not have an Agent realized in the deep structure.
In fact, at this level
there is no indication
of either a motive for the rkillingr
or an ractorr who did it, either functional or nonfunctional.
However, there are indications
for implicit
existence of
these functions in lower level transforms
of this sentence"
But they should not confuse the deep structure realization
of this particular
level.
The deep structure realization
of the factive sentence
in (151-b) is given belorv:

BU

(152)

of direct correlation
of the verb and Obiect-Exon the Mixed level of the Hypersystem.

!-lt'v".1
unc.J
L-I.

- l
huFeng

koFt-e

llushang

killed

Any attcmPt at Agent c^rea
SourcL and conscquentlY^Caus
and Objcct oI ractLv
pericncer
'g"i"ty
idcntitY rule similar tc
a
p
5f trr. assivc (see 3' 2'3'4
tmixedt level, however'
4.2. 5

Cau-sati.veSentences

Lakoff and, following him'
choatives as main verbs whic
and Stilo 19
G.. f-"t"ff 19?0;
Causative and Incl
ih.r"for",
the following-is
Fot
"*t.rrP1e,
Stilo for Va
bY
given
oflverU
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elation of the verb and Obiect-Exlevel of the H;rpersystem.

( 1 5 2)

NBU

)
r sentences produced on the Ab'system. They are typicallyAgent:p structure and have Experiencerr the following sentences:

/

alization of the factive sentence

VBU

B

/

BU

U

I
0

;

N
[-Phys.]

doktor est.
. -Hushang is a doctor.
kost-e ast.
Hushang i.s kiIled.
r of ability to handle those senr. Below I will restrict
mvself
ris of (151-b).
rce in (151-b) does not have an Astructure. In fact, at this level
either a motive for the tkillinst
either lunctional or nonfunctional.
ations for implicit exi.stence of
level transforms of this sentence"
se the deep structure realization
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[-Funcl

trLV
[-Func.]

Expefiencer

[-Phys.]
[-Func.]

[-Phys.]
[-{unc.1
I

huSang
Hushang

t1.u5 L-g

killed

OLV
L-r unc.l
II
I
ast
be-pres.

Any attempt at Agent creation at thi.s level will require
Source and consequently Causation (sec below). The Experiencer
and Object of factive sentences undergo an obliand Object
gatory identity rule sirnilar to the Experiencer
of the passive (see 3" 2.3.4 abovc), this latter on the
rmixedl 1eve1, however.
4.2. 5

C:rusatiye Sentgnces

Lakoff and, following him, Stilo treat causative and Inchoatives as main verbs which demand embedded sentences
[see Lakoff 1970; and Stilo 1971: 50]. In their analysis,
Causative and Inchoative figurc as verb t;rpes.
therefore,
For example, the following is a sample entry for each t5,pe
of verb given by Stilo for Va^fsi-Tati:
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(1s3)
'I.MOM 'kACT 'kPAST 'kPERF/

hor

l+Y

sokk

l+V

re
na

l+v + MoD/
/+v + MoD+NEG/

CAUS.

l+V

,kMON 'I.ACT 'I.PAST ,i.pERF/

+ ADJ

"causative"

+ INCHO/

"inchoative'l
I Stito 19?I: 5t] .

I assert that causation is an autornatic consequence of
AgTt raising within the Abstract level of the Hyiersystem.
^
Compare the following sentences in l.igure ?.
A
u

y 6
ko6t.

M

tr

o

A

t

F'

A

u

He killed.

o

He was killed.

Passive

v

ko5t-e est.

H e is kil]ed.

tr'active

A
u

S
V
koE-an-de est.

He is killer.

Causative

F'igure 7
of Transformation

when analyzed thc following
( --r

) indicates

S

P

+
M

+

Figur
Function SI<
Across

Thus, the Abstract Subs
types of sentences: the Facl
two only the Causative is I
of causative relations the dr
(f54) will be given below:

( 1 S + )u k o 6 - e n d - e Y - e

u

Instances

A

Active

T'

ko5t-e Eod.

r

1evel

"to be

"l"ul:;"
,l,i;ffi;t"1,

+ CAUS/

INCHO. /+V

"to eat"

chart will

slot identity:

Across
ernerge.

Levels
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CT 'kPAST,;,PERF/
tON'!ACT

"to eattt

);<PAST 'rpERF/

E^ ,
ll('/

"to be
,.light'l
"to have
to, musttt
"negativett

"causativett
"inchoative'l
IStilo 1971:5t].
t is an automatic consequence of
Abstract level of the H;riersystem.
sentences in Figure T.

He killed.

Active

He was killed.

Passive

H e is killed.

F'active

He is killer.

lausative

ligure 7
Iransformation

Across Levels

:g chart will emerge.
entity:

level

A

F

+

S

E

P

Sentence
Tvpe

+

Passive

I

tr'active

+

A

o

Active
I

M

G
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Causative

+

Figure B
Function Slot Identitv
Across Levels
Thus, the Abstract Subsystem is responsible for two
types of sentences: the tr'active and the Causative. Of the
two only the Causative is Agent-relevant. As an example
of causative relations the deep structure of the sentence in
(154) will be given below:
(i54) u ko6-end-ey-e hu6eng est.
He is Hushangts killer.
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ChomskYts Aspe-cts to Persii
sentence:

BU

(155)

VBU

NBU

/

T

urt

/

rI want You to go

0

V
[-F unc.]

N
[-Pnys]

ALV

Age nt

SLV
[-Func.]

Experiencer

[-P]rys l
[-IruncJ
- l

he

s

\TD

e
^ t

u

Below I will reProduce the
which MoYne assigns to this

(15?)

L- .h ullc.l

[-Ph I Y S
[-F ul n c

4. 3

(156) mixaham (ke) ber:

ko5-end-eY-e
killer

of

huBaeng
llushang

' .4}-Lv

I

N

I

man
1

L-I unc.l

II

ke

€st
be-pre s.

Clausc -Exparrsion

T h'rr"
emostextensivestuclyofthe'-clausetypesofl'e'rsian

i;;;a in plruott's ilisher tcrs-i-anstudy'
9'L3lltl.Lrnrrhowever'
".,-,
. The mffisystematic by Lazard
iJi igret 545-5761
litcrature
is presented in trt" =lt""l"ralisi
consideredsurt#;;;J'ib"t?i iu-ieat . Bgth ,approaches

also Seiler 1960 for
face structure crassiiication I sec
and their classificationl '
;1;;";lypes
tid .o". grammars the
With the .4.r",-rf J generative
was iclcntified with the retreatment of clause stiuctures
to be handled through
cursive nature of rules and came
one
or main strings'
matrix
into
embedding
applied
who
Moyne
""rlt"rr"""
i" tot"la in the *o"tt of
such application

In order to derive the sul
create an NP Phrase first a
subordinating that NP bY a c
in line with transformationa
clauscs as comPlement clau
My sYstem has no need fr
Following the verY earry ru
the suboidinate clause is dit
component of the VBU as sh
for ihe sentence in (158):
(158) man mi-xah-ar
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BU
VBU

Chomskyrs
sentence:

A s p e c t s to Persian.

(156) mixdham

----:

(ke) beravi
man mixdham

ke to beravi.

I
want
that you go.
r I want you to got
fMoyne Ig70: 222, his
transcription] .

l-.truncl
ALV
l-I'unc.l

Consider the following

Below I will reproduce the deep structure
which Moyne assigns to this sentence:

realization

( 1 57 )
NP

I
[-Furic-1
Experienccr

[-Phys.]
[--h'unc.]

-

llLV
[-Func.]

Hushang

NP

I
man

II

I

huEang

N

I
s2
ke

est

I
mixdh-

NP

VP

N

V

I

r

t

be-prc-s.

to

l
berav-

Ubid. : 2221.
r of the clausc types of Persian
Iigher Pt,rsian Cramnrar lPhilst systematic study, howcver,
alist Literature by Lazard
h approachcs considercd surn I see also Seiler 1960 for
ificationl .
ative and case grammars
the
:es was identified with thc recame to be handled through
tatrix or main strings.
One
the work of Moyne who applied

In order to derive the subordinate clause Moyne has to
create an NP phrase first and allow for the possibi.lity of
subordinating that NP by a clause, i. e. 52. This i.s well
in Line with transformational
generative distinction
of such
clauscs as complement clauses, i. c. it-clauses.
_ My system has no need for such a complicated process.
Following the very early rule of recursive
BU-expansion,
the subordinate clause i.s directly derived out of the BU
component of the VBU as shown in the following diagrarr
for the sentence in (158):
(158) men

mi-xah-am

(ke) to be-rev-i"
I want you to go.
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/n-e

-

m(-

-

---\

c
r
.
i : ( n

> !_

F+

H H

<i

!

9

X

i

B -e

bo

m

^

=

P

z

In this way the BU of VI
creation of subordinate cIa
for extra nodes for embedd
Similar to the BU expar
tion of subordinate clauses
the derivation of relative c
generative models relative
In my system they are der:
difference, however, comp
rhistoriest of Chomsky and
(160) Chomsky

X

#

NP
----^\

a
h
H

Dei

+

T

T

" t - 3 F - <r,
\-

E

c)
a
C)
r

'

x
I

P

N(s')
---"^-\NP
VP

i
Bashiri

\

-....-

\
\
\

NBU
----\-r-

N

\
\l

-

1

I
I
I

\

/

TV
H

( n o.
: >.q
i € 5

/ <,r.'

\

U
----^--.--NBU

VBU

-

zUoAt'.

I

Zj

.

B

$

-

x

The difference lies in thr
to create an NP node as wel
sive occurrence of clauses,
inal and verbal clauses as i
sequences of my rules.
In terms of rule orderinr
tern accounts for the recurs'l
second and third rules, whil
deep structure relevant fact
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d

i.x

>i\_-=r;4r.
\- \
\

Q

.

r
o

9
x

_

o

E
I

\

\

bo

\

\

\

\
\

\

o

v

r $E

In this way the BU of VBU wilL be responsible for the
creation of subordinate clauses without creating demand
for extra nodes for embedding.
Similar to the BU expansion of the verb for the derivation of subordinate clauses, the BU of the NBU serves for
the derivation of relative clauses. In transformational
generative models relative clauses are derived from N(S').
In my system they are derived rather similarly. For the
difference, however, compare the following derivational
rhistoriesr of Chomsky and myseU:
(160) Chomsky

,/600.

A

/<aa

,Av

#-S-#

NP

zF

Pred" Phras.

--"t^\-

Dei

Ff
?

€
6
o

,,
!c_
A i

<?
g

0

E
u
|

'a
'

/ T35

----\

N(s')
AUX

NP

I

VP

M

)

I{
: 4
?

VP

--4'-'.--

Copf,la

Vs' V pred.

[ C h o m s k y 1 9 6 5 :1 0 6 - ? ].

>b

Bashiri

NBU
_---------N
B
U
---^---.NBU
'To o

Ei.=-

s

bOHH

E

<.l.3

*

VBU

VBU

The difference lies in the fact that while Chomskv has
to create an NP node as well as an N(S') node for
"".cusive occurrence of clauses, I can introduce both the
nominal and verbal clauses as imrnediate subprojection consequences of my rules.
In terms of rule ordering and rule dependence my system accounts for the recursive nature of language by the
second and third ru1es, while Chomsky accounts for nondeep structure relevant factors like Auxiliaries, modals
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and prepositional
rule:
(161) (vii)

phrases before his nominal recursive
NP -r

(162) eskimu-ha ke der iglu zendegi mi-kon-end
xoEhal hast-end.
Eskimos who live in igloos
are happy"
cxpansion of the BU
NBU gives us:

(163) eskimu-ha

dar

component

NR.

NBU

(Det) N(S').
I C h o m s k y 1 9 6 5 :1 0 ? ].

The advantage of my derivation
of clauses, thus, lies in
the fact that it shows that relative clause derivation
follows
similar processes as completive clause derivation. For further clarification
of the procedure for nominar expansion
consider the following sentence:

The ultimate
a1 primitivc

(164)

N
[ , Dr--.^

*rnvs.l
\

I

Ag-ent

_..-

of the nomin-

iglu zendegi mi-kon-and.
Eskimos Livc in igloos.

Obje
[-Phl
fFur
eskimu-

ha
Eskimo-pl.

daer

igloo

I

zen(

in igloo I

The expansion of the mair
Tence:

(165) eskimu-ha xo5ha

The deep structure reprel
given below:

RIGIN OF SYNTAX
before his nominal recursive
(Det) N(S').
I C h o m s k y 1 9 6 5 :1 0 ? ].
erivation of clauses, thus, Iies in
relative clause derivation follows
pletive clause derivation. For fur:ocedure for nominal expansion
bence:

RESIDUAL PROBLEMS
(164)

/ T:Z

NR-BU

NBU

VBU

N
[+Physl

lar iglu zendegi mi-kon-end
rd.
Eskimos who live in igloos
are happy"
the BU component of the nomin-

XLV

iglu zendegi mi-kon-aend.
Eskimos Live in igloos.

Object

[-ehysl
l-Funcl
eskirnuha
Eskimo-pI.
The expansion
tence:

der
igloo

I
zendegi

in igloo

life

of the main

OLV
[-Funcl

I

I
mi-kondo-present

BU will

result in the sen-

(165) eskimu-ha xo5hal haest-and.
Eskirnos are happy.
. The deep structure representation
given below:

of this sentence is
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(166)

BU
F

NBU

o

z:

VBU

a.

i
F
i

T
i
r

t
* o
3rl

N
[-Physl

I

Eskimo-pl.

For the g e n e r a t i o n

oq 6i

o

tF,]""r

p

l

N

.

oi';""t '-

oLV

[-Physl
[-Func]
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the Nonrestrictive clause (NR-BU) is e^xpandedsimultaneously with the N of the main clause. v This process is
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1A di.stir-rction is maclc irr this framework betwecr-r the rnorphological -an-, causative marker, usually referred to as rCausativer
in Persian studies and.my decp structuie Agent-Source identity
relgtions in which an Agent causes an action to happen.
zlncidentally, it is interesting to
observe that texibooks of persian caII sentences of the form:
hu5eng-ra did-and.

c.

Factive

N

r-pnv:*
ag)nt[-Physl

r_i""k_

They saw Hushang.

a better altcrnativc for translating an EngLish passive.
oThe parenthcsis indicates that the Agent
of the vcrb is not a1way.s rcalized on the surface.
aOn diagrams thcse deep structure proccsses are
marked by
double bars (:
) instead of the singlc Lines.
bFor further clarificati.on of the switching of lcvels compare
the followj.ng diagrams:
a.

[-ri unc.l

Activc

NBU

/

Exper.[-Physl

/

VBU
B

U

tonnaq

I

------1'\:

"l+Phys.)____---<t

Alcnt ='[+PhysJ
[+tr'uncJ

[rr'unc.l
ALV
[+tr'unc.]

b. Passivc
N

1+eny.J
.

A odnf

d, Causative:
Cau
tive scntences. The Agen

\

-

i

I*"J

ALV
[-tr"r.. ]

[+rnysl
[-r unc.l

[+Phys.]
[+Phys
[-Func]
| -

H

ELV
[-r unc.l

l l na

<object 1,
l+Phys. ]
[ -,ri unc . ]

[-Funcl

hnvrarron

bNote that the deep str
in a and d from that in c
T1-lo
qtn,rntrrr
ao^-,* --"*ie g(
subjunctive and the plural
oThe Locative and the
pansion of the VBU. Sinc
search in specific areas (
the Locative from the non
derivation is chosen for c,
o
r-t'or
disti.nction betwe
clauses see Bach 1968.
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They saw Hushang.
ng an Engtsh passive.
at the Agent of the verb is not alcture processes arc marked by
r single lines.
ihe switching of levcls comparc
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Tl wnp

n

ELV
[-Func.]
II

l-Physl
[-Funcl

I

Object
[-Physl
[--tiunc.l
i

OLV
[-r unc.]
i

------.=\
VBU

--Y
[+truncI
ALV
[+Func.]

l-Funcl

--tii^.t
..-/iFY^"t
>ai"aAv

+Phys.I FFuncJ
-Func.]

d. Causative:
Causative sentences are derived from factive scntences. The Agent is not reaLized as 0 for causative sentences, however.
bNote that the deep structurc realization of u ther
is different
in a and d from that in c and b.
'The deep structure generation of lower 1evel
forms Like the
subjunctive and the plural i.s omi.tted from this study.
uThe Locative and the Temporal are dcrived throlgh the
expansion of tht' VBU. Since the siudy ot thcse aspects entails rcsearch in specific areas of the syntax of Persian,
I have deri.ved
thc Locative from the nominal. X indicatcs that the process of
der^ivation is chosen for convenience in presentation.
9For distinction between restrictive and non-restrictive
clauses see Bach 1968.

THEOR

Chapter Five
THEORETICAL CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Intrqduction
The thistoryr of the development of modern linguistic theories indicates that most linguistsr energies have been exerted on s;mtactic rather than either morphological or phonological analyses. In fact, both in the United States and in
Europe, the focus of recent discussions seems to be heavily
set on syntax.
A general overview of the field shows that most of the
studies undertaken during the earlier period (1957-1965)of
generative syntax were preparatory. They were fundamental, nevertheless, as they aimed at thigherr and more general levels of analysis searching for an abstract tuniversal
baser to explicate all linguistic structures. It seems, however, that the sudden rise of generative transformational
grammars and their revolutionary changes in linguistic
studies reached only a premature culmination in Chomskyrs
earlier works which soon fell victim to stereotlped tcriticalr debate.
The rise of various theorists with insightful notions regarding the structure of English and later application
of
these insights to languages other than English, only renrichedr the literature on linguistics. Furthermore,
each
innovator based his assertions on the findings of his predecessors only to politely rphase them outt simply by using
systematic antithetic approaches. The result is a drastic
lack of synthetic studies in a field most in need of synthesis ICf. Chomsky 196B:19] .
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Much of the literature has proved to be useful.
some of
it has not. Furthermore,
there are areas that linguists
like Choms-ky tried to close to Linguistic research.
Only
re-cently, for example, logical aniphilos"phi";i^';tudies
other than mathematical 1ogic, have started to rcreepr
back into. linguistic analysii. There are, for
example, a
good number of rerevant analytical studies
in Arailic and
Persian (I know a few Like al"-Isharat
g
blii5,t of Ibn
sina) now tptalry ignored ny-ffiFrn
rrngurstic theorists.
rn conclusion, i.t seems to me that aI the outsei
generative venture, chomsky had two major points of his
in mind.
a) He wanted to formalize giammar and craim
universality for i.ts rules. b) He waited to attract Linguistsi
atten_
tion to the abstract nature of language and in"volve
them in
an abstraction-oriented analysis"nasea on mathemaiic"i
Iogic. More attention would irave been paid to
his asser_
tions if a merger between rabstractr in'the 1id;"il
sense
and tabstractt in the mathematicar logical il3;;not
resulted in a mechanistic type of abstriction, the
outcome of
yhich. was expectable. Linguistic studies #""" J""neted
into the mathematical and
from tfre Unguisiic.
i*r,
have. tried to prove that Choil-"r.r;; asserjlT
.,^j:
:lyor,I
Trons regardrng
the existence of an abstract levelbf syntac_
tic analysis are fully justified. I have also tried
to show
that Lakoffrs assertions, i.n spite of their truth-functional
validity, are justified only foi sporadic cases
where deep
structure-regularities
achieve only partial surface realization and thus seem irregular.
I"should
that I have provided morelnsights into Lingui"ii"-"-t"""tures
"a-it,-r.r,rJ..r.",
through the-arguments of Lak&f, who, so i"
against the tcurrent^r,^than through the factuaf'
"p""f.,-tights
y"i'""",rp_
ported assertions of Chomsky.
5.2

Conclusi.ons

In Chapter One-, basically a survey of the Literature
on
syntax and general theoretical approa-"h.s to it,
i frr""
and posttrrrr"io._._
:.hory that both pretransformational
tional approaches to persian have had splciaf
_erits ot
their own and have paved the way for tr-igher and
more
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rmaturer approaches. I have also shown that the theory of
s)mtax itself has undergone drastic changes with Western
contributions deserving high degrees of credit. However,
I have asserted that this degree would still be higher if
there was more ragreementr among Western linguists and
if Chomskyrs views regarding rregularityr were honored
rather than opposed.
Regarding medieval Iranian logical deduction to achieve
linguistic relations I have shown that in spite of lack of formal li.nguistics, it should be admitted that those studies
have captured much of the essence of deep structure relations. They should be formalized if necessary and amended with the achievements of modern linguistic theories; by
no means should they be neglected or ignored. Only then
the endeavors and achievements of scholars of Classical
Greek, e. g. Aristotle, Medieval Islam, e. g. Al-Farabi,
Ibn Sina, and Modern Linguists like Chomsky, Lakoff, and
Fillmore will unanimously be focused on syntax as a unified, seU-sufficient system of high level Abstract versus
low level F'unction relations on the one hand, and atomic
relations among specific norninals and verbals at each high
or 1ow level specific juncture on the other hand.
Furthermore, in order to give ful1 explanatory powerin
terms of generation to my statement regarding ontological
studies, I have introduced a rruLti-uaLued neutraL hierarehy
the deep strueture of aLL sentenees is deriued
from uhieh
through the appLieation of a neutral inuentory of r.uLes coupled Later by rule-featuz,es using mapping mtd correlatiue
mapping ruLes,
Chapter Two is thc most important chapter, because
there I have set down my basic assurrrptions underlying
my theory which views slmtax as a Unified System. For
example, I have asserted that in the same way that s;rntax
is central to grammar, rto bet(Persian bgden) is central
to the study of syntax. Related to this problem I have refuted the traditional definition of the sentence and redefined
the sentencc in terms of projection, expansion and transformational mapping rules that create it. Thus, for ntA
fz,ameuork,the sentenee has came to be defined in terms
of the eonstituents that generate i.t t,ather than a bound
uDper Limit.
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F'urthermore,
I have shown that languages seem to have
a logical1y as well as hierarchically
ordered deep structure.
I have proved that syntax is a Unified System using hierarchical
orderings among i.ts constituents to arrive
at
Abstract/Abstract-F'unction/Function
realizations
of the
sentences of the language. For these distinctions
there are
different feature types each of which is decisive for the
generation of a particular
sentence at a particular
level of
derivation.
Rule dependency and rule government are sj,own
to function best within multi-functional
hierarchies,
where
each elemcnt can bc easily traced for either dependency or
govcrnrnent to a rgoverningr or rindependentr hcad.
In Chapter Three, I have shown the relevancy
of the type
of abstract frarnework
outlined in Chapter Two to the study
of Persian
structurcs.
To show this I have gil'cn various
types of sentenccs and assigned deep structure
realizations
to them.
Each sentencc, according to my framework,
falls within one of the Subsystcms of the H;,persystem.
Houeuer, f
haue shoun the possiibility
of postulating
an fnchoatiue tbel
matris through uhieh uerbs Like tbeeome'and 'dot can be
regularly deriued as an automatie eonsequenee of tr.ansfor,mations aeyoas the Leue'l.s of the Hypersystem.
tr'urthcrmore,
I have shown that unidircctional
vcrbs
Uke diden tto scet and danesten tto knowt arc rcgular
verbs on thc level of Abstraction/F'unction.
Namcly, while
the Agent of these verbs is functional
and concretc, their
Experienccr
is nonfunctional.
In order to show the gencrativc power of the framework
I have chosen the discussion of the rpassj.vet in rclationto
thc rcausati.ver, the tfactivcl and the tactiver scntences. I
have shown that within the buden or Surnmary
Matrix,
there are possibilities
for ciiT6l-n transformaiions
frorn one
sentcncc type to the other.
Thus, I have shown that Causative is an automatic consequence of subject raising andfunction identity in the Abstract Subsystem, while passive is
the automatic consequence of Experiencer-Object
identity
on thc rMixedt leve1 of the I'I;4persystem.
The recursivc
nature of languagc drew attcntion even at
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the outset of generative transformational grammars. Chomsky, for example, first assigned an expandable symbol Z to
express this notion and later changed this symbol for embedding subordinate sentences in matrix seir.tences. The
mechanism, nevertheless, remained about the same. f haue
defLned. main and subordinate eLauses in teyms of ptojeetion
and s.ubpyojeetion m,tles. F,ythe,rno'e, r haue deu;.'sei a s1stem in uhieh suboz,dination beeomesan automatie eonae_
quence of nonrtnal cnd uerbal enpansion.
The interrelation
of the subprojections of NBU and vBU and necessitv for setting up mechanisrns like global constraints will harie to be
explored later I cf. Lakoff 19?0a].

Appendix A
VERB COMPOUNDING
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Appendix A
VBRB COMPOUNDING

A.1

Introduction

One of the noteworthy problems of Persian syntax for
which current linguistic theories have not offered an adeand, requate solution is the problem of verb classification
latea to it, compounding of verbs. Generally, verb classification, is viewed as one of the most researched aspects
the Literature on it
of the linguistic act and, consequently,
comverb
support. Conversely,
has direct theoretical
pounding for Persian is viewed merely as a language specverb compounding) phenomenon, which
ific (hence Pcrsian
English
view is not acccptablc and is in fact misleading.
and German both make free use of thc mechanism that is
as
structures
for certain supcrficial
usually interpreted
compounding.
The term rcompounding of verbst is usually explained
as the tfusiont of a meaning-bearing nominal witharcquircd
syntactic rdumrnyr verb foi surfacing [Cf. Stilo 1971: 52] .
Although on the surface all affixes are attached to the dum-y veib, the N/V combination acts as a so-called sernantic
rto dor, xordan rto eati, reftan
unit. Verbs like kerden
tto gor are usually assigned a double function.
They are
regarded as both regular vcrbs acting as main verbs, and
as dummy verbs crcating compounds.
(Before proceeding with the discussion of the treatment
tcompoundingr,
or the
of the compbunds I shbuld add that
j
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poundingtin my system,has deep as well as surface structure
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justifications.
My system, however, has not developed the
detailed derivation
of any one aspect of the grammai
outlined above. My concentration in general deep structure
analysis, therefore,
still leaves ample opportunities
for
further research. )
4.2
A. 2. I

ApproAches

to gompouldinglLn

The Structuralist

p_er.siaJl

Approach

The apparent reason for setting up the whole concept of
verb cornpounding in Persian is due to the surfacing olcertain deep structure relations in the form of observable
N/V proximities
at certain syntactic junctures.
Within a
uni-level
analysis the apparent semantic fusion of the two
elements, narnely the nominal and the verbal at different
N/V junctures and the semantic control of these structures,
(usua11y represented as a whole unit distinct in meaning
from the semantic value of the sum of their parts), could
not be interpreted
in any othcr way.
In fact, compounding was inherited by the pretransformationalists
who devised the criteria
for distinction
between preverbs and compound verb constructions.
Three features were closely associated with preverbs:
a) preverbs could not take the postposition
:_ra (in case of
transitive verbs), b) the use of preverbs was lirnited to certain verbs,
and c) the number of the elements that could
occur between a preverb and its verb was limited to suffix
pronouns.
For instance, it was claimed that fJazayery and
Paper 1961:200-1] :
(1) teEkil-aeS dad.
He established

it.

is the farthest surface expansion possible for the compound
verb ta5ki.l daden tto establisht.
ThtETtim-;oITd
hold good if i1 were not for the fact that
sentences like:

(2) te5kil-e5-ra

dad-am"
I established (did establish) it.

are accepted as good sentenc
in (2) does not conform to tr
namely a and
structuralists,
A.2.2

The GenerativeTran

In 1970, Moyne presented
as appropriate deep structur
face examples follow):

(ii)

[-r
N---(iii)

[-r
ADVL

To di.ssipate con-fusion he
structures presented above i
the lexicon. They are not gt
hence, there is no problem,
[Moyne 19?0: BI] . Below I pr
realization for the sentences
(4)

1. huiang Zala'

2. hu5ang saxt-
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eaves ample opportunities
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The Gener ative Trans forlmational- _Ap_pro_ach

In 1970, Moyne presented the following deep structures
as appropriate deep structure for Persian compounds (surface examples follow):

in Persian

pproach
t setting up the whole concept of
i,an is due to the surfacing of cerns in the form of observable
syntactic junctures"
Within a
rrent semantic fusion of the two
inal and the verbal at different
antic control of these structures,
rhole unit distinct in meaning
I the sum of their parts), could
rther way.
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und verb constructions.
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nd its verb was limited to suffix
; was claimed that [Jazayery and
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tnsion possible for the compound
,blisht.
,od if it were not for the fact that

l-am.
Itablished (did establish)

are accepted as good sentences of Persian. The sentence
in (2) does not conform to two of the points given by the
structuralists, namely a and c.

it.

(3)

(i)

v
[+Trans]
[+ itrans]

(ii)
[-Trans]

N
[+Trans]
(iii )

\/
[-Trans]
-------..--=-

-...........-.,,

ADVL
[-Trans]
To dissipate con-fusion he further explained that rthe
structures presentcd above in (3) are frozen structures in
the lexicon.
They are not generated by any base rules,
hence, there is no problem of recursive loop generationr
[Moyne 1970: 81]. Below I present Moyners deep structure
realization for the scntences in (4):
(4)

1. huSang i,ala-rl, zan rnikonad.
rHushang marries Zha\e. I
2. huSang saxt-zamin xord.
rHushang fell down hard. I
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3. hu5ang xub pi5-miravad.
rHushang progresses well. I
These sentences have the following approximate (Lr-iswording) deep structures. Irrelevant details are omitted:
(5) (i)

s

(0) a. rr\en qeza xord-a
I r
b. man zaeminxordII
c. €g€r qnza-i-rak
mi-mord-i.
If
yo
a'. m€n qTza-ra xor
I :
b'.,kmaen zernin-ra I

VP

NP

I
N
I
huEang

relation resulting in Chomski
ture relations.
Close exam.ination of Moynt
(namely that -ra object marke
pounded elements) shows a col
orientation. Compare the folL<

---=..--\

NP
I

V
-

N

zan

-/\a

\

kon

I
zara
(ii )

NP

I
N

I

hu5ang

(u

VP
c'.

Comp
\
.
zamin

V
\

xord-

(iii )
NP

I
N
I
hu5ang

VP
-,.
Comp
V
|
-/"'\- --|
...'
ADLV
xub
V
l
l
pid
rav-

Although Moyners presentation seerns drastically different from the solution presented by the structuralists,
one can argue that, basically, he makes the type of deep
structure distinctions that the structuralists had already
made on the surface. Thus, he rcreatest a deep structure
which is hardly different from a rsurface-deept nodc cor-

aegar zaemin-i.ra
mi-xord-i,
mi-m
If
yo

The,comparison
shows that
of b, c is a paraphrasc of c,
conforrn to any of the rules c.
A.2.3

My App_roa_ch

I assert that nominals and r
to function
within the Limits o
mechanisrrr irnposcd by the lin
or verb union in the sentence
hierarchy,
the rules of which
cept of compounding, as it is 5
treated as an isolated and irks
combination,
with special res
Stilo 1971: 531. This tlpe of isr
would be possible if only we al
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VERB

pi5-miravad.
tHushangprogresses well. I
bllowing approximate (kr-iswordlevant details are omitted:

------\

P

(e) a.

rnr-n qEZa xord-am.
I ate (food).
b. man zaemin xord-ern.
I fe]} down.
c. ageer qaza-i-ra
ke men xord-aem to mi-xord-i,
mi-mord-i.
If you ate the food that I ate,
you lvould die.
a'. man qaza-ra xord-em.
I ate the food.
b'.,krnan
za;rnin-ra xoril]e-.
(iit. I ate the ground. )
c'. r-ga'r zemin-j.'ra
ke men xord-em
to
mi-xord-i,
mi-mord-i.
If you fel1 down the way I did,
you would die.

V
///-\
zan
kon

I
LALA

S
VP
Comp

V

\ .
zarrl]'n

\ .
xord-

S

The ,comparison shows that while b' is not a paraphrase
of b, c is a paraphrasc of c, and rnoreover,
it does not
conform to any of the rules cited above.

VP
_,/
Comp
V
|
-------ADLV
xub

I

pi5
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relation resulting in Chomskian quasi-syntactic
deep structure relations.
Close examination of Moyners criterion
for compounding
(narlely that -r-a object marker does not occur between compounded elements) shows a coherent lack of deep structure
orientation.
Compare the following sentences:

VP
N
|
N

COMPOUNDING

4.2.3

V

r

rav-

rntation seerns drastically dif'esented by the structuralists,
11y, he makes the type of deep
the structuralists had already
;, he rcreatesr a deep structure
tom arsurface-deepr node cor-

Mv App_roach

I assert that nominals and verbals in the sentence have
to functi.on within thc Limits of the sentence generation
mechanism imposed by the linguistic act. Th-us, cachnoun
or verb union in thc sentcnce is part of a bigger uni.on, a
hierarchy,
the rules of which govern that union. The concept of compounding, as it is prcscntcd in thc litcraturc
is
treated as an isolated and irksome instance of noun-vcrb
combination, with special restrictions
put on the verb fsee
Stilo 1971: 53] . This type of isolation of Linguistic elements
would be possible if only we assume that syntax is not a
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I

Unified System. However, I have proved that syntax is a
Unified System. On that tokenJ assert that the pro9ess so
to -do uith any
far referued to as eompoundinghas no,thing
uerb'
dunnny
a
and
nominaL
a
of
umion
battteuLar
'
The process, if analyzed correctly, a) proves to be
more complicated than has been deemed so far and b) is
related to the interpretation of certain deep structure realizations of superficial Univocals in terms of the Subsystems of the Hypersystem and the lcvels of the Subsystem
involved.
Stilo. for examplc, asserts that in thc deep structure
rto seer
of Vafsil there is no distinction between the verbs
tto
gives
the
examples
hc
For
53]
1971:
look att lStilo
.
and
sentences which are reproduced below in (?):
(?) a. az ketaab at-vin-om
I see (a book) books.
b. az ketaab navaa at-kar-om I am looking at the
book.
lhis transcription and my translation] .

VP
N

b.

---

l

I

az

I
I

N

I

ketaab
book

I

b'.

s

NP
PRON

I

(10)

--\
V

r

vin

kctaab

N

I

ketaat

book

a. man ketab mi
I s
b. man be-ketab
Ilt

The verbs under discussion

q

(11)

VP

NP

PRON

_-/l\\

I

I

az

I
PRON

Stilots sentences can easilY
(both literallY and structurallY

NP

PRON

s

NP

I

s

I

(s)a'.

az

Below I will reproduce the deep structure of these two
sentences as given by Stilo on page 53 of his dissertation.
(?-b), by the way, has an instance of a compound verb:

( e )a .

After the process of surfacir
surface structures are achieved

N

r

kctaab

I

vl* coruPj

l

navaa

a. didan to see
b. negah karden

I have alreadY referred to
en rto dor basically a fulctior
iilals that Pattern with it lsee
that although kerdaen is a func
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',- I have proved that syntax is a
rkenJ assert that the process so
tding has nothing to do uith any
,naL mtd a dumny uerb.
zed correctly, a) proves to be
rs been deemed so far and b) is
ion of certain deep structure reInivocals in terms of the Subsysand the levels of the Subsystem
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After the process of surfacing is completed the following
surface structures are achieved:

(e) a".
NP
I
PRON

VP
----,---'.\---=N

I

I

I

serts that in the deep structure
Lnction between the verbs tto seer
: 53]. For exarnples he gives the
:duced below in (7):

I

,--

/N

l\

ketaab

at-vin-om

book

see

D .

vin-om I see (a book) books.
,aa at-kar-om I arn looking at the
book.
ption and my translation] .
r the deep structure of these two
Io on page 53 of his dissertation.
instance of a cornpound verb;

NP

4
N

I
PRON

l

I
AZ

VP
C

l

M

r

ketaab

navaa

book

look

I

P

4

V

\

at-kar-om

(DV)

Stilors sentences can easily be translated into persian
(both literally and structurally).
IIere is the translation:

S

N

VP
-------,,,.--/-----

(10)

I

I

I

ketaab

vin

man

b.

man

ketab

mi-bin-ern.
I see books.
be-ketab negah mi-kon-em.
I look (arr looking) at the book.

The verbs under discussion are:

S
--.---------_-.....'...-=.-

(11)

\rp

^ =------\
ry
l
l
ketaab

a.

t+v
I
Yl*colnpl
'
navaa

a" didan
to see
b. negah kerdan

to look at2

I have already referred to the relation
aen rto dor basically a functional verb, to
inals that pattern with it fsee 3.3 above].
that although kefden is a functional verb

of the verb kerdthe different nomBelow I will show
like all verbs, it
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can pattern with nonfunctional nouns and be interpreted as
a nonfunctional (or rdummyt in current Uterature), verb
patterning with the nonfunctional verbs 5odan, di{e4 and
ze,d"-n, in its nonfunctional form (". S. ;uEz*ffiflo
call
a personr), etc.3 Below is a chart sirowffi-tfieGp
structure relation of diden and nega,h kaer{en to the nominals involved.
Figure A-1
Compounds Analyzed in Terms of Levels and Relations

tr'unc.
LC

M

o

A

V

U
l+Phys.l

Fhy":I

[+Func.]

[-tr'unc.]

sadame

U
[+Physl
l+Func.l

did
.L--h'unc.l

t!

negah

He looked
(at some-

1-Phys.l
[-Func.]

U
[+Phys.]
[+Func.]

zen

IiF6vs.]

He was hurt

FIe got
married.

t-P-hys.l
[-Func.]
+

n

hamey-e parce-ha-ra
hicvek-ra dust ne-daE

I

Ld

M

wi.th the keldan of that sam
is obvious from the analysis
deep structure these two ve
Consequently, the proximitit
structure turn out to be difft
For support of the argum
deep structure for didan an
following sentence:

In which case to examine st
look at it, in that rexaminer
Object (using fingers, for ex
In that instance, qegah is [ +
[+
I would like, however, to
regarding the treatment of c
this framework until later v
for supporting my argument

fhincr)

kard

ITFncJ

He made a
wornan.

[+Func.]

rVafsi-Tati
as an Iranian diale
lecf usually rcferred to as moder
zFillmorc
distinguishes these 1
lowine case frames for them:
see ( +[Iook ( +[-

The analysis presented above shows that diden and kardpn pattern- alike only on the )bjeet Leuelwh66u.
,r5ilTinals with [-Phys._J feature specification. otherwise kerdan
l-Func.l
will be totally functional.
Stilors observation regarding the postulation of the same
deep structure would make sense only if diden. a regular
verb of the rmixedr level,could always patTEinGxclusively

O+D] )
O+A] )

Dor,tty also, on independent groun<
IDo^rty 19?L 26].
JA similar,
although less gene
by Paper in his review of Lazard,
says:

IGIN OF'SYNTAX
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f,nal nouns and be interpreted as
rtin current literature), verb
tional verbs 5oda4, dida4 and
form (e, g. E;-t*AAA-io
call
; a chart showing the deep structegah lle_ryLanto the nominals inre A-1
erms of Levels and Relations

dame
'hys.]
'unc.]

did
L--t'unc.l

;en
'hys.l
'unc.]

FIe got
rnarried.

rah

He looked
(at sorne-

rv".l
unc.]

fhi

PN

kard

n-vt.l

ITiluncJ

'unc.]

He was hurt

with the kardren of that same rmixedt level. However, it
is obvious from ttre analysis presented above that in the
deep structure these two verbs are drastically different.
Consequently, the proximities that they create in the deep
structure turn out to be different.
For support of the argument against Stilors common
deep structure for dideJr and ne++h kat{eJr consider the
following sentence:
hamey-e parce-ha-ra.negah kerd-am veli
hicyek-ra dust na-daEt-am.
I examined all the different
types of material but didnrt
like any one of thcm.
In which case to examine something is different from to
look at it, in that texaminet takes a Physical-Functional
Object (using fingers, for example-) and a Functional verbIn inat instance, negah is [+Phys.].
[ +F'unc.l
I would like, however, to postpone my final judgement
regarding the treatment of compound verbs according to
thii framework until later when more lower level details
for supporting my arguments are worked out.

n o)

He made a
wolnan.

lvafsi-Tati
as an Irani.an dialect is related to the Iranian dialect usuallv referred to as modcrn standard Persian.
2FitLo""
distinguishes thcse two verbs by prcsenting the following case frames for thcm:
see ( +[look (+[-

.bove shows that didan

I I55

and kard-

t )bjeet LeuelwhffiT;u"
n5illspecification. Otherwise kardan
ding the postulation of the same
sense only if diden, a regular
uld always pattern exclusively

O+D] )
O+A])

t F i l l m o r e 1 9 6 8 : 3 1.1

Douty also, on independent grounds distinguishes thesc two verbs
1.
I- D o w t v I 9 7 L 2 6 -although
3a si-itar,
less gencral observation is contributed
by Paper in his review of Lazard. Regarding kardan rto dot he
savs:
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However, let us consider that kard6n is a verb
that mea-ns not only rto do, malil-E-ut
also is
a widely used remptyr verb that patterns like
the more readilv tra:rslatable Lmaddntto comel
zad.dn rto strikc, t but fulfills TEEl6ileral function of verb-filler
in periphrastic verb compounds; then 6-ftAb mi.konad may be taken to
be a subject *verb sentence fPaper 1959: 3?].

Appendix B
TERMINOLOGY

Abstract: Abstract as oppos
---Istic
of the level on whict
ies can Produce sentences
tible to Ani.mation.
Function Sg! sYst$
Abstract<
nxoansion rules result in

thehie:
N
, V
[+errys.] [-!'unc.]
Mapping and Correlative .
a tmixed realizationt of tl
ection towards Abstractio
tence depends on the feat
which the change from on
gbstfact4e!ton:
Abstractiz
--lzation,
is thc Process th
tional stot (exc-ePtAgent)
from tr'unction to Abstrat
power but is still suscePt
than animation. tr'or furt
following sentences:
a. men hest-em.
b. men raft-em.

Nonfunctional elements h
as oPPosed to inherent fe
Abstract Realization: A ling

Y
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that kardSn is a verb
, makel, but also is
b that patterns like
Lble Amgddnrto comer,
ills the general funcphrastic verb comld may be taken to
ie [Paper 1959: 3?] .

Appendix B
TERMINOLOGY

Abstract: Abstract as opposed to concrete is the character--fiTlc
of the level on which only nonfunctional hierarchies can produce sentences. It creates a medium susceptible to Animation.
(A-F S): lf the Projection and
Abstract-@
or
eitherN
-,y
[+nuncl
[-Physl
thc hierarchy of Transformational
N
, V
f-Func.]
[+enysl
Mapping and Correlative Mapping rules will constitute
a tmixed realizationr of the N and V involved. The direction towards Abstraction or Functionality for the scntence depends on the features involved and the Slot at
which thc changc from one feature to the other occurs"
as opposed to ConcretAbstractization,
Abglgggli3$ig4:
--iZ-aEon,
is thc process through which an originally functional slot (cxcept Agent) is shifted to a higher levcl:
from F'unction to Abstraction. It loses its functional
Dower but is still susceptible to animateness rather
than animation. tr'or fuither illustration compare the
followins sentenccs:
a.
b.

man hast-em
maen raft-*-.

I am.
I went.

Nonfunctional elements have typically imposed features
as opposed to inherent fcatures.
Abstract Realization: A linguistic entity is abstractly real-
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ized if it is defined in terms of Verbs that have [-Function] and Nouns that have [-Physical] feature vaiues.
Alstract Sqbsystem G!:$): lf the Projection and Expansion
and V
the hierarchv of
rules result in N
f-Physl
FF uncJ
Transformational
Mapping and Correlative Mapping
rules will constitute an abstract realization of the IN]
and [V] involved and the entire derivation will be the
highest of the mutually exclusive Subsystems of the Hypersystem. Verbs that are related to this Subsystem
are mostly transformed forms of the underlying matrix
budaen. At this level and through Agent creation the
causative sentences of the language are derived.
Thus
sentences like:
jangal
will

kudek-ra tersand.
The forest frightened the child.

be derived from the underlying:
jangal bares-e ters-c kudek est.
The forcst is the cause of the
childts fright.

Agent: F or Agcnt see page 48 above.
AmbieldtJ: For Ambiguity see Univocals bclow.
Anaphoric: Any typc of information which is mapped into
the BU component of a Nominal or Verbal from the indices in the Universe of Discourse.
Animate:
Animate is an automatic semantic feature that
distinguishes the hierarchy of Functions within the Hypersystem. It is for lower level subcategories (cf.Rule
Features below). The Agent and Experiencer are typically
animate on the level of tr'unctions while the Path and the
Object are not. Furthermore, in the lcxicon it will automatically distinguish the lexical featurcs of the lexemcs
to bc mapped i.nto the Agent and the Experiencer from
the oncs to be mapped into thc Path and the Object"
Animateness: Animateness as opposed to animation is at-.E;T6ffi'n1y
to the Functioni and not to Abstractions.

A11 slots which have the
f+Phys.] for nouns and I
tically
have the feature
specification.
tAnimationr, a€
Animation:
--lGea-in
this frameworl,
ture of rexistencer from
each function F can be
persons except for the tl
realized as animated, i.
of the type:
;--a-1

J@rr56r

r^ u- ,u,cr . e k _ r a t a l '
Thg

fo

have animated, rcreated
specifir
the rule-feature
[-F unc.] for verbs will
[+ANIM] entered in thei
The term caus;
Causative:
ferent from the causatir
(namely the morphologi
ing ccrtain verbs as cal
causative is a deep stru
action in terms of Agen
Centrality
of buden: This .
is central to the study
rcalization
of rexistenct
stage from the real wor
central to any mechanit
oI linguistic structures.
base for transformation
uses a series of system
forming the Abstract int
crete. (See also Inchoa
Commitatir
CommltaJivity:
rence of two or more eI
more pcrsons and/or th
cxert any affectum-effe
i.nstance:

Y
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rms of Verbs that have [-Func: f-Physical] feature values.
f the Projection and Expansion
the hierarchy of
rdV
[-Funcl
ng and Correlative Mapping
abstract realization of the I N]
entire derivation will be the
xclusive Subsystems of the Hy.re related to this Subsystcm
forms of the underlying matrix
through Agent creation the
.e language are derived.
Thus
rrsand.
forest frightened the child.
underlying:
rs-e kudak est.
forest is the cause of the
Jrs fright.
48 above.
see Univocals below.
rrmation which is mapped into
ominal or Verbal frorn the inDiscourse.
tomatic sema:rtic feature that
hy of tr'unctions within the Hy:r level subcategories (cf.Rule
:nt and Experiencer are typically
runctions while the Path and the
nore, in the lcxicon it will autor lexical featurcs of the lexerncs
;ent and the Experiencer from
to the Path and the Objcct.
as opposed to animation is atrtions and not to Abstractions.
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A11 slots which have the rule feature specifications,
automafor verbs,will
f+Phys.] for nouns and l+!'unc.]
tically
have the feature [+AN] entered in their lexical
specification.
rAnimationr, as opposed to animateness, isdeAqimation:
the abstract nato distinguish
vised in this framework
Thus,
character.
ture of rexistencer from its functional
each function tr' can be realized (in cgncreto) for all
persons except for the third which being neutral can be
Sentences
realized as animated, i. e. only in absJracto.
of the type:
jengel

kudak-ra tersand.
The forest frightened

the child.

rcreatedr Agents. A1I slots which have
have animated,
for nouns and
specification
the rule-feature
f-Phys.]
have the feature
for verbs will automatically
f-Func.]
specification.
[+ANIM] entered in their lexical
is difCausative:
The term causative of this framework
Linguists
ferent from the causative used by traditional
(namely the morphological
surface marl<er -an- marking certain verbs as causative). For this framework
causative is a deep structure mechanism describing
action in terms of Agent-Source causation.
assumes that syntax
Centrality
of budaen: This framework
and that budan, the
is central to the study of grammar
realization
of texistcncer, manifested as a transitional
stage from the real world to the linguistic rrredia is
central to any mechanism involved i.n the explication
as an Inchoative
Using budal
structures"
of linguistic
it also claims that language
base for transformations,
uses a series of systematic lemanationf acts transforrning the Abstract into the F unctional and the concrete. (See also Inchoativc Base bclow. )

Commitativitv: Commitativitv is the simultaneous occurrence of two or rrrore events or togetherness of two or
more persons and/or things in a way that they do not
cxert any affcctum-effectum relation on each other. For
instance:
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bad ba baran xane-ra xarab kardand.
Wind and rain ruined the house.
hu6eng ba ali reft.
Hushang went with Ali.

are examples of commitativity"
Note that commitativity
is not always marked by ba rwithr on the surface.
Clnceptug.lized
Primitive:
primitives
The linguistic
after
the expansion rules are applied.
Concrete:
Concrete as opposed to Abstract is the characteristic
of the level in which only functional hierarchies can produce sentences. It creates a medium most
susceptible to animateness and concreteness (in concreto).
C_onc{eteness: Concreteness as opposed to Abstraction is
the tangible medium with which the hierarchy
of functions deals.
Derivation:
Consecutive application
of grammatical
rules
to a postulated deep structure in order to convert itto
its surface structure realization.
Diagram:
The relations that hold among the various elements of each sentence are diagrammed in terms
of
projection,
expansion and Transformational
Mapping
and Correlative
Mapping rules that partake in the creation of that particular
sentence. The diagrams are designed for this framework
and are viewed as logical as
well as linguistic relationship
indicators.
Existence:
Existence is a matrix type network of trelationsr temporal/spatial
as well as nominal/vcrbal,
expressed in terms of deep structure propositions. Most
of these deep structure rrelationsr have so far been attributed to surface prepositions,
traditional
cases and
recently actor-action
relations.
Existent Composition:
The term Existent Composition
is
introduced to replace the traditional
Phrase Structure
(PS) rules.
The reason for the change of terminology
lies in the fact that the Phrase Structure rules were not
basically
transformational
rules and their internal
structures
did not have the hierarchical
mechanism
that Existent Compositions
have for logical deductions.

Expansion: After the proj
the tlinguistic picturet
ceptualized primitives I
ceptualized primitives,
component can indePen
tion of sentences progr
Factive Seqtenc_es: Factir
which are derived on u
tem. The sentences arr
Factive sentences serv,
tences which are deriv,
a process called Agent
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pear on V/N nodes, ho
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After the projection
Expansion:
mechanisrn has established
the tlinguistic picturer of the real world, namely con(NBU, VBU) either one of the conceptualj.zed primitives
ceptualized primitives
can be expanded. In this wayeach
component can independently be modified as the derivation of sentences progresses.
{active Sentences: Factive sentences are those sentences
which are derived on the Abstract 1evel of the HypersysAgentless.
tem. The sentences are characteristically
tr'active sentences serve as the base for causative sentences which are derived from the factive sentences by
a process called Agent creation.
Featur_e Specificgtion
Svstem (FS_S-): The F SS is an invenMapping rules identifytory of Mapping and Correlative
ing the relationship
that holds between thc Neutral System and the Subsystems of the Hypersystem.
The features widely used in this study are ftPhysical]
and
These inherent features which always apffFunction].
pear on V/N nodes, however, differ from but do not
preempt the use of lexical features of the type [[tHumarl],

lltcount]l, etc.

Function:
Function,
as opposed to abstraction--a
dichotomy
I use advisedly--is
the logical sum of the linguistic primitivcs N and V if they have the rule-fcaturcs
[+Physical]
and [+Function]
tr'unctions arc created by
respectively.
mapping rules stemming from the highcr mediurn (functionality) of (V) and affecting the lower medium (physicality) of (N). Unless coupled with correlative
rulcs,the
potential functions will not become functional.
At the
level of functions,
original primitives
become susceptible to concrctization,
animateness,
rcaljzation
and
eventually surface after passing through the lexicon.
F unctionality:
F'unctionality as opposed to Physicality
is
the characteristic
of the rnedium in which only verbs
A11 nomj.nal and verbal function oriencan originate.
tation sterns from this medium.
F unction Subsvstem (FS): lf the Projection
and Expansion
and V
rules result in N
the hierarchy
of

l+Phys.]
l+FuncJ
Transformational Mapping and Correlative Mapping
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rules will constitute a functional reallzation of the N and
V involved and the entire derivation will be within the
domain of active verbs (see Active verbs above).
Hierarchv:
In the Unified System there are six types of
hierarchies to be distinguished;
1. The Unified Hierarchy has three members. These
mernbers are cited below:
a. budan
b. N6Ftraf Hierarchy
c. The llypersystem
2. The Neutral Hierarchy is the hierarchy in whi.ch the
accurnulation of Neutral Slots results in the realization of the following potential Neutral Slots. These
Slots and the strings following them do not have surface realization:
1. Neutral Agent
2. Neutral Source
3. Neutral Path
4. Neutral Experiencer
5. Neutral Goal
6. Neutral Obiect
J .

4

(

I-I;persystcm
is the hierarchy
which is created bythe
identification
of rule-features
with the rules of the
NS. The Hypersystem has three Subsystems.
The
type of tr'SS rules involved in the derivation identifies
thc levels of the hierarchy.
The members of the Hierarchy, according to priority,
arc:
'I'he
1.
Abstract Subsystem
2. Thc Mixcd Subsystcm
3. The Function Subsystem
The Abstract Hierarchy
is modelled on the Neutral
Hierarchy
with the same type of structuring.
The
distinction between the two lies in the fact that the
Abstract Hierarchy
has negati.ve specification
rule
features.
The Mixed Flierarchy
is also modelled on the Neutral
IJierarchy with the same type of internal structuring.
Thc distinction bctween the two lies in the fact that
the Mixed Hierarchy
can select both positive and neg-

ative features.
6. The Function Hierar
led on the Neutral F
of internal structurir
the two is the positir
with the Function Hi
Within the Neutral, Abs
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example below shows or
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Inclrgative Base: The Inch
which, through the app
different sentences belo
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that between slots, rele
slots themselves act as
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This framework asserts
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ative features.
6. The Function Hierarchy is the last hierarchy modelled on the Neutral Hierarchy. It has the same t;,pe
of internal structuring. The distinguishing factoi for
the two is the positive features that are associated
with the Function Hierarchy.
Within the Neutral, Abstract, Mixed, and the Function
Hierarchies the following subgroupings are possible. My
exarnple below shows only the subgrouping of the Neutral Hierarchy:
group a: Neutral Agent
Neutral Source
Neutral Path
group b: Neutral Experiencer
Neutral Goal
Neutral Object
HweTsvstegr:
Hypersystem is a fictitious rcover termr
which distingui.shes the complex of three Subsystems
drawn from the Neutral System, and the Neutral System itself. The arrangement of the Subsysterns wiitrin
the Hypersystem is done through the FSS. Within the
Hypersystem there are three distinct hierarchies: the
hierarchy of Functions, the hierarchy of Abstractions,
and a rmixedr hierarchy namely the hierarchy of Abstraction-Function.
Inchgative Base: The Inchoative Base is the base from
wtrich, through the application of transforrnational ru1es,
different sentences belonging to different subsystems of
the H5rpersystem are derived. The procedure indicates
that between slots, relations are constant, while the
slots themselves act as variables. It is this trrpe of modification of the base that creates the different "Jentences
g{ tr._language at di_fferent levels of the H54persystem.
This framework asserts that sentences wii6 budan are
rprimitive t Inchoative sentences.
Ilrherent tr'eature: The term inherent feature is used in contradistinction to lexical features. Inherent features are
those semantic features which constitute syntactic relations among linguistic forms, and which appear on syntactic nodes (see Lexical Component below).
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InstrumeJrtglity: The use of a means by an Actor in order
to change the state of events in a static Actor-ActionExperiencer relationship, e. g. in:
Exper. Action
Actor
means

hudang ba qollab

fffi-F:l:ft.
rruDrr@rr6 --ught

a fish

using

a hook.

It should be remembered, however, that Instrumentality
is a matter of Universe of Discourse projection across
sentences, thus:
hu5eng mahi gereft.
Hushang caught a fish.
qol1ab mahi gereft.
The hook caught a fish"
rhookr could have caughta fish
Neither huSengnorplleb
alone. In this sense Instrumentality is a form of com-.i+^+.i-,.i+-.
rllrLdLrvtLJ.

Internal Stryctrlri-r+t: The term Intcrnal Structuring refers
to the order and number of the Transformational Mapping and Correlative Mapping rules that take part in the
creation of a simple sentence.
Levels:

Levels,

within

each of the hierarchies

described

(see Hierarchy), are created by the application of the
Transformational Mapping rules and their Correlatives.
If there are levels that are skipped due to certain special requirements, this requirerrlent becornes a point of
distinction for the verb and realizations that skip that
1evel are classified accordingly.
Lexica.l_Component: The Lexical Component or the Lexicon is an inventory of lexical feature complexes which
specify the output of syntactic relations achieved through
rule-features and thc NS. This is done through the lexical feature complexes identified by [[ ]]. [See also
L a n g e n d o e n 1 9 6 9 :1 5 2 ] .
Lineuistic- Priqltiy:e : Before linguistic concepts (verb,noun)
are realjzed in the deep structure, they are shapeless
yet potential units each having its own ressencet. Verbality and nominal qualities are much later qualifications
of these two ressencesr.
A totally new concept claiming that aVgltifu4ctignalitv:
side from Abstraction, Function and Abstract-Function

distinctions all verbs be
hierarchically ordered :
the Nominals. Each ver
deep structure realizati,
PLV, etc. These realiz
a1ly (see Univocal belov
Neutral Nature: In the deet
omenon uses a series of
untranslatable into arrv
ture. Thus I claim thai I
yet neutral nature, definr
language universal rules
ever, is a special case r
the FSS is further modifi
guish specific languages
Neutral_SIot: Neutral Slots
and expansion of the ling
rnapping and correlation
ca11y ordered sets, rece
by the FSS.
Neutral Svstem_LNS): The
which all the subsystem
The output of the NS is a
accumulated neutral potr
the tr'eature Specification
the FSS the string that o:
possible surface realizat
Noun: Noun is defined as tl
ationt of action on functi
point in the process the t
tinguished.
Path: See page 51 above.
Phvsical Realization: A lin
realized if it is defined ir
inherent feature [+Functi
inherent feature value [+1
PoteJltial Concept: The tern
that at a certain stage in
combination of functions
for the generation are ac
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distinctions all verbs bear basically the same type
of
hierarchically ordered relations to the rearizatlon
of
the Nominals. Each verb is assumed to have aiJinct
-SLV,
deep structure realizations, for example, ALV;
PLV,_ etc. These realizations usually'",r*f."",i.rirro"ally (see Univocal below).
{eutqal Nature: In the deep structure the linguistic phen_
omenon uses a series of Neutral rulcs and'rule featureg
untranslatable into any type of imrnediate surface struc_
ture. Thus I claim that the Linguistic act has a natural
yet neutral nature, definable in ringuistic terms
through
language universal rules. r,anguaEe specificity, rlow_
g.ve1^1s a special cas_eof J-anguage uni.versalitS, in which
the tr'sS is further modified by mechanisms tna't distinguish specific languages
Neutrp] Slol:
-Neutral Slots are the result of the projection
and expa:rsion of the ringuistic primitives v
tt. Their
mapping and correlation creates a series of "r-ro
hierarchicalIy ordered sets, receptive to feature specification
by the F SS.
Neutfll
(NE): The NS is the unmarked system on
Svf=te,r,n
which all the subsy_stems of the Unified Systeri dr"*.
The output of the NS is an unmarked, undLfined sum of
accumulated ncutral potential slots io be specified by
the Feature Specific,ation System. Without in" fr"lp ot
the FSS the string that originates from the NS has no
possible surface realization.
NoEr Noun is defined as the result of the gradual raffectationr of action on function, in such a w"ay that at each
point.in the process the type of raffectatiorir can be distinguished.
Path: See page 51 above.
Ph"Lt^"r*-,9",14f?tiol:-. A tinguistic re lation i s physi
c ally
reaJized if it is defined interms of verbs thit irave the
inherent feature f+Function] and nouns that have the
inherent feature value [+physical] .
Potgr.tial_ CoJcept: The term potential concept sisnifies
that at a certain stage in the derivation of a fu"nctionor
combination of functions (a sentence), all
for the generation are accomplished
"eqrrl"Lm"nts
1i" -"ppi"g
"*""pi
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and correlative
mappi.ng which result in particular
function or sentence at a particular
level.
Proiection:
Projection for this framework is a mechanism
that stimulates
the potential qualities
of the prirnitive
essences and shapes them according to its own rpicturer
fWittgenstein 1922: 39-471 of the real world.
A rquiddityr in the mental mode of texistencerfurQuidditv:
nishes the basis for concept formation.
Without this basis all concept forming process is doomed to failure
flzutsu 1969: ?].
ReaI World: Real World is the world of concrete objects as
they are touched and handled by human perception"
It
is, in Wittgensteinrs
words: tthe totality of existent atomic factsr [Wittgenstein 1922: 37].
Rule D_epeldencv: The rules of this grammar
are applicable only in a hierarchical
order.
This grammar specifies that earlier rules (tfre V of earlier rules) govern
possible structural
changes with the result that the last
rule has the accumulated information
of all previous
rules.
Thus each lower rule is dependent on a higher
rule for information
while each higher rule is dependent on the lower rule for completion
of the information.
Eule_F eatures: Same as Inherent Features above.
Rule Governryent: The Transformational
Mapping and Correlative Mapping rules of this framework
all stem from
the V li.nguistic primitive.
V becomes the most dominant and thus, the governing element of any given sentence. This assurnption is strengthened by the factthat
only the Verb in each derivation
accounts for the type
and number of Nominals involved in each derivation.
Sentence,: In general any g-tring that is the outcome of the
mapping procedures outlined above is a sentence or existent (BU) of Persian.
It can be on the ALS leve1 like
tI wentr or on the ELS like mren hesen-ra
reft-em
aia-ffi-'t
saw Hassanr.
Sou{!e: See page 50 above.
Sub-BU and Recursiveness:
Each conceptua\ized
linsuis), has as an inhcrent parttti.t
a subcornponent BU. Thj.s BU component can be expanded as extension of the Nominal or Verbal,
as the case

may be, to produce cl
of the V or N under co
Subproiection: See Sub-B
Subsvstem (S): Subsysten
H;,persystem. They a
the Feature Specificati
The three Subsystems
Abstract Subsystem, a
tem. The internal stru
ilar to the internal str
Syntax: Syntax is a unifie
the real world and the
jectory mechanism tha
rules. The rules of svr
and relate atomic Norir
effectum way.
Systern: The word systen
It can apply to a hierar
ticular sentence, nam(
System and one of the I
complex of budan, the
system namely the Uni:
dicates the relationshitr
parts in order to be rr
Transform.ational Mappini
ffierJpes
(BU) Composition presr
tion Ru1es, Expansion
ping rules are further r
tive rules.

Within each sentence tl
Rule and as many Subp
Projection Rule, which
linguistic primitives (V
stract sphere and causr
conceptualized.

The Expansion Rules, r
rextractr the abstract e
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-"y b,"-, to produce clauses that directly modify either
of the V or N under consideration.
Subproiection: See Sub-BU above.
Subsvstem (S): Subsystems are the constituent parts of the
H;rpersystem. They are the results of the application of
the Feature specification system to the Neuiral sysrem.
The three Subsystems are : the Function Subsystem, the
Abstract Subsystem, and the Abstract-Functio"n subivstem. The internal
,structuring of the Subsystems is sim_
ilar to the internal structuring of the Nerltral System.
Svqtax: Syntax is a unified system of interrelationJhips of
the real world and the linguistic media through a pro_
jectory rrrechanism that uses logic-oriented Iinguistic
rules. The rules of syntax are transformationai rules
and relate atomic Nominals and verbals in an affecrumeffectum way.
SysJ[em: The word system is used here in a relative way.
I! c1n apply to a hierarchy of rules that result in a par_
ticular sentence, namely the rcouplingt of the Neutial
System and one of the Subsystems, oiit can refer to the
complex of bUdqp, the Neutral System and the H;rpersystern namely the Unified System. In both cases it in_
dicates the relationship that holds among the constituent
parts in order to be realized as a unifi.ed whole.
Trqnsformatio+al Mapping ?nd Correlat_ive_Mapping: I have
introduced three types or ruffiistence
(BU) Composi.tion presented for this framework: proiection Rules, Expansion Rules, and Mapping Rules. Mlpping rules are further divided into Mapping and Correla_
tive rules.
within each sentence there is only one main projection
Rule and as many Subprojection Iiules as needed. ffr"
Projection RuIe, which involves rexistencer and the two
li.nguistic primitives (V and N), acts within a highly abstract sphere and causes the linguistic primitives to be
conceptualized.
The Expansion Rules, contrary to the projection rules
rextractt the abstract existence
out of individual concent-

7',
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ualized primitives
and make them receptive to Animation, Concretization (in the abstract sense), and Realization. This procedure, when coupled with Subprojection Rules, can reflect relativity
in the context of N and
adverbialit)'in
the context of the concepts Time and
Place.
Subprojection
Rules act exactly like the main projection
ru1e, only at lower levels. The subprojection rules can
expand and create nominal and adverbial clauses.
Mapping rules, which create Neutral,
Abstract andF'unctional slots, work on the result of the expansion ruIes,
and create logical sums of the linguistic primitives
they
map into each other. Thus, the logical sum of a predicate (V) and a nominal (N) will rcsult in a s1ot, which is
the logical sum of V and N. In the case of Functions, for
example, the logical sum explained above can be forrnali.zed as follows:
(MR):

V

u

N

---+

F(VN)

This is read as the logical sum of V and N is the func'Ihe procedure
tion of their combination.
is reversible;
a Correlative Mapping proccdure is introduced.
It is
assumed that the logical sum rnapped into the abstract
prirnitive
should be able to specify the type and eventually the level of functionality"
Thus:

F(VN) n

V

--'

F (NV) L

To give a linguistic context, I assume that if the rnapping of V onto N results in the function Agent, the correlative mapping of Agent onto the V should be able to
specify the 1evel of functionality
of V in relation to thc
Agent Function.

Undefined Strins: The output of the Neutral Systcm is
undefined, nevertheless potential string indicating p o tential information
regarding the number and tSrpes of
Mapping and Correlative
Mapping rules involved in the

derivation of each sen
fined by FSS and cate6
archy.
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derivation of each sentence before the sentence is defined by F SS and categorized in the Hypersystem Hierarchy.
Unified Svstem (9S): The syntax of language is presented
as a unified system in which a Neutral System serves
as the unmarked base a:rd from which the different subsystems draw their inventory of sentences by the help
of F'eature Specification
System.
The unifying factor
within the Unified System of persian syntai iJ assum_
ed by this framework
to be budan rto ber.
Universe of Discourse:
WhenevGFJlefer
to the UD, I am
referring
to a network of BUs, parts of which complex
are or can be either implicitly
(anaphorior explicitly
cally) reflected in the Sub-BUs of each individuai BUunder discussion. The UD handles the rrestrictive/nonrerpoints of referencer and ellipsis, as
strictivet,
well as
information
on possibility,
necessity,
obligation, etc.
Univosal:
The surface realization
of all thc clifferent realizations of a Nominal or a Verbal (i.n the deep structure)
can be represented by the same tformr. This tformrwhich
lias the same phonological reaLization for different syntactic relations is called, by this framework,
Univocal.

Unre?lized 9oncggL; When the application of the mapping
rules is accornplished they will result in a Neutraf String
derived at a certain level of derivation.
In order forthis
unrcalizcd concept of the sentencc to be realized and surface as_a lirlgqislic phenomenon it has to pass a) through
the FSS, b) the lexicon which immcdiately
follows the
transformational
mapping rules and c) through the phonological cornponent which transforms
the lexical elements
supplied for thc sentcnce into acccptable surfacc realizations. The unrealized concept of the scntence is usually
rcfcrred to, in this framework,
as the Lcvcl Sentence
where it can refer to one of the levels in the subsystcms
of the H;,persystem.
Ver_b: Vcrb is defincd as the result of the gradual teffectrof
Agent, etc. on action in such a way that at each poi.nt in
the process the degree of the teffectt can be measured.
Vetb Level: The governing element of the sentence, according to this analysis, is the Verb.
Thc level of Abstrac-

I
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tion or Functionality of the verb is decided by the FSS
rules. The levels at which the verb is related to the set
of Nominal realizations (Agent, Source, path, etc. ) is
decided by the type and number of Mapping and Correlative Mapping rules involved.
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